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FROM THE EDITOR
Every year for as long as I can remember spring brings around a

whole new re-energized season of punk rock for me. This year it started

with a trip to North Carolina. As you may know from my reviews and talk

before -
1 love Catharsis - so when Brian told me they we#e going to be

playing in Greensboro with Boy Sets Fire I was really excited and made

sure that I would get myself there. What I didn't realize (or remember)

was that the show was a part of a bigger organized conference for

student activism . I made the drive by myself and though it was a dreary

rainy day and the miles seemed to stretch endlessly in front of me, I was

happy to see that the roadside trees were alia little bitgreenerthan even

around here (as far as I’m concerned Richmond too is in a state of

advanced spring compared to what I’m used to up north).

North Carolina has come to represent this early magical spring time

for me due to reveling in it last year, and so I was glad to see the signs

on my drive down to Greensboro. I arrived with perfect timing only

minutes before the Catharsis van pulled up. They got out and we

exchanged surprised and excited greetings and then Matt said he was

going to eat and I followed along to find that Food Not Bombs was set

up to feed people from the student conference organized by Earth

Culture the group that Rick Spencer got started. (As another side note:

when I think or talk of people who have dedicated their focus towards

activism and politics I often think of Rick who I initially met through the

punk scene when he was in a band. And it’s so awesome to see

someone follow their path and yet still maintain a connection and

integration with the punk scene!) I don’t think that there is a better thing

than to arrive at a show you’ve traveled to, run into friends and not only

be led straight to some food— but to Food Not Bombs feeding a whole

roomful of punks. I swear the whole thing was surreal and as I was

eating potato soup I caught myself looking around the room and just

beaming with a huge smile as I realized that I was going to experience

so much more than just a show. After having gotten used to a pattern

while traveling to shows of arriving really early, setting up merchandise,

going in search of food and then sitting and reading for a long time until

things begin —this was a wonderful break of that expected pattern. And

itwas also so wonderful to see thatthis was going to be a highly attended

event as unfortunately another pattern that I’ve come to get used to is

going to a show and having no idea what kind of crowd to expect, and

in expecting a small one whatever you end up with is a surprising bonus.

So with all of my expectations thrown out the window what I got was

cake with icing on it— which is another way of saying— more than

music— so much more than just a hardcore show. Actually what I

found was synthesis of everything. I found my springtime rejuvenating

energy; that revitalizing inspiration that I needed to fuel my energy forthe

next season to come. I was reminded (as sometimes I need to be) of what

it is that I work towards day in and day out; of why the ideals that I hold so

dear to my heart as so important and why it’s so necessary to continue to

push forward. Because when the synthesis of all of this work and effort

comes together the internal personal satisfaction and rewards are better

than any words can begin to describe.

For me the ultimate show is one where the venue is neutral... in this

case the university was the setting... a roonvtiall in while the bands and

numerous other people set up tables with some records, zines and books

and a lot of information and pamphlets. The bands were all incredible.

They all had a lot to say and talked of their ideas, concerns, thoughts and

feelings. And with that compassionate approach they all proceeded to

rock out with a euphoria that spread though just about everyone there. As

I stood behind the bands talking pictures I could see the faces of the crowd:

the smiles, the bliss and glee, the nods of agreement atwhatthe bands had

to say, the daps of approval and suppod at statements and

songs that the kids liked. Everyone rocked out and lost

control— without actually losing control. I can’t say how

wonderful it is to feel the complete release of energy from a

band that spreads through everyone where it feels like the

world could end or begin again in that fraction of a second;

the power to destroy and create balanced on a fine line—
where the tension is released and yet no one gets hurt, no one

goes off on someone else; yet that energy is shared and

spreads. And best of all, when I got home I released that my
clothes didn’t smell of smoke and likewise alcohol had not

arrived really late. They humbly asked if they'fcould play last after Avail,

which they did. Of course over half the crowd has already left but they still

went up there and gave it their all and I was totally moved then... by their

style which was totally emotive and expressive and by all of the things that

they had to say. I was inspired that night and impressed that a band with

that much compassion was playing in that weird place in the first place -

it made me feel better about the whole thing. Since then I’ve been listening

to them a lot and have fallen quite in love with them, which is why when

I heard of these two favorite bands of mine to be playing together I was

thrilled.

The whole experience was so much more than I had bargained for and

yet it shouldn’t be. In other words the synthesis that I felt should be more

common and not so rare, but regardless of what should be... I appreciated

it. My heart was moved and my soul fulfilled. And I came away feeling

inspired and energized and as though I was really reminded that there are

a lot of other people who like me are wording towards the positive aspects

of creating a community and occasionally we all end up in one place and

experience something good.

More Enthusiasm

Spring’s arrival has brought every-

thing I expected. With my rejuvenated

energy I get out of the house, bask in

the sun, talk to the plants and get out

and socialize a bit after a hibernation in

winter. I think everyone shares some of

this year.

There’s been a whole slew of good things happening. Code 1 3 were

here which was awesome. My night job often conflicts with shows, but

this time I walked in just in time to find the Minneapolis tundra warriors

busting out some heavy punk rock. I can’t explain the job I felt to be in

the midst of that kind of “punk” again. Punk - hardcore - sometimes it’s

all the same; but there’s a lot more hardcore here in Richmond and so

it was good to feel some punk frenzy and be around some old friends.

After hibernating all winter - it feels so good to get out there in the world

and see, talk and visit with friends. And it’s a good feeling to sit late into

the night on a friends front porch doing just that. Sometimes I think that

I need that time of introspection in the winter - to sort through my head

and remember to appreciate the things that are most important - things

like friends; and as always the connection of the punk scene globally.

A new show space almost opened and seems to have closeJ uyairs

before ever really getting started. That is a huge disappointment cause

when Kill Your Idols played this new place I felt as though I’d finally

found what I’d been looking for in terms of a venue. It helped that there

were a whole bunch of familiar faces from New York - and that the

building was still in pretty rough shape with a lot of building dirt in the

air - but it totally felt like home, which in this case I mean ABC NO RIO.

The Whirlwind Frenzy

I’ve been in kind of a whirlwind lately. Time has become something

hard to grasp. I find myself really busy, trying to do more than is

possible within each day (but that isn’t really anything new). It’s just

that now that I wantto get out and do thi ngs -
1 want to do so many things

that it’s hard sometimes to remember to keep it all balanced. I think the

biggest thing to get a grasp on is that the more hours I work, the less

time I have to do stuff at home, and the gradual addition of hours in the

photo lab has started to take a toll on the hours spent at the desk doing

reviews and S&L stuff. So time passes quickly and suddenly I feel as

though I’ve lost track. I think I’ve finally accepted that no matter how

much time in the world I have, I ’ll never feel totally caught up - yet I don ’t

really feel smothered either. I played hooky for awhile this past month

with Karoline. Just about the time I’d think - gee I’m falling behind in my

schedule -
1 really need to get this or that done - I’d have to ask myself

why? Is it really more important that spending some quality time with

a friend? Of course my love formy friends and all of those spontaneous

people visiting and shows and moments lived in the present won out

and so I’m now a few weeks late with this and floundering on having all

the reviews I thought I could get done. I set this strict deadlines for

myself and get really down on myself for falling behind and sometimes

I gotta laugh cause I know how most people are slack on things all the

time and that in the end I’ll always get done what needs doing. So that’s

where my head has been lately. I finally said - to hell with it - no more

reviews - just wrap it up. My darkroom is finally ready, though I haven't

had the time to actually get working. My book is urrtferway though the

time to focus as I want has been distracted by the need to get S&L

underway. My garden is growing wonderfully. My lettuce plants are

huge; the tomatoes plants are growing as are the zucchini and squash.

The Chard and Spinach are going crazy

as well. I went to an herb farm and found

heaven. Four greenhouses full of little

herb plants all calling outto me -
1 was so

crazed with my love forthe plants I think

I danced around the place for hours. My
herbs are now nestled into the around in
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event as unfortunately another pattern that I’ve come to get used to is

going to a show and having no idea what kind of crowd to expect, and

in expecting a small one whatever you end up with is a surprising bonus.

So with all of my expectations thrown out the window what I got was

cake with icing on it— which is another way of saying— more than

music — so much more than just a hardcore show. Actually what I

found was synthesis of everything. I found my springtime rejuvenating

energy; that revitalizing inspiration that I needed to fuel my energy forthe
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For me the ultimate show is one where the venue is neutral... in this

case the university was the setting... a roorrvhall in while the bands and

numerous other people set up tables with some records, zines and books

and a lot of information and pamphlets. The bands were all incredible.

They all had a lot to say and talked of their ideas, concerns, thoughts and

feelings. And with that compassionate approach they all proceeded to

rock out with a euphoria that spread though just about everyone there. As

I stood behind the bands talking pictures I could see the faces of the crowd:

the smiles, the bliss and glee, the nods of agreement at whatthe bands had

to say, the claps of approval and suppod at statements and

songs that the kids liked. Everyone rocked out and lost

control— without actually losing control. I can’t say how

wonderful it is to feel the complete release of energy from a

band that spreads through everyone where it feels like the

world could end or begin again in that fraction of a second;

the power to destroy and create balanced on a fine line—
where the tension is released and yet no one gets hurt, no one

goes off on someone else; yet that energy is shared and

spreads. And best of all, when I got home I released that my

clothes didn’t smell of smoke and likewise alcohol had not

been at all a part of the entire function. It’s so nice to see a

couple hundred people come together — a good mix of

crusty punks and hardcore kids and activists and people who

care— who are there cause they like the bands and want to

see them and share in this whole spirit— and have that be

the ultimate means and end. I really do appreciate shows

where the bands and potential exchange of ideas, conversa-

tion, and energetic release is what brings the people together.

And I’m always for a place that has no smoking.

Catharsis are one of my favorite bands. Within them I feel

the fury— they play in a way that gets inside of me and turns

me inside out. Rarely do I feel that I could totally lose control

of myself and just go off (and of course I don’t) but it’s an

amazing feeling to feel that release (even if it isn’t physical)

and to see so many other people equally sharing in that

release; to see several other people in front of me that know

every drum beat and guitar riff in the way that I feel only I could

love as much as I do is pretty powerful. And the ecstatic

expressions on the faces and everyone has their own eupho-

ria is incredible. As Catharsis were playing I though of what

I wrote last month aboutTrial and Ex Members Of . . . and about

wishing and wanting to see favorite bands play together and

I realized very strongly that I was completely present in the

moment, exactly where I wanted to be. It seems a rare thing

to not be looking back on the past, nor anticipating the future

— but totally appreciating the present moment and being

absolutely content with it. That is how I felt at the entire show.

With Boys Sets Fire the energy was different: it was less

explosive and more internal as they band communicating a

lot of emotional thoughts and feelings and reflections on the

atmosphere and comments on the scene in general. I was so

appreciative of all that they had to say. The first time I saw

them ironically was last summer also in North Carolina. .. only

that time it was in this huge rock club that was like a beach

house kinda place. They had problems with their van and
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it made me feel better about the whole thing. Since then I’ve been listening

to them a lot and have fallen quite in love with them, which is why when

I heard of these two favorite bands of mine to be playing together I was

thrilled.

The whole experience was so much more than I had bargained for and

yet it shouldn’t be. In other words the synthesis that I felt should be more

common and not so rare, but regardless of what should be... I appreciated

it. My heart was moved and my soul fulfilled. And I came away feeling

inspired and energized and as though I was really reminded that there are

a lot of other people who like me are working towards the positive aspects

of creating a community and occasionally we all end up in one place and

experience something good.

More Enthusiasm

Spring's arrival has brought every-

thing I expected. With my rejuvenated

energy I get out of the house, bask in

the sun, talk to the plants and get out

and socialize a bit after a hibernation in

winter. I think everyone shares some of

my bursting forth feelings cause these

early spring shows always seem to

bring out people you haven’t seen for

ages and it becomes a time to catch up

and plan for the coming months. The

nicer weather goes the soul good, gets

us all out and about, and puts smiles on

everyone’s faces.

As Avail got ready to 50 on Tour

Karoline and Richard came to town. I

got swept away in spending time With

my best girl and threw all of my por-

ous schedule and routine to th^-Wind. I

only get to spend but a few Weeks (or if

on tour, maybe a few months) with

Karoline each year and nowvthat she’s

living in California - the distance makes

the time that much more precious. So

much of April was spent in somewhat

of a frenzy as she was in and out of

town and we were frolicking around

doing those things that best friends do

that make life worth living.

After Avail were out for their South-

ern stretch of the tour I made the trek

once again to North Carolina to this big

rock club where we’d started out the tour last year. My energy and

enthusiasm had me jumping up and down frantically. Everyone has been

asking if I was going on tour again with Avail but I’m not cause I really went

with Neil and he’s out in Portland now and I’m here in Virginia doing things

that require me to stay put. But when I got to North Carolina, all of those

things flew to the wind and I felt like I’d rejoined my family and I found

synthesis once again. As Avail played I remembered yet again why they

are my favorite band. That present moment appreciation thing was

running all through me. I only wish that I could see them another 40 times
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a friend? Of course my love formy friends and all of those spontaneous

people visiting and shows and moments lived in the present won out

and so I’m now a few weeks late with this and floundering on having all

the reviews I thought I could get done. I set this strict deadlines for

myself and get really down on myself for falling behind and sometimes

I gotta laugh cause I know how most people are slack on things all the

time and that in the end I’ll always get done what needs doing. So that’s

where my head has been lately. I finally said - to hell with it - no more

reviews - just wrap it up. My darkroom is finally ready, though I haven't

had the time to actually get working. My book is underway though the

time to focus as I want has been distracted by the need to get S&L

underway. My garden is growing wonderfully. My lettuce plants are

huge; the tomatoes plants are growing as are the zucchini and squash.

The Chard and Spinach are going crazy

as well. I went to an herb farm and found

heaven. Four greenhouses full of little

herb plants all calling out to me -

1

was so

crazed with my love forthe plants I think

I danced around the place for hours. My

herbs are now nestled into the ground in

my garden and growing well. The real-

ization of the garden has been fantastic.

I’ve been anticipating the May search for

blossoming fragrant honeysuckle and

was almost knocked over when I real-

ized it’s growing en mass throughoutthe

edge of the yard. Not only is it growing

along the fence, but up and thorough all

the shrubs and weedy trees. Now that

everything has filled in with deep green

leaves I feel as though I’m living in a lush

world of nature and I'm in heaven. My

birds are eating a house full of seeds

each day & it all continues to be exciting.

SHOW LISTINGS I’m going to start

working on a new project. I’m going to

start a show listing that will start with

local shows here in Richmond as well as

any regional shows. I’m not necessarily

putting any limitations on it, though the

basic idea is for places that are within

travel distance of here. Since I’m on the

eager search to know about shows and

I’ve got the energy to travel a few hours

to shows -

1

thought it would work out

really good to start compiling a list of shows that I can print up and

distribute as flyers, print in S&L those that are enough in advance and

Gene is able to put it all onto the internet format too. So - anyone in the

region - from Philly, Baltimore, MD, VA, NC and anywhere else - please

send flyers for shows and information for any fests or regular venues

that have decent shows.

INFO SHOPS I’m also going to compile a list of Info Shops, autono-

mous spaces, community centers, radical bookstores, punk clubs -

and the like. I’d like this to be global. There are a lot of places that are

well known, and there are a lot of places that aren’t/ Enough people

travel on a regular basis seeking out these places in each town that I

think that any kind of gathered information would be helpful. So if you

are involved in such a space or know of any places - please send the

information to me!

Rock on! —Chris(tine) May 1998
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This column is kind of an end result to conversations I’ve hard with

I Chris over the past few months in regard to writing a regular gardening

I column within the pages of Slug & Lettuce. We both share a concern

I over how our food is grown and produced and also the autonomy it can

I bring. With the ever increasing rise and use of genetic engineering

I entering our food chain
,

I think giving time and consideration to what you

I eat and how it is grown or produced should seriously consider and be

| aware of.

Hopefully these columns will inspire and be of use to any of you

I budding green fingered punks out there. Personally, I’ve always found

I gardening to be a place where I can go and be alone with my thoughts,

I muddle through or forget any of the problems I may have and also know

I that I am growing some seriously good tasting vegetable matter! If you

I have never eaten fresh vegetables before, and I mean veggies that have

I not had tons of chemicals poured over them with disease resistant

I pesticides and sprays, then you are in for a treat! I can still remember

I taking home the first crop of potatoes, carrots and green veg after my
1 labors had come to fruition and eating them within two hours of digging

|
them up. My taste buds were in exhalation!

Within this column too, I hope to write more on genetic engineering,

I land use and in particular about a growing movement in Britain called

1 “This Land Is Ours". At present, land reform and the issues surrounding

I it, together with hotly contested debates over the future of field sports

I such as fox-hunting becoming out-lawed, are topical stories within our

I newspapers. Pressure is mounting on politicians and governmentto act

I with it’s policies regarding the countryside. To lookatthe history of how
I England in particular came to be in the control of today's farmers and

I
landowners is quite an eye-opener.

However! - back to gardening. I first became interested in

I cultivating an allotment after being totally inspired to act after I read an

I article in an old UK punk zine called Peace of Mind. The piece in question

I was titled “Reclaiming something Real" by Graham Burnett. In that

I article, Graham spoke of how as an individual, we can try and regain

I some control over our lives by learning the different skills of being able

I to build and house ourselves, heal ourselves and also feed ourselves

|
and even to create our own energy.

Although many of us may be vegan or vegetarian, we still lead lives

I as passive consumers, often notthinking of what companies or regimes

I
we are supporting as we buy our food each day.

Do you ever actually sit back and think of where your food that is on

I your table actually comes from? You go to your local shop or

1 supermarket, pick up a few tins or packets and then once you arrive

I home, put the contents in the oven or microwave and then there you

I have it; a ready to eat meal in front of you. The skills of cooking and

I growing our own food are slowing being eradicated as times goes by

I and we rush around more and more, never taking time to enjoy one of

I the best pleasures in life. A good meal!

No one seems interested where the food comes from as long as

I whoever’s supplying the goods keeps doing so. However, with the

I oncoming of science in the forms of the genetic modified crop together

I with recent food scares such as BSE in meat, maybe it has become time

I to step back and think - then act.

Having an allotment or plot of land be it a garden, back-yard or even

I growing food out of pots, can be done, and can also be the first step on

I the road to self-sufficiency. Just growing wholesome fresh vegetables

I or fruit is something that many of us can do to regain an important part

I of our lives.

If you live in the UK, check out your local council for vacant plots on

I allotment sites. If you live in the states, Europe, wherever, have you

I space in your back garden? Check out your local library to read up on

I how to grow vegetables in small amounts of space. Use whatever

I resources you can find available to you . There is tons of information out

I there on how to garden, some good and some not so good, but at the

a long time

All you really need to being with are a fork, spade, a draw hoe, a Dutch

hoe, trowel and maybe a small hand fork and a rake. A dibber (a stick about

1 2" long with grooves or measurements marked on it) is also handy as this

is used a lot to make holes in the ground to put the seeds or young plants

into. A dibber can just be an old spade handle cut down and marked into

different inches so as to measure the depth you wish to make the hole.

Before I started gardening, I’d made my mind up that I wanted to garden

organically, without the use of chemicals, as nature never intended us to

go around poisoning the earth with pesticides and chemicals. What goes

into the ground will in some way or another come out. By growing organic,

you will improve the topsoil which will in time, give you better results

whereas if you garden with chemicals, you will be making the topsoil

lifeless and end up buying even more chemical products to try and help

yourailing soil and plants! As a vegan, I reject too manure’s that

most gardening folk take for granted these being fish,

blood orbonemeal fertilizers. There are many types

of “Green Manure's" which can be used

instead to give life back to the soil. It is

worth getting a book or two on the

subject to read up and understand

more. Some of the best green

manure’s are comfrey, seaweed and

mustard. Seaweed acts as a great

fertilizer and helps build up the texture

of the soil. If you live near the coast

it should be easy to get seaweed, or

otherwise you can buy concentrated 1

seaweed meal. Compost is also use-
*

ful in adding to the composition of the

soil. You can make your own com-

post by collecting up vegetable waste

such as cabbage leaves, onion skins,

grass cuttings, flower stems; the list

is enormous and I’ll write more on

compost later. Once you begin col-

lecting compost, you need a space to

let it rot. You can either build your

own compost bin or buy one or even

cheaper, obtain a large bit of carpet

and fluffy side down, cover the heap

to keep the heat in therefore enabling

the vegetable matter to rot down.

Add some worms too! Worms are

great and they really assist in making

good compost! Value them!

It is standard practice to rotate

the crops that you grow into 4 cat-

egories to avoid the spreading of

disease. These are 1) Potatoes 2) Bras-

sicas i.e.. cabbages, sprouts, broccoli, kale,

etc. 3) Root Crops i.e.. beets, carrots, onions,

lettuce, etc. 4) Legumes i.e.. broad beans, peas etc.

If you don’t rotate crops it is very possible that your soil will

develop a disease called “club root" which can take years to get rid of.

Also, each type of vegetable needs different feeding. Crops such as

potatoes and brassicas feed a lot from the soil and so need a lot of moisture

from green manure’s for them to grow well. By planting or rotating the

different crops you can help the soil stay healthy and avoid disease

spreading.

This is obviously a very short summary on the basics of gardening and

if you intend to have a go it would be best to go the library and get a couple

of good books to aid your more.

Gardening however is not something you can do wheneveryou feel like

itthough. It requires commitment otherwise you’ll find your efforts wasted

by the weather, weeds and insects hungry for a Me. One the plus side

though, you will have great tasting vegetables free from chemicals and

you’ll also be regaining a part of your life which has been taken from you.

You need not work alone either. Form collectives with friends and share

the costs and the labor! In the UK, there are Peasant Collectives at the

Composting: The Organic Natural Wav by Dick Kitto pub by Thorsons

Books

The Organic Garden by Sue Sticland pub by Hamlyn Books

Check out second hand bookstores for old gardening books too. Most

are cheap and even if not “organic" can have some useful tips in them.

Graham Burnett also does pamphlets and posters concerning issues

such as organic gardening and veganism. He has a cookbook out too

called Well Fed. Not An Animal Dead. I reckon you could get it for $4ppd

or £2 ppd. Write q/q Land and Liberty^ Rayleigh Ave/Westcliff On Sea'

Essex'SS) TDS'UK

Ok. Thanks for reading all this. With love, Steve ANOF
c/o A Network of Friends/PO Box 2576^Hardcore House/Colchester Essex

C03 4AY/ UK

The Future Generation
COMMUNITY

Hi!! This is China speaking, back on the scene, and there’s

so much to say!! I started The Future Generation: a zine

for subculture parents, kids, friends and others when

my daughter was little, I think I started it after the

anarchist gathering in San Francisco - (now

that was a cool day care room and a chance

to meet other parents). I’ve been asked

to participate in a punk parents col-

umn for Slug & Lettuce, which I am
very happy about. So I’m going to

start it with an editorial I wrote on

community. I wrote this awhile ago,

in 1996-5 months after I moved in

with my grandmother outside of

Baltimore - but it’s still recent and

relevant. Now, Cloveris eight (“now”

being 1996). Anyway... when I

think of the audience who might be

reading this zine, I think of a lot of

people I haven’t been in touch with,

that I would like to... I think of my
community. Community is what I’d

like to talk about.

My community is kinda big

and diverse, and it includes people

I barely know. I could go to any city

and meet the people in my commu-

nity that I would recognize. Some-

times one could refer to this com-

munity as the subculture. I found

my “community" when I was young

and disgruntled and didn’t fit in the

general culture and society at large.

I found out, I didn’t have to fit in to the

4 ’
things I hated, and the things I felt inside, well

I could go live that way, there were many “alterna-

tives" to the “system"

Television, authority, shopping malls, school - those are

not my culture, and the people who think they run this country - they are

not my rulers (more people voted for nobody than they did for any elected

gangster.) I want to raise my child, like most parents do, with a sense of

my values and what her culture is all about. (Of course I want her to know

about many different opinions and of course its up to her to choose her

own way -
1 respect that since day one). To me - even, books, movies,

music and ways of doing things, art is part of “my culture”, its actually a

very personal thing and an independent thing too - but do you know what

I mean?

Like when I took her to the Pow Wow this spring in Baltimore, it

happens every year - and there’s a bunch of bands playing you know, and

people I havgrt’jUeen for a while and kids: that’s my community. When

guy comes up and says to my daughter, “I remember you when you were

little and would dance up front to my band” - that’s really sweet. She

doesn’t remember way back then anymore but those people are part of us.

when Amanda, who sings so beautiful, tells Clover, “you are growing up

the Pow Wow and seeing everybody. I’ve been away for awhile but

people remember me and I’m still part of the community in Baltimore.

Now you now how this works: it’s a cobweb, you might not really know

everyone, but information is shared and favors are traded, and it’s cool.

Different people have different aims, some people are real into music,

or art, or politics, or this or that, but when your friend has a friend who

knows somebody... your community can get pretty large and diverse.

Now Clover goes to public school, but she can see by my attitude and

a lot of people around her... that maybe having a knot in your hair or

being called a fag or having a rip in your clothes, or being treated like

you're a human even if you are young is not all right in some circles, but

there are circles where that freedom is definitely all right. Again, do you

know what I mean... Community! There’s a lot of things people in my
community have created to, in my opinion, make this a more livable

world, there is a culture here, all right. I think you know what I mean,

I’m just explaining the simple.

Well
,

I was at a Doggy Drool show (whose singer is 1 1 by the way)

at a collective bookstore owned by my friends and I saw some
community in Baltimore, I barely ever see, a bunch of kids and parents

showed up. It was good music, good vibes, and bouncing on the sofa

time. In all my time in Baltimore, I’ve never seen as many kids and

parents at a show, it does not happen. Usually things are later at night

and smoky and I used to be the only parent at shows, as far as I know,

back when I lived here, and really missed not knowing any peers that

were parents in my daily existence. I left this town to look for a better

place to raise my child, as Uni Ki’s family is leaving this town to move

to Oregon, for better schools and a healthier more alternative environ-

ment that may be more supportive for them. They were sad in leaving,

seeing the best their town had to offer - now that they were going.

Well, I’ve made that move to find better for my child, a lot of time in

my life!!! When I left Minneapolis, I felt that sad feeling of seeing all the

good things now that you’re going!! Of missing suddenly, even the

people I hadn’t met, or people I had just seen around. To paraphrase

Holly, who paraphrased Jenna, I think; Cities are like jealous lovers, they

are so bad to you but when you want to leave them, suddenly they give

you gifts are so nice to you. Anyway - why do we leave and look for

better, why do we have to move in with our family cuz it gets to hard to

survive and pay rent on our own (speaking here of me and of Cari, a

much more strong cool lady than me, who moved back home cuz of

how hard it was out there?) Why do our experiences as parents stress

us out? Burn us out, depress us and so forth? Well, cuz our community

is not strong enough to take care of the future generation: it’s children.

It is a loosely knot thing of inspiration and support, but not strong

enough to really help you out. You’re own your own with that.

Point in case to me is - my child goes to public school. Now I don’t

believe in school, don’t like it, and I have my reasons. But there is

nothing in my culture that’s going to help raise and educate my child,

it’s just me. I personally do not have much support with her, no matter

friends or not, it’s just me and her basically and that’s it. In Minneapolis

there was an alternative school that had some good things in it and you

had to participate in your own education. It had more teaching of what

I believe in and I felt comfortable. It was a good experience but not a

prefect place or anything, but you could strive to make it better for you

if you wanted. It was run democratically with school meetings and

discussions, it was a small school and was all ages and non-compul-

sory. It had a few younger children in it. But see, I bottomed out in

Minneapolis, got sub-poverty level and couldn’t pull myself up. That’s

a personal issue - but the point is I was really alone and life sucked, so

I tried to better myself by making sure I could earn some money by

having a trade (I’d been on welfare for years and now my child is older

so I can work but I have no job skills). So I enrolled myself in Nursing

School, and I really dig it. But I came here to live with my grandmother,

she’s given me the support and peace to be a person that can

accomplish more things in life, personal goals, to be a happier person

not totally burnt out and stressed. My dad bought me a car. Their

support is really helping me out. I totally like Science and the Healing

Arts, and I want to be a righteous person in any job I get and enable

myself to be independent by having an income!! I got down to barely

ever having much food most days of the month - stuff from food

shelves, no phone, no bus fare, etc. I know what I talk of when I say I

want to be able to earn money and kinda like my job!! Now that I’m 30,

I’ve had enough time trying things other ways, following my heart and

desires, a lot of other people have made a way to make money in a
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have it; a ready to eat meal in front of you. The skills of cooking and

growing our own food are slowing being eradicated as times goes by

and we rush around more and more, never taking time to enjoy one of

the best pleasures in life. A good meal!

No one seems interested where the food comes from as long as

whoever’s supplying the goods keeps doing so. However, with the

oncoming of science in the forms of the genetic modified crop together

with recent food scares such as BSE in meat, maybe it has become time

to step back and think - then act.

Having an allotment or plot of land be it a garden, back-yard or even

growing food out of pots, can be done, and can also be the first step on

the road to self-sufficiency. Just growing wholesome fresh vegetables

or fruit is something that many of us can do to regain an important part

of our lives.

If you live in the UK, check out your local council for vacant plots on

allotment sites. If you live in the states, Europe, wherever, have you

space in your back garden? Check out your local library to read up on

how to grow vegetables in small amounts of space. Use whatever

resources you can find available to you. There is tons of information out

there on how to garden, some good and some not so good, but at the

end of this I will list some books that I have found useful and also too,

within this column, I hope to be able to provide info that will be of help.

Once you gain somewhere to work on, you will need tools to work

with. New ones are expensive and many of mine I got from boot-sales,

flea markets, garage sales, friends. You can pick up some real bargains

if you hunt around and as long as you keep them clean, they should last

sicas i.e.. cabbages, sprouts, broccoli, kale,

etc. 3) Root Crops i.e.. beets, carrots, onions,

lettuce, etc. 4) Legumes i.e.. broad beans, peas etc.

If you don’t rotate crops it is very possible that your soil will

develop a disease called “club root” which can take years to get rid of.

Also, each type of vegetable needs different feeding. Crops such as

potatoes and brassicas feed a lot from the soil and so need a lot of moisture

from green manure’s for them to grow well. By planting or rotating the

different crops you can help the soil stay healthy and avoid disease

spreading.

This is obviously a very short summary on the basics of gardening and

if you intend to have a go it would be best to go the library and get a couple

of good books to aid your more.

Gardening however is not something you can do wheneveryou feel like

itthough. It requires commitment otherwise you’ll find your efforts wasted

by the weather, weeds and insects hungry for a bite. One the plus side

though, you will have great tasting vegetables free from chemicals and

you’ll also be regaining a part of your life which has been taken from you.

You need not work alone either. Form collectives with friends and share

the costs and the labor! In the UK, there are Peasant Collectives at the

1in12 in Bradford and around other parts of the country too people get

together to work on the land. I hop ethics initial beginning has been of

some use. Future columns will expand on much of what has been said

here into more detail and hopefully the knowledge I have gained through

mistakes can be avoided by you. Here are some books that I found helpful;

The Allotment Book by Rob Bullock and Gillie Gould pub by Optima Books

' things I hated, and the things I felt inside, well

I could go live that way, there were many “alterna-

nt tives" to the “system”

Television, authority, shopping malls, school - those are

not my culture, and the people who think they run this country - they are

not my rulers (more people voted for nobody than they did for any elected

gangster.) I want to raise my child, like most parents do, with a sense of

my values and what her culture is all about. (Of course I want her to know

about many different opinions and of course its up to her to choose her

own way - 1 respect that since day one). To me - even, books, movies,

music and ways of doing things, art is part of “my culture", its actually a

very personal thing and an independent thing too - but do you know what

I mean?

Like when I took her to the Pow Wow this spring in Baltimore, it

happens every year - and there’s a bunch of bands playing you know, and

people I havgr^jUeen for a while and kids: that’s my community. When
guy comes up and says to my daughter, “I remember you when you were

little and would dance up front to my band” - that’s really sweet. She

doesn't remember way back then anymore but those people are part of us.

when Amanda, who sings so beautiful, tells Clover, “you are growing up

all beautiful” and stuff -it made Clover feel good about herself. It counted.

Like the next day in school Clover told someone who told her she was ugly

(there’s always a reason - the shape of your body, the selection of your

clothes, etc. - to be picked on in school), she said: “No, I am beautiful, you

just don’t know me, people who really know me think I'm beautiful. " That’s

how much it counts. Her spirit gets fed, as well as mine, by getting out to
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if you wanted. It was run democratically with school meetings and I
discussions, it was a small school and was all ages and non-compul-

sory. It had a few younger children in it. But see, I bottomed out in

Minneapolis, got sub-poverty level and couldn’t pull myself up. That’s

a personal issue - but the point is I was really alone and life sucked, so

I tried to better myself by making sure I could earn some money by

having a trade (I’d been on welfare for years and now my child is older

so I can work but I have no job skills). So I enrolled myself in Nursing

School, and I really dig it. But I came here to live with my grandmother,

she’s given me the support and peace to be a person that can

accomplish more things in life, personal goals, to be a happier person

not totally burnt out and stressed. My dad bought me a car. Their

support is really helping me out. I totally like Science and the Healing

Arts, and I want to be a righteous person in any job I get and enable

myself to be independent by having an income!! I got down to barely

ever having much food most days of the month - stuff from food

shelves, no phone, no bus fare, etc. I know what I talk of when I say I

want to be able to earn money and kinda like my job!! Now that I’m 30,

I’ve had enough time trying things other ways, following my heart and

desires, a lot of other people have made a way to make money in a

subculture way, I personally did not find a cool way to support myself.

But I’m really for this choice. I can study and take the time now to do

this... when it would have been a wrong choice for me, at say 20. I

wanted to be a writer (I still do). That’s not the time to be like, so what

is the practical way to make money? (for me) pursue your dreams, go

your own way! And if it gets fucked up - then try something different.

SKig-'^i Lettuce Page 2
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Now that I’m older, and I know what I want out of school, I find I have

great study habits and powers of concentration. I’m an “A" student, ha

ha, after dropping out ofSsjiool at age 1 5. I’ve always believed learning

was self-motivated and admired people who did something out of

school much better. Going to college is proof of my beliefs; while some

people can use school for their own means the majority of young people

there, have never been out on their own, and are going to school

because they believe they have to be their or their parents want them

too... and they don’t have the guts to do any different. They only do

anything, just to get a grade, not because they love or are interested in

what they are doing, they get somewhat low marks and are easily

distracted, as they should be, all their being is telling them they have

otherstuff to learn about life, notthis. Orthey do good, cuzthey are used

to jumping through hoops, and do everything to make the grade and the

dollar bill. These are not independent interesting people.

School for me was an alien place, but since I’m good at book

learning, I knew I would do okay. I didn’t think I’d be an A student

because I wasn’t one before but apparently people seem to make better

grades when they are older. I needed to get a practical trade. But I found

out I had a love and aptitude for science - the Latin, the crazy poetical

witchy learning of how the body functions. Studying human anatomy

and physiology just reminded me of my old boyfriends gory art - he was

into horror. It’s just cool.

But anyway, the point of all this is my place in the community. In

order to get support and peace so I could accomplish what I wanted. I

took plan Z, my last plan, and moved in with family. There wasn’t that

many options. It all turned out good and it’s a long story really. But what

I’m trying to say is, our culture isn’t strong enough to offer support with

raising children. So therefore, me and Clover are in the grips of stuff

more mainstream -
1 live how I am, no different, because I have no

choice. And we make the best of this because I am struggling and

believe life is a struggle. There is a saying that brought me comfort:

Ideals are like stars, you can’t reach them, but you can navigate by them.

I want to do my little part to increase connections in my community

by putting outmy zine to network subculture parents. As parents we can

be isolated and have a hard time. The mainstream is everywhere. But

I want to build the things I believe in! A lot of it is personal, what do you

go personally going for you? I guess I didn’t have a lot. But don’t you

think a lot of it is political too? (about what sucks in your life). We are

all in this together. I want to hear what’s going on with you! Hay NYC

friends! Hay lost friends in the woods! Hay punk parents and all you

groovy midwife and warehouse parents and all you cool people every-

where. What’s it like in Oregon? How’s it going in Europe? In

California? It’s been so long... I wan to know, I want pictures, artwork,

news clippings, information and self expression, okay, so please write!

There’s so much more I want to say, but I guess that’s it for now. You’ll

be hearing more from me on the topic of punk parenting, kid lib, and the

state of the world in upcoming issues of S&L. Hay it’s a community

thing! Hang in here, now.

The Future Generation

PO Box 465 -Fairfield, PA 17320

Living Strong
In A Weak Society

by Collective Visions

As we become aliens to our own natural environment, The Earth we

are cushioned from reality and the very existence of a real life itself. It

makes us soft, weak and incapable of truly living to our potential. When
all of reality is experienced through a man-made prefabricated world we
walk away lost, lonely and hopeless. Living strong in a dying society

is not something which can be taken for granted especially if you have

come from a family of non-progressive, ignorant beings. Many of us

have, and it has been no divine guidance that we have lived strong to

further explore and create our options; It has been our own hard work

and living!

As time will pass you will or might have already seen your flock of

friends even family members sell out for the American Dream. They will

almost all North American communities. Lack of identity is perpetuated by

a continual bombardment of capitalistic media controlled propaganda.

Appreciation and respect is awarded towards those who have siege heiled

their lives away to college degrees, and onwards with the prefabricated

stepping stones of mainstream life.

So as you know living strong is not easy and living strong will in no way

bring you any type of reward, respect or hope from mainstream society.

This is because living strong shakes the foundations of the American

reality, living strong entails_thinking for oneself and living free, and the free

human is an enemy of the

state and controlled soci-

ety!

And to those who can

still think for themselves, c J
those who continue to live ) l.

strong, think strong, talk f s
strong and just exist strong.

[ )

We shake their foundation

of lies! We question the

right of their authority. We
pursue our options and

when we see none that we

like we create them. We
don’t walk down the road

less traveled, we fucking

blaze trails! So the next

time someone comes up to

you and says “Oh, I’ve done

that before”, or “I’ve gone

through that stage before,”

stop them in their tracks,

and say... “Yeah I’ve met

people like you before, their

all weak and couldn’t hack

it... yep they all sold out!”-

Live Strong.

* Collective Visionsisa radi-

cal tools distribution and

press located in Ashland

Oregon. Started in 1994

Collective Visions was born

from theidea thatautonomy

can only be achieved with

the knowledge and use of

tolls. Itis therefore ourmis-

sion to produce tools and

information which can be used to better develop a progressive self-

governed society.

Collective Visions - PO Box 3267 - Ashland OR 97520

It’s Not About Them,
It’s about Us.

So I’m sitting here at a Daysgone show in Rochester NH thinking about

something I said to someone when I was trying to describe the under-

ground. The culture of punk, hardcore, whatever. They were asking me
what all these concerts were that I went to and otherthings about the bands

and I said “You don’t understand, it’s not abut them, it's about us." Them,

in this case, was the bands. Us, in this case, is everyone in the scene.

Everyone at this show has a legitimate part to play in the hardcore scene,

not just the bands. It was that non-hierarchical ideal, along with the DIY

spirit that got me so invigorated by punk years ago.

Unfortunately, I find this idea is not always carried through, and it is my
dashed idealism that leads me t cynicism, but hell

, that’s what you pay me
for.

See, I firmly believe that punk is not simply a sound, a style of music.

I don not think it is a style of dress either. I think it is a huge group of people

Sean Goblin • PO Box 3635 • Oakland CA 94609

to change the world for the better. This is my vision of the underground,

this is what I signed up for.

When I tell people in the scene that “It's not about them, it’s about us,"

I hear whole hearted agreement. But when I examine what actually

transpires in the scene, I find that is not the case.

IF it is not bout them, but about us, why do we turn off all the lights in

our clubs except the ones on the stage? Why does music play in between

bands? These two things conspire to keep up, the people in the scene,

from communicating with each other, forming bonds, learning from each

other and organizing. Our role is not to be people, our role is to pay our

money and worship the bands. Be passive, let the music flow over you.

We are kept from see-

ing or hearing one

another and forced to

focus all of our atten-

tion on them.

If it is about

usandnotaboutthem

why do three quar-

ters of thee people in

this place have a band

t-shirt on? why do

they feel the need to

advertise what bands

they like, as if that

makes them a better

or more interesting

person? Whyarethey

not wearing t-shirts

with the names of

zines, or kids who

promote shows?

Hell, why aren’t they

wearing shirts with

their friends ugly face

on it instead of some

band? Why subvert

your own personality

to say “hey everyone,

look at me, I like this

band, does that mean

I am cool now?"

If it is about

usandnotaboutthem

why do I have such a

hard time at every

show trying to sell

?jnes, both this one

and some other fine

titles, Profane Existence, Love and Rage, I StandAlone, Stonesthrowand

at any given time about a half a dozen others. Few people look through my
zines, reading is a bit too active, forcing them to interact with the text and

think. They lookthrough the seven inches, because that is why society has

taught us, we as people are not important, celebrities are important. Be

they people on television, film or stage. Society has taught us that not just

the scene, but life as a whole is about “them." So reading is not good, and

the average person invalidates all the work put into those zines, and all the

ideas of other individuals in the scene, in this relentless pursuit of musical

entertainment. At this show people look through the CDs an d7"s I have,

and buy a few. The person to my right, also selling zines, walks home

having sold nothing, having reached no one, having been told by action -

or omission of action - that they are unimportant. The person to my right,

selling patches, has walked away with a fistful of cash and the chance to

see everyone sporting their logo as a way to show off their punk points.

Think about what that says for a minute, that people will spend their

money on something to advertise that they like a band, not to advertise

read ideas, just a bands name, but will not take a chance on reading

material that they might learn something from. Zines and patches cost the

same, yet one outsells the other by 60 to 1 . The same kids who have no

money for a zine walk away with a brand new t-shirt. The same kids that

say they don’t like that many zines and do not want to take a chance will

buy half a dozen records by bands they have never heard of but like the

cover.

our world, not let other s lyrics determine our thoughts but each learn

to express ourselves. Not wear their t-shirts but make our own filled

with our ideas, not our favorite entertainers. We must all learn to value

the accomplishments, the deeds, the hard work put in by everyone in

the scene, everyone in the world. We must value each other, talk to

each other, talk to that stranger sitting by themselves in the comer, b

that zine that doesn’t look too good might have a kernel of truth and if

nothing else is the product of a lot of hard work. We must talk to each

other, meet aside from at shows, stop basing our lives on their music,

and start basing our lives on our own thoughts. So lets get out there

and do it.

-Dave Greinier

Take from Retrogression #13; order a copy for $4ppd US or$6 ppd

world from RetrogressionPO Box 8WNorton MA 02766

FRIENDS DON’T LET
FRIENDS SHOPAT
CORPORATE

CHAIN BOOKSTORES

Unchain Your Mind!
Support Your Local

Independent Bookstores!
In recent years the rapid growth & proliferation of such chain stores

have created a serious threat to the existence & well-being of indepen-

dent bookstores. Independent bookstores serve as advocates for

local authors & small presses, they support local arts & non-profit

organizations, & they more often than not feature a wide selection of

writers from other countries and cultures along with many radical &

revolutionary voices as well. In short, independent booksellers are

doing what they do out of a love for books & the freedoms they

represent. Corporate chains are in it strictly for the money, regardless

of what their propaganda might say.

One has to understand the vested interests of corporations such as

these. They are not interested in your or in your community or its

concerns. They’re selling books for one reason & one reason only:

money. Books to them are “product", to be sold as quickly & as

effectively as possible. This isn’t a slander against corporations; it's

why they are formed & why they exist: to make money. Corporate

chains are not & will not be interested in supporting any given writer

or artist who truly challenges the status quo )as opposed to some

illusory image of rebellion). Why? Corporate chains are the status

quo.

Consider the fact that when the Ayatollah Khomeini laid a death

sentence on Salman Rushdie for his bonk TheSatanic, erslng

him to flee for his lie & go into hiding, America’s two largest chains

responded by pulling the book from the shelves of over 1 ,000 stores

nationwide. Independent booksellers, however, rallied behind Rushdie’s

right to freedom of expression and displayed his book proudly (not to

mention wearing buttons proclaiming “I Am Salman Rushdie”). Think

about that & what it means. It is but one example of the difference in

focus & commitment between corporate & independent bookstores.

If corporate chains continue to expand & put independent bookstores

out of business, there will be serious consequences for freedom of

speech & thought in this country. There will be an inevitable decline

in the amount of books published and, more importantly, in the kind of

books that get published. Bookselling is one of the primary means for

the distribution of ideas in our culture. Once this means is concen-

trated in the hands of a few large corporate chains, ideas that have

limited commercial appeal or that upset the powers-that-be will

effectively disappear. The only way to counteract this potential for de-

facto market censorship is to make sure that a healthy & heteroge-

neous system of independent bookstores continue to exist & flourish.

We have severed all our business contacts with corporate chain

bookstores & we hope that you will decide to do the same. If you



Living Strong
In A Weak Society

by Collective Visions

As we become aliens to our own natural environment, The Earth we

are cushioned from reality and the very existence of a real life itself. It

makes us soft, weak and incapable of truly living to our potential. When

all of reality is experienced through a man-made prefabricated world we

walk away lost, lonely and hopeless. Living strong in a dying society

is not something which can be taken for granted especially if you have

come from a family of non-progressive, ignorant beings. Many of us

have, and it has been no divine guidance that we have lived strong to

further explore and create our options; It has been our own hard work

and living!

As time will pass you will or might have already seen your flock of

friends even family members sell out forthe American Dream. They will

compromise themselves, their spirits and their boides to acquire a

feeling of identity and belonging. As are the reasons that so many

mainstreamers conform to the demands of society. We all need to feel

as if we belong, we all need identity, and we all need community.

Of course proximity does not always guarantee intimacy as we can

so clearly see in such disasters as New York City, Los Angeles and

It’s Not About Them,
It’s about Us.

So I’m sitting here at a Daysgone show in Rochester NH thinking about

something I said to someone when I was trying to describe the under-

ground. The culture of punk, hardcore, whatever. They were asking me
what all these concerts were that I wentto and otherthings about the bands

and I said “You don’t understand, it’s not abut them, it’s about us." Them,

in this case, was the bands. Us, in this case, is everyone in the scene.

Everyone at this show has a legitimate part to play in the hardcore scene,

not just the bands. It was that non-hierarchical ideal, along with the DIY

spirit that got me so invigorated by punk years ago.

Unfortunately, I find this idea is not always carried through, and it is my
dashed idealism that leads me t cynicism, but hell, that’s what you pay me
for.

See, I firmly believe that punk is not simply a sound, a style of music.

I don not think it is a style of dress either. I think it is a huge group of people

that spans the globe. I think it is about supporting that community, I think

it is about recognizing that mainstream society is screw up and recogniz-

ing that we do not want to be a part of it. IN not being a part of it we have

to recognize how deeply mainstream values have penetrated our psyches

and eliminate them where necessary. In recognizing that society is fucked

up I feel we need to learn more about how and why it is fucked up and work
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taught us, we as people are not important, celebrities are important. Be

they people on television, film or stage. Society has taught us that not just

the scene, but life as a whole is about “them." So reading is not good, and

the average person invalidates all the work put into those zines, and all the

ideas of other individuals in the scene, in this relentless pursuit of musical

entertainment. At this show people look through the CDs an d7"s I have,

and buy a few. The person to my right, also selling zines, walks home

having sold nothing, having reached no one, having been told by action -

or omission of action - that they are unimportant. The person to my right,

selling patches, has walked away with a fistful of cash and the chance to

see everyone sporting their logo as a way to show off their punk points.

Think about what that says for a minute, that people will spend their

money on something to advertise that they like a band, not to advertise

read ideas, just a bands name, but will not take a chance on reading

material that they might learn something from. Zines and patches cost the

same, yet one outsells the other by 60 to 1 . The same kids who have no

money for a zine walk away with a brand new t-shirt. The same kids that

say they don’t like that many zines and do not want to take a chance will

buy half a dozen records by bands they have never heard of but like the

cover.

As long as we perpetuate these ideals, that life is about “them" and not

“us”, we do ourselves a disservice. We subvert our personalities and

claim that those on stage are more important than each individual in the

scene. As long as we interview bands instead of editors, activists of just

people in the scene we again put ourselves in a subservient role. We must

break out of that role. We must all become more active in our scene and

him to flee for his lie & go into hiding, America’s two largest chains

responded by pulling the book from the shelves of over 1 ,000 stores

nationwide. Independentbooksellers, however, rallied behind Rushdie’s

right to freedom of expression and displayed his book proudly (not to

mention wearing buttons proclaiming “I Am Salman Rushdie"). Think

about that & what it means. It is but one example of the difference in

focus & commitment between corporate & independent bookstores.

If corporate chains continue to expand & put independent bookstores

out of business, there will be serious consequences for freedom of

speech & thought in this country. There will be an inevitable decline

in the amount of books published and, more importantly, in the j<ind of

books that get published. Bookselling is one of the primary means for

the distribution of ideas in our culture. Once this means is concen-

trated in the hands of a few large corporate chains, ideas that have

limited commercial appeal or that upset the powers-that-be will

effectively disappear. The only way to counteract this potential for de-

facto market censorship is to make sure that a healthy & heteroge-

neous system of independent bookstores continue to exist & flourish.

We have severed all our business contacts with corporate chain

bookstores & we hope that you will decide to do the same. If you

believe in the value of radical, small & independent presses & publish-

ing, if you believe in & value freedom & expression, then do you

business at radical, small & independent bookstores. They've sup-

ported you for years & deserve your support in return.

Left Bank Book Collective • 92 Pike St. • Seattle WA 98101

(206) 622-0195

CRESCENT WRENCH BOOKS & INFOSHOP/
AUTONOME DISTRIBUTION

radical, anarchist, environmental, and other hard to

find books, zines, some punk records; come visit

our store or write for a mailorder catalog ($2.00).

We also have a book and zine library and growing

local history and resource archive,

phone: 504-527-0077

store: 1007 st. mary st., new Orleans, LA 70130

mail: p.o. box 30058, new Orleans, LA 70190

Left Bank Distribution

Radical, anarchist & alternative books, pamphlets & zincs.

1404 1 Silli Ave, Sc,idle, WA 9019.2 (206)322-2060

Please send$2 (to coverpostage) for our 96 page catalog
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Down On The Farm
Ramblingsfrom Linnaea Farm
The Greenhouse

Saturday morning and it’s pouring rain hard like the beginning and

the end of everything; my dreams are about playing basketball with my
friends in the city and red acid soil erosion everywhere, nothing for miles

but gray asphalt and housing projects, dry leafy lettuce fluttering in the

dusty wind. I sit up in bed and now I'm here and the mist is rolling off

the lake and the wind is blowing a loud cry pounding the windows of our

dark room in the farmhouse. Everything’s green and wetas usual. I write

down Abby’s dreams next to mine: she dreams about being on a ship

with herfriends off the coast of Africa, the hoodlum kids she wentto high

school with doing spraycan art in a yellow room with a swimming pool

and some big gathering. Untangling from the blanketfortress we’ve

created I slip out of bed into my dirt encrusted pants and wool socks;

tip toe downstairs pulling on my heavy black rubber boots and yellow

rain jacket and stumble out the door and down the rocky path. I’ve just

started my first day of two weeks on greenhouse duty, checking to make

sure everything’s growing alright in our warm plastic and rebar world

we’ve created for the seedlings down the hill.

Walking along the path, my boots crunching on the gravel and

splashing puddles, i pass by Liz and Brent’s house and there's smoke

coming out of the chimney, thick and cedar. I picture them in bed

snuggling and I smile. Ourteachers’ house is like a little fairy hut covered

in vines with plants and trees growing out of everything. I stare at the

cayenne pepper plants in their window as I walk past and think briefly

about the summertime. I pass the red barn where all the cows are hiding

from the rain, seetheirblackeyes peaking out behindthe door curiously,

run my finger along the dead electric wire fence, and continue down the

path along the creek.

I’ve been living on a farm on a tiny island between the mainland of

British Columbia and Vancouver Island forthe past month now. My back

is strong from shoveling manure and woodchips and pushing wheel-

barrows of rocks around all week. I can feel the muscles in my thighs

sore from lifting heavy stuff and riding my bicycle fast on windy roads.

I gaze up into the forest which surrounds us on all sides. This place is

more like a museum then the real world I know all too well, a model of

how the world could be if we hadn’t fucked it up so bad with our

industrial revolution and greed. There are so few places like this left on

the planet. The forest is like a university, infinitely complex in all its multi-

layered relations.

The farm is at the bottom of a valley, a cold sink in the thermal belt.

We’re at the bottom of a watershed too so the soil is full of nutrients and

we’re right nextto a lake. 1 he land I’m walking on used to be swamp until

the creek was dug to rechannel the water in the 1 920’s by the first group

of homesteaders. People making a place for themselves amidst the

wild. As I slowly figure out how everything fits together around here.

The greenhouse is filled with wooden flats full of seedlings: toma-

toes and broccoli and spinach and cauliflower and onions and leeks and

peppers and eggplants and lettuce, rows of little green cotyledon hands

reaching for the sky. To get the seeds to germinate we have to create

the right mixture of moisture, temperature, light, and air so that the

enzymes inside the seed coat are activated and start breaking down the

stored carbohydrates into sugars forthe little dormant plants inside. It’s

all pretty fucking incredible. The plant embryos are made up of the

radicle (pronounced “radical") which develops into the roots, the

cotyledons which are the first leaves to appear above the soil, and the

epicoytl which is the growing tip. As the embryos get bigger, the seed

coats burst and the radicles anchor into the ground as the epicoytls

shoot up through the flats. I have to make sure everything gets enough

water and open or close the vents to let air in or out.

Today the air in the greenhouse is warm and moist from the huge

compost pile in the comer thatwe built at the beginning of the week. The

compost pile is a mixture of cut grass and nettles, manure, and dead

leaves. The trick with compost is to get a good balance of carbon and

nitrogen so that we create the right conditions for bacteria and every-

thing breaks down evenly into high quality soil.

When I get back to the farmhouse me and Abby start cooking up a

bunch of food. Because class is early during the week, we usually only
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are our time to relax and eat. Me and Abby spend the rest of the morning

in the kitchen studying Spanish from this old textbook we found in the

student library upstairs. It’s from the late 60's and was put together by

something called the “Modern Language Association” and has all these

crazy photos of businessmen walking down the street in Buenos Aires,

Argentina and petroleum Refineries in Bogota, Columbia and supermar-

kets in Lima, Pern. On an island with absolutely zero Latino culture, we

struggle to keep the language flowing in our mouths. While we wash the

dishes we listen to the Los Compadre/Nico Saquito tape from Cuba and

Abby teaches me how to merengue, my graceless feet trying to keep up

with her flowing three-step. It occurs to me that we’re really good for each

other sometimes, we balance each other out well and have a lot to teach

each other.

who I came up here to live with.

So the deal is that we’ve been going to this farm school where we
intermittently have class or work in the fields starting at 8:30 in the morning

until 4:30 in the afternoon. We live in a house with a bunch of people who

come from much more rural backgrounds than us. The fact is that I’ve

been feeling stupid constantly because I don’t know how anything works

around here and there’s so many things I just never learned about being

such a total city kid. I’ve also had a bit more time to stop and reflect on all

these piles and piles of memories I bring with me wherever I go because

I’m not surrounded by crazy neurotic

I’ve been going through really intense internal shit flashing back to

elementary school and having all these crazy

realizations about how traumatic and fucked up

my childhood was and how stupid I always ended

up feeling because I just didn’t learn like everyone

else around me and I was so bad at math and

science and shit like that, now that I’m actually in

one place I have a little bit of time to stop and reflect

all sorts of shit has been kind of hitting me in the

face, the memories come in floods. It’s crazy to

think how full of hate and insecurity I am, how I

beat myself down and how sometimes I can see

the seeds of self-destruction of our entire planet in

my own thoughts and actions. As peaceful as it is

here, I walk through the woods and have old songs

about nuclear war blaring in my head, songs about

the end of the world.

I’m learning so much shit that I never would

have learned in the middle of the city. I’m learning about how trees grow

in spirals and how the moon revolves around the earth and the earth

revolves around the sun; how the seasons change because the northern

or southern sides of the earth get more light because the earth is tilted at

a 23 1/2 degree angle and constantly spinning and about the tropics of

cancer and capricorn where the sun hits the earth at a 90 degree angle

during the summer and winter solstices; all our lines of latitude and

longitude— how we split up our space and time, days and nights, hours,

days, weeks, years. I never knew any of this stuff.

Our gardens

So much of what organic farming is about is figuring out ways to work

with nature, using the materials that are already around— learning how

to plant companion crops that help each other out rather than just planting

big fields of the same thing. I’ve been learning that carrots and tomatoes

grow really well together, redwood pigweed makes eggplants more

resistant to insect attack, broccoli grows well with sage and peppermint.

I’ve been learning about how it's possible to sow cover crops of clover or

alfalfa to keep the weeds from coming up and then planting straight into

them so we don’t have to rely on herbicides. Mulching the ground with a

layer of straw or cardboard to keep everything moist and keep the weeds

from coming up, mimicking the forest floor. Trying to create attractive

environments for birds and snakes and other predator insects so we don’t

have to rely on pesticides to kill off the bugs munching on our vegetables.

I've been learning about putting together the right amount of nitrogen and

carbon materials to make good compost mixtures - putting everything

back into the earth and fertilizing our fields without using chemicals that

are going to destroy our soils, learning about crop rotation and letting the

chickens and sheep graze and shit on sectioned off pieces off the farm to

keep the grass down and the soil rich.

Modern day industrial agriculture is so based around the practice of

world of today and the genetic manipulation of crops and all the insane

politics behind world food production. It’s all so much more based around

the assimilation of the developing world into the market economy and

multinational chemical companies profiting off people’s fucked political

situations than it is about trying to actually create sustainability and feed

everyone. I’ve been reading about genetic erosion and how we’re slowly

losing all the diversity in our crops by forcing farmers all over the world to

grow hybrid varieties of staple crops while the old varieties that the seeds

are originally descended from become extinct within less than a genera-

tion. I’ve been reading about how all those new global trade treaties like the

GATT have been passed in the last few years and are just giving private

companies the right to patent plants they “discover” in the jungles of the

developing world so they can further control our food and drug supply,

vocabulary and a wealth of knowledge.

I spend some time reading but I spend most of my time outside,

learning about indicator plants —species that only show up under certain

conditions like dandelions who have deep roots and indicate the subsoil

is easy to penetrate, ferns that pull up calcium from deep under and show

up after clearcuts (of which there are quite a few on this island, the sound

of chainsaws all the time.) I’ve been learning about solar mapping and

building greenhouses and the and the right way to prune trees so they

produce more fruit. We have a weekly tool making workshop where we’ve

been melting down steel rods in a propane brick forge and hammering and

grinding them into blades.

In ourpermaculture class we learn about this farming method called

time stacking which is a way of regenerating land that isn’t being used for

food production and has been all depleted and fucked by abuse. The idea

is to plant a series of young fruit trees, shrubs,

windbreak, ground cover, and annual vegetable

beds all together at one time. If thing’s are set up

in the right way with intercrops of taller and

shorter species, then produce can be harvested

every year, the soil can get built up overtime, and

within 20 years there’ll be trees everywhere.

Of course given where I’m from I’m trying to

find practical applications for all this stuff in an

urban context. Thinking about community gar-

dens visions of tearing up the concrete and

planting trees.

So yeah, we’re out here learning about

sustainable models and trying to create some

kind of future out of what we have left to work

with. Trying to gain autonomy from the night-

mare culture and empower ourselves by learning

about what’s going on under our feet and all around us. It’s all about

learning how to place elements in an order where they assist each other

— learning how everything’s connected, learning how to view stuff as

positive resources instead of problems, cycling energy back into systems

rather than letting it all drain out. Realizing that so many of the lessons I ’m

learning out here are metaphors for relationships between people and life

in the city, just like out here in the forest, stability is all about diversity and

that’s a lesson that everyone smart learns in one way or another.

—Sascha Dubrul

c/o LINNAEA FARM/PO Box 98 Manson’s Landing/

Cortes Island B.C. Canada VOP1KO

ORGANIC ALERT
Save Organic Standards

After eight years of preparation, the USDA released proposed rules that

will regulate the use of the word Organic in the marketing of food. Instead

of adopting guidelines setforth by the National Organic Standards (NOSB),

a body of organic farmers, processors and consumers (appointed by the

Secretary of Agriculture), the USDA has significantly lowered the organic

industry standards.

The USDA is attempted to redefine organic foods to include foods that

are genetically engineered, irradiated, factory-farmed, and grown on top

of toxic sewage sludge. This represents an “unfriendly takeover" of the

organic foods industry by agribusiness, chemical-biotech corporations,

and giant supermarket chains. Currently, when we shop for foods labeled

“organic” we can be reasonably certain of what we’re getting. But under

lock up their dairy cows in some dark building, never being able to run

and romp outdoors! Organic farmers have a high standard for the

humane treatment of our animals. If the new law goes into effect

unchanged, we will not be able to compete with the factory farmers and

corporations who don’t.

Sewer and Toxic Sludge: Spreading toxic sewage sludge and indus-

trial wastes, so-called “biosolids,” on pastures and farmlands where

animals graze and food is grown.

Animal Cannibalism: Feeding back diseased animals, waste animal

body parts, and blood to farm animals.

Irradiation: Using nuclear wastes, so-called ionizing radiation," to “kill

bacteria” and extend the shelf life of foods. Organic farmers in the US
and around the world have banned the use of irradiation, consumers

have said they want pure and natural food... now the USDA wants to

promote this questionable technology... tell them: No Way, it’s not

organic!

The full text of USDAs proposed rules are available at http/

www.ams.usda.go/hop

KEEP ORGANIC FOOD ORGANIC

Farmers and consumers don’t want organic standards to permit:

feeding group up waste products from meatpacking plants or manure

to organic livestock, unlimited use of therapeutic antibiotics, synthetic

chemicals sprayed on fields or dairy cows who eat 80% organic feed

and corporate dairies who label the milk organic. We want the same
high standards that the organic community, consumers, marketers and

farmers now uphold!

THE CONSUMER IS LEFT OUT
The organic food business has always been a partnership between

the consumer’s demand for pure old-fashioned food and the farmer’s

ability to meet that demand. Instead of looking to the organic consumer

to help define what is acceptable, the USDA has created a performance

based set of rules. If it can’t be proven by modern science to harm the

environment of human health... then it is “OK" to use in organic

production, regardless of consumer preference.

One has only to remember DDT and saccharine as two manmade
substances that modern science thought did no harm. In addition,

consumers support organic farmers for reasons other than food safety.

Protecting the environment, the humane treatment of animals, support

of family-scale farming as opposed to corporate-owned factory farms

are all reasons that people are willing to pay a premium to feed their

families organic food.

THE NEW ORGANIC BUREAUCRACY... FARMERS AND CONSUMERS
LOSE

Right now, if you purchase certified organic food, a third party agent

inspects all farmers and processing plants annually. If they don’t

adhere to strict standards, they’re out, period. These certifying groups

can set standards that are higher than the norm. All this will change

when the USDA takes over. They will use a long legal process to decide

if a farm should be decertified. And in the future it would be illegal for

a certifierto set a higher standard! Processors and consumers want the

ability to make informed decisions.

In addition, the USDA organic program will costs us all $1 -2 million

per year. This will raise the cost of organic food and force smaller

farmers out of business; they will pay a higher rate than the new

corporate “organic farms".

Stand up for your rights!

Send a letter, fax or email to the USDA demanding that they respect

consumers’ right-to-choose and maintain strict organic standards by

explicitly prohibiting the unacceptable agricultural practices listed

above. Demand also that the USDA reaffirm the National Organic

Standards Board’s statutory powerto decide what is synthetic and what

is natural, what is permitted and what is prohibited under the organic

label.

Make copies of your comment letter to the USDA and send them to

your legislators and local media. Follow up your letterto your legislators

with a telephone call. Tell them that, as a constituent, you want them

to send your their stated position on organic standards.

Letters to the USDA should be sent to:

USDA-National Organic Standards/Docket #TMD - 94 - 00 - 2

USDA, AMS, Room 4007-S/AgStop 0275, PO Box 96456

Washington DC 20090-6456

Fax: Include Docket Number (202) 690-4632



reaching for the sky. To get the seeds to germinate we have to create

the right mixture of moisture, temperature, light, and air so that the

enzymes inside the seed coat are activated and start breaking down the

stored carbohydrates into sugars forthe little dormant plants inside. It’s

all pretty fucking incredible. The plant embryos are made up of the

radicle (pronounced “radical") which develops into the roots, the

cotyledons which are the first leaves to appear above the soil, and the

epicoytl which is the growing tip. As the embryos get bigger, the seed

coats burst and the radicles anchor into the ground as the epicoytls

shoot up through the flats. I have to make sure everything gets enough

water and open or close the vents to let air in or out.

Today the air in the greenhouse is warm and moist from the huge

compost pile in the cornerthat we built at the beginning of the week. The

compost pile is a mixture of cut grass and nettles, manure, and dead

leaves. The trick with compost is to get a good balance of carbon and

nitrogen so that we create the right conditions for bacteria and every-

thing breaks down evenly into high quality soil.

When I get back to the farmhouse me and Abby start cooking up a

bunch of food. Because class is early during the week, we usually only

eat oatmeal or cereal for breakfast, but this morning we go all out. We
bake a flat of wheat biscuits with raisins and cinnamon and fry up the

sweet potato pancakes from last night, finish off the jalapeno corn bread

that our housemate Adam cooked up and dish out the sweet tofu sour

cream experiment that’s been sitting in the refrigerator. The weekends
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with nature, using the materials that are already around— learning how
to plant companion crops that help each other out rather than just planting

big fields of the same thing. I’ve been learning that carrots and tomatoes

grow really well together, redwood pigweed makes eggplants more

resistant to insect attack, broccoli grows well with sage and peppermint.

I’ve been learning about how it’s possible to sow cover crops of clover or

alfalfa to keep the weeds from coming up and then planting straight into

them so we don’t have to rely on herbicides. Mulching the ground with a

layer of straw or cardboard to keep everything moist and keep the weeds
from coming up, mimicking the forest floor. Trying to create attractive

environments for birds and snakes and other predator insects so we don’t

have to rely on pesticides to kill off the bugs munching on our vegetables.

I’ve been learning about putting together the right amount of nitrogen and

carbon materials to make good compost mixtures - putting everything

back into the earth and fertilizing our fields without using chemicals that

are going to destroy our soils, learning about crop rotation and letting the

chickens and sheep graze and shit on sectioned off pieces off the farm to

keep the grass down and the soil rich.

Modern day industrial agriculture is so based around the practice of

monocropping - killing off everything and using tons of petro-chemicals

and sketchy irrigation systems and fungicides and shit— fighting against

the natural order with our skewed views of progress. I’ve been reading as

much as I can get my hands on about the history of agriculture and the

green revolution in the 60’s and 70’s and how it mutated to the agribusiness
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ORGANIC ALERT
Save Organic Standards

After eight years of preparation
, the USDA released proposed rules that

will regulate the use of the word Organic in the marketing of food. Instead

of adopting guidelines setforth by the National Organic Standards (NOSB),

a body of organic farmers, processors and consumers (appointed by the

Secretary of Agriculture), the USDA has significantly lowered the organic

industry standards.

The USDA is attempted to redefine organic foods to include foods that

are genetically engineered, irradiated, factory-farmed, and grown on top

of toxic sewage sludge. This represents an “unfriendly takeover” of the

organic foods industry by agribusiness, chemical-biotech corporations,

and giant supermarket chains. Currently, when we shop for foods labeled

“organic" we can be reasonably certain of what we’re getting. But under

the proposed USDA laws, there a e no explicit prohibitions against:

Genetic Engineering: Genetically engineered organisms (GEO), like the

artificial bovine growth hormone (rBGH) or Chymosin (a GEO that replaces

vegetable rennet in cheese), should be prohibit in organic foods!

Factory Farming: Organic farmers should never cage their laying hens or

Farmers oui or Dusmess, iney wm pay a nigner rate man me new
corporate “organic farms".

Stand up for your rights!

Send a letter, fax or email to the USDA demanding that they respect

consumers’ right-to-choose and maintain strict organic standards by

explicitly prohibiting the unacceptable agricultural practices listed

above. Demand also that the USDA reaffirm the National Organic

Standards Board’s statutory powerto decide what is synthetic and what

is natural, what is permitted and what is prohibited under the organic

label.

Make copies of your comment letter to the USDA and send them to

yourlegislatorsand local media. Follow up your letterto your legislators

with a telephone call. Tell them that, as a constituent, you want them

to send your their stated position on organic standards.

Letters to the USDA should be sent to:

USDA-National Organic Standards/ Docket #TMD - 94 - 00 - 2

USDA, AMS, Room 4007-S/AgStop 0275, PO Box 96456

Washington DC 20090-6456

Fax: Include Docket Number (202) 690-4632

email: see http/Www.ams.usda.gov4iop

To help organize a SOS Campaign in your local area contact: Pure Food

CampaigrySave Organic Standards/ 860 Hwy 61/ Little Marais MN
55614. Tel: 1-800-253-0681 or (218) 226-4164. Fax: (218) 226-

4157. email: alliance@mr.net http/Www.geocities.com^thens1527
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Resin. 3 Studies for a Crucifixion.
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6 bands from the US and 6 from Canada

LP only. $6 postpaid in the US $8 worldwide

We also still carry:

Avail ‘‘Satiate” tp and live 10”

hosegotcable “majesty” LP/CD

Iconoclast “Greatest Hits” CD
Merel/tconoclast 7”

Assfactor4 “Smoked Out”7”

LP/CDs $6ppd US or $8ppd worldwide.

7”s $3ppd US or $5ppd worldwide,

we carry tons (yes, tons) of shit.

write / email for list-

now go read,

old glory records,

post office box 171 95 .;

Worcester, ma. 01601

.

tel: 508 .798.9033

e-maH: oldgfory@spitu$net.com

bM m tpst toad?
in a world distorted by exclusive distribution,
distribution “exclusives”, zine catalogs, catalog
zines, scene celebrities, celebrity scenes and a
million little [market] “niches”...

bm m fofpttffi^
music as community
manifested in a community-run organization
“new” as in “idea”, not as in “brand”

stamps for info and the new expanded catalog
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send two

$ 4.00

Devola
"playing the game of
revenge and winning

every time " CD

Render
Useless

" the
relationship

between a
quarter note

and an eighth
note n 7”

$ 3.00

Atom and
His Package

"A Society of
People Named Ellhu n CD

Closure
LP or CD $ 6.00

p.o. box 220320, greenpoint post
office, brooklyn, ny 11222 usa

all prices postpaid within U.S. - can/mex: add $0.50 per
7”, $1 per LP/CD - world: add $1 per 7”, $2 per LP/CD

check or money order to “c
. Jensen” - cash is at your risk and a bad idea

coming soon: The Judas IsCarlot/Seeln ’ Red Split 12”,
Floodgate Discography CD, Saetla LP/CD, Ire 10”/12” (?) EP
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$ 6.00
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Pour Song Seven
Inch. Out Now.

available for $3j?pd.
still available:

Jonah/The Weak Link
Breaks split,

reliable distros and
zines needed, we run a
small distro. so get in

touch.
midwest summer tour

help needed!

B U 6 RECORDS
PO Box 14672 Richmond, VA

23221.
mac41eb@atlas.vcu.edu

www.angelfire.com/va/BUGBOY
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Zine reviews by Chris(tine) with help from Ryan where noted. Stars (*)

indicate my favorites. If no price is listed - send a few dollars or write

with a SASE for a price. Read on. .

.

10 THINGS JESUS WANTS YOU TO KNOW #17 ($3 ppd N. America

and $5ppd World to 831 5 Lake City Way NE #1 92/Seattle, WA 981 1 5)

10 Things... is a zine that I’ve been hearing about for a long time.

Thinking back, I don't ever remember hearing a bad word about it. After

reading this issue I’m going to have to keep up that tradition. This is a

damn good zine. There is a focus on the North West punk scene but by

no means is it limited to it. Interviews with: Dead and Gone, Anti-Flag,

Loudmouths, and Diaboliks. The writing is anywhere from decent to

great. As far as the columns go, there is a little bit to suit a variety of

tastes. And since I read every single music and zine review, I’ll say that

this zine has one of the most extensive review sections I’ve seen. But

what made this issue really great was the interview with Steve Caballero.

Forthose of you who don’t know, Steve was in the skate-rock band the

Faction during the early eighties and a member of the Bones Brigade.

Remember when Punk Rock and skating were synonymous? It was a

nice stroll down memory lane for me. (-Ryan)

A PUNK KID WALKS INTO A BAR #10 ($1 ppd to PO Box 254/Rye, NY

10580) I’ve been seeing this zine reviewed a lot lately. What I managed

to remember from all those reviews was that this was a very funny zine.

You know what? They’re right. Barclay, he’s the editor, has done a

magnificent job at taking what could be a fairly average zine and making

it a great read. As far as the format goes this is pretty standard. It’s very

personal, meaning much of what is written are daily experiences and

observations from Barclay and his cronies. However, unlike many zines

writers of this nature, these people are very funny and can write too. You

don’t believe me? Here’s an example from the World’s Laziest Man

article. “Tried to train the hamster to run up the stairs on command. Got

myhead stuck in the banister. ” What a hoot. I think it would do Barclay

good if you read his zine. (-Ryan)

ALERT #2 ($1 to PO Box 40006/75 King St. S/ Waterloo, Ontario

N2J4VI Canada) If someone wanted an example of an anarcho-punk

zine I’d show them Alert. This cut and paste zine contains articles on

ARA, animal rights, the Hardline movement, and of course anarchism.

For the most part it is very generic, offering nothing new. However, I

enjoy these type of zines because you get a real sense of the passion

and honesty that goes into the writing and design. My only criticism was

that the writing lacked confidence. I felt that the writers were unsure of

their arguments and at times apologetic. (-Ryan)

ALICE IS AN ISLAND #3 ($1 + 2 stamps/ c/o Robyn MarascrYSmith

College/Box 8436^98 Green St/Northampton MA 01 063-01 00) Robyn

does a good solid and steady zine with good writing on a social-political

level that looks a lot at gender roles and issues. There’s articles on

working with unions, foreign policy, NAFTA and border Maquila

Industries. Also stuff on Welfare reform and the Christian Right group

“Promise Keepers”. What I like best about this zine is that there are

some serious issues well addressed, and yet the zine doesn’t get too

serious to dry and is wonderfully balanced with a sense of humor and

personality and a love of Motley Crue - which includes a story about

getting to see them and meet them. There’s also an interesting article

about the homoeroticism of both heavy metal and hardcore (ya know -

the boys club). Awesome reading!
**

ALLIANCE: HARDCORE FANZINE #1 ($1 + 3 stamps' c/o Pat

Callahary580 Center Dyre Ave/West Islip NY 1 1 795) This zine debuts

on newsprint with a good issue. It’s a total hardcore zine with focus and

emphasis on the Long Island, NY scene with news and band info. Short

basic interviews with Inside, Scott from Tripface and Shutdown. I’m

^dedicated to reading every Bouncing Souls interview I see - and there’s

one in here. Plus a good one with Kill Your Idols. Also some columns,

reviews and scene reports.

ARMED WITH ANGER #5 ($3ppd air worlcYPO Box 487/Bradford BD2

4YU UK) I’m feeling pretty excited this month to have read so many

impressively wonderful and moving zines. This one totally rocks! The

text is as small, if not smaller than in S&L - which I like to see cause it

means you can get a lot of info onto the pages. I thoroughly enjoyed the

interviews with Kent McClard who continues to be a huge inspiration to

me, Timojhen from Vacuum who is also way up there on my list of great

rounded out with reviews of books, zines and music, good clear layouts

and some personality. I always feel so moved to realize and rememberthat

there are still a lot of people who I see eye to eye with out there and the

results of their hard work continue to inspire me. Great zine!!!
***

AUSCAR MORBID #4 (3 stamps to Tara 7 W. Madison St. Box #159^

Chicago, IL 60602) This is the second issue I’ve seen of this comic zine.

The first time I was slightly amused, and found myself reading it with a

smile. It was funny when a person to got stabbed at the end of each story.

This time around I enjoyed it much less. One story featuring two

characters (Sinya and Dax) was a good change of pace but the humorwas

lost on me. The longer

story was similarto what

I had seen in the previous

issue - Auscar stabs

some people. I liked the

artwork, but the stories

were just boring. Writing

and drawing comics are

tough; you have so much

to convey in a small

space. You got to give

credit for the effort. (-

Ryan)

CHARONZINE #1 ($3?/

Horagasse §/ 2500

Bader/Austria) I like this

zine cause it’s got per-

sonality and caring feel-

ing in it through the col-

lective that chose to ex-

press their ideas and at-

tempt to communicate

with other folks. I found

myself skimming

through a lot of it - partly

cause the printing has

stars and images that

block out the text which

was a distraction. But

this has intrcYcolumn bits

from collective mem-
bers; music reviews;

some coverage of bands;

stuff on traveling in Cuba

with historical info as

well. Though I wasn’t

hooked 100% I appreci-

ate the effort and ideas

behind this and hope they’ll be able to keep it going.

CHUMPIRE#96 (stamfYPO Box 680 Conneaut Lake PA 1 631 6-0680) As

always: a one pager with reviews, news and commentary. The longest

piece is about going to an alternative Christian show.

CIMABUE FANZINE #6 (Free to 6 Kings Crossing Ct. Apt.W Cockeysville,

MD 21030) This is the “All Rude Girl Edition" of this zine. As you might

have guessed Ska is the flavor. Interviews with Dunia Best (Brand New

Girl), Caz Gardener (The Checkered Cabs), and Lynette Knackstedt

(78RPM’s). The questions focus on each women’s experiences playing

Ska music and as active individuals within that scene. Other points of

interest include; show and music reviews, some short rants about work

and happiness, and getting older in a primarily young scene. The writing

is good. If you think your interested send a couple stamps and check it out.

(-Ryan)

COMETBUS #42 ($2.50ppcYBBT/PO Box 427^Berkeley CA 94704) A

new issue of Cometbus is one of the best things going! This one is a

“novel” and has Fly’s artwork on the cover. Reading Cometbus is like

delving into my past as well as some part of my heart ancLsoui. I always

feel connected to a bigger world and am reminded of the oddities of our

community. Most of all I remember how great of a writer Aaron is and just

how much that means in telling a story. Aaron has always had the ability

like no other takes root. I’m totally sentimental to this. I loved reading this

issue -
1 felt attached in many ways. I felt nostalgia for the Bay Area and

these punk houses where people live in tahe most unlivable manners; in

rooms that aren’t even rooms - with trap doors and shacks out back.

There’s a whole picture in my head from all that I’ve read in zines inthe past

as well as from my own visits and experiences and it’s the very essence

of it that I’m nostalgic over. Cometbus is essential for so many reasons

- it’s the raddest of the raddest!!
****

COMPTROL #1 (stamp/c/o Dave Finzimei/1 06 Village Dr/State College

PA 16803) This is a little 1/4 sized gem that covers two subjects: one is

military spending and the defense budget and the second is the tobacco

industry and how it supports political candidates. An interesting read with

lots of statistical facts and resources for further information.

DAILY REVOLT #2
(RARN/PO Box 4288/

Richmond VA

23220) This is a zine

published by the

Richmond Animal

Rights Network. It’s

got some really good

information and is put

together really well.

It’s got a lot of infor-

mation on direct ac-

tion: with howto’s on

billboard alterations,

wheat-paste and

paint bombs, howto

write an anonymous

press release and

general subversive

support. Also

thoughts on freegan,

honey, the connec-

tion of animals and

women both as ob-

jects (or meat), and

so much more. With

a subject that often

times has a lot of

rhetoric and reprints

of the same pam-

phlets -
1 was really

gladtoseethatthisis

good information to-

tally worth reading

regardless of how

much orhow little you

know about the ani-

mal rights move-

ment. Thumbs up!!

DESIGN NUMBER 816 #10 ($2?/P0 Box 47908 1/Chicago IL 60647) I

really like this zine, and have enjoyed each issue I’ve read. I have met

Michelle briefly many times and feel a connection to her which is now only

shared by reading her completely personal zine. This is a personal

catharsis of sorts with a lot of expressive dialog in the form of letters or

poetic vents to the person who’s caused the pain. Much of this deals with

relationships: being hurt by boys and liking girls and somehow being

uncomfortable with everyone. Sometimes I feel uncomfortable reading

such personal stuff and yet this didn’t quite cross that border. I’m an

empath, so I get caught up in the feelings and that is what this is about -

I call it emo - but I mean that in the best sense of the word. (emo=

expressive feelings= personal heart and soul) As Michelle ponders her

present state of being and questions her motivations, desires and actions

— she hashes it out on paper with us the reader and in a brave and bold

way essentially reveals the most vulnerable parts in an attempt to find

strength and confidence. Hey -
1 loved it!

**

DIATRIBE #4 ($V481« Baltimore Ave/Philadelphia PA19143) I really

hate itwhen zines make a disclaimer about being offensive inthe beginning

or say how the zine is full of bullshit and nonsense and some serious bits

and you gotta figure it out. It just puts me off and makes me disinterested.

cool for me to read about having experienced much of it. Also there’s

an old reprint interview with Penelope Houston from the Avengers. Plus

interviews with Ensign, Cursive, Crank Records and the Bruisers. Also

a good amount of East Coast to Mid West scene reports and reviews.

Oh yeah and a whole bunch of columns too.

ELEVEN #1 ($1.50ppd Josh RedcY 1826 Vimanfc/ Ann Arbor Ml

481 03) My favorite thing about this is the cover which is printed on a

painted piece of transparency and it totally caught my attention. It’s a

first attempt at a zine, inspired by so many friends who’ve done zines.

Takes a mostly personal point of view - sharing how he got into punk

as a misfit in high school, about being on the track team, meeting a 1

4

year old runaway girl, some scam info and a bit on the Ann Arbor scene.

Not earth shattering, but a good jump into zine world and best of all is

that there is a lot heart and good intention behind Josh’s efforts.

ENGINE #4 ($3ppd/P0 Box 64666/Los Angles CA 90064) Engine is

such a good zine - it’s one of those zines that comes out yearly and this

is only the 4th time, but I feel like it’s a consistent regular - and

essentially it is. This issue is really thick and full of great interviews -

and I read every single one of them - which is saying a lot cause band

interviews usually bore me. These interviews are well done and

interesting to read, partly cause they’re all with good bands that I like a

lot and also have something to say, and they’re personable as well.

We’ve got: The Pist, Black Army Jacket, Final Conflict, Workin’ Stiffs,

Agents of Satan, Charles Bronson, Code 13, Monster X and a massive

one with Seein’ Red. The only fault with these yearly zines are that some

of the interviews go back to 1996 - however, that really doesn’t take

away from what they all have to say. In addition to the bulk of this zine

which is the interviews, there’s a fat review section, a few commentary

bits and a nice personable introduction from Matt about living in the

punk rock capitol of San Francisco and his escape to LA. Rad zine -

highly recommended!!
***

ENNOBLED MIND ZINE #11 ($2/ 4315a SE 15th Ave/Portland OR

97202) Sometimes I really live simply for inspiration; and that inspira-

tion in turns keeps me going; makes me get up each day and feel like

I can conquer the world. So when I get my hands on a zine that

addresses so many issues that are on my mind all the time - and that

does so in a way that supports some ideas, challenges others and gives

me something to chew on —well it’s something to celebrate. This zine

did just that - and it totally rocks! I read every single words in here and

savored it all. The last thing I read was an interview with Glen E.

Friedman which was totally rad. I’ve known his photos for a long time,

but I’ve never known too much about him as a person and what he has

to say and his overall attitude towards the scene, music industry,

photography and life in general give me hope and inspiration together.

It is perhaps the most inspiring thing I’ve read - period. Much of this zine

talks about community and education: two of my favorite subjects.

Education is covered from a progressive reform approach - looking at

the public school system; peoples good and bad experiences as well as

possible ways for betterment in the future. There’s an awesome

interview with Chris Jensen (who is one of the raddest people I’ve had

the pleasure of calling a good friend) and his words are always a good

dose for thought and inspiration. He’s a public school teacher with an

awesome attitude. The community and education subjects are broached

in editorials, columns and in interviews as well which comes across

really cool. Also interviewed are Avail and the Promise Ring. This is an

all around great zine and I say so with complete passion!!
****

EVERY OTHER #9 ($VPO Box 1 4672/Richmond VA 23221) This has

been a consistent favorite for the past year or so and I was really glad

to see a new issue back at an RVA benefit in January. And then this

issue got left and forgotten about in a box of books - to be found and

savored months later. I was stoked to read a summary of cool things

to do in Richmond (places to eat, see bands, cool trinket stores, etc).

There’s an interview with Fall Silent (that's old). A piece on banks and

howthey give loans based on class structure. Plus lots of reviews. And

I can’t forget to mention that this came with a pull-out calendar with

hardcore band photos. Look for a new issue soon (I think) and it’ll be

bigger and on newsprint.

EXOTIC UNDERGROUND #1 (Frederic Brahim/17 Rue de la Foret'

67340 MenchhofferY France) This zine covers the international D.I.Y

scene. Not limited to a singular musical style, Exotic Underground

focus is on “exotic countries”. As far as the format goes, this is pretty

standard. Music and zine reviews along with band interviews fill the

hulk nf thic icciip lA/hat cptc thic 71np anart is that it ci impede in



personality and a love of Motley Crue - which includes a story about

getting to see them and meet them. There’s also an interesting article

about the homoeroticism of both heavy metal and hardcore (ya know -

the boys club). Awesome reading!
**

ALLIANCE: HARDCORE FANZINE #1 ($1 + 3 stamps' c/o Pat

Callahan/580 Center Dyre Ave/West Islip NY 1 1 795) This zine debuts

on newsprint with a good issue. It’s a total hardcore zine with focus and

emphasis on the Long Island, NY scene with news and band info. Short

basic interviews with Inside, Scott from Tripface and Shutdown. I’m

dedicated to reading every Bouncing Souls interview I see - and there’s

one in here. Plus a good one with Kill Your Idols. Also some columns,

reviews and scene reports.

ARMED WITH ANGER #5 ($3ppd air worWPO Box 487/Bradford BD2

4YU UK) I’m feeling pretty excited this month to have read so many

impressively wonderful and moving zines. This one totally rocks! The

text is as small, if not smaller than in S&L - which I like to see cause it

means you can get a lot of info onto the pages. I thoroughly enjoyed the

interviews with Kent McClard who continues to be a huge inspiration to

me, Timojhen from Vacuum who is also way up there on my list of great

people and also a talk with Martin from Pressure Drop Press which was

cool cause I’ve totally lost touch with Martin - and it was good to hear

the P.D. Press is still going and about his new book project. It’s

exceptionally cool to read really good interviews that are not with bands

but instead are conversations with respected and active scensters who

really have stuff to say— totally excellent! ! Also an awesome traveling

story about Mexico and a piece on globalized economy. Band inter-

views with Stalingrad and an old one with Four Walls Falling. This is

WHY MUST WE DIE?

always: a one pager with reviews, news and commentary. The longest

piece is about going to an alternative Christian show.

CIMABUE FANZINE #6 (Free to 6 Kings Crossing Ct. Apt.W Cockeysville

,

MD 21030) This is the “All Rude Girl Edition” of this zine. As you might

have guessed Ska is the flavor. Interviews with Dunia Best (Brand New

Girl), Caz Gardener (The Checkered Cabs), and Lynette Knackstedt

(78RPM’s). The questions focus on each women’s experiences playing

Ska music and as active individuals within that scene. Other points of

interest include; show and music reviews, some short rants about work

and happiness, and getting older in a primarily young scene. The writing

is good. If you think your interested send a couple stamps and check it out.

(-Ryan)

COMETBUS #42 ($2.50ppd^BBT/PO Box 427^Berkeley CA 94704) A

new issue of Cometbus is one of the best things going! This one is a

“novel" and has Fly’s artwork on the cover. Reading Cometbus is like

delving into my past as well as some part of my heart and'soul; I always

feel connected to a bigger world and am reminded of the oddities of our

community. Most of all I remember how great of a writer Aaron is and just

how much that means in telling a story. Aaron has always had the ability

to make even the most miserable circumstances somehow sound appeal-

ing and desirable. Essentially, it’s the passion behind the writing and the

emotive expression that comes across in the words as you get to know the

characters and the narrator. So this “novel” is about Double Duce - a punk

house in Berkeley sometime probably in the early 90s. It’s about a mis-

matched bunch of punks living in squalor and bonding together over the

best and worst life has to offer. It’s stories like this that make kids in the

midwest long to go to Berkeley or NYC— where an entire other universe

really like this zine, and have enjoyed each issue I’ve read. I have met

Michelle briefly many times and feel a connection to her which is now only

shared by reading her completely personal zine. This is a personal

catharsis of sorts with a lot of expressive dialog in the form of letters or

poetic vents to the person who’s caused the pain. Much of this deals with

relationships: being hurt by boys and liking girls and somehow being

uncomfortable with everyone. Sometimes I feel uncomfortable reading

such personal stuff and yet this didn’t quite cross that border. I’m an

empath, so I get caught up in the feelings and that is what this is about -

I call it emo - but I mean that in the best sense of the word. (emo=

expressive feelings= personal heart and soul) As Michelle ponders her

present state of being and questions her motivations, desires and actions

— she hashes it out on paper with us the reader and in a brave and bold

way essentially reveals the most vulnerable parts in an attempt to find

strength and confidence. Hey -
1 loved it!

**

DIATRIBE #4 ($V4816 Baltimore Ave/Philadelphia PA19143) I really

hate itwhen zines make a disclaimer about being offensive in the beginning

or say how the zine is full of bullshit and nonsense and some serious bits

and you gotta figure it out. It just puts me off and makes me disinterested.

With that said, this is a collection of gore graphics and tits and ass with

ranting ramblings that for the most part didn’t make any sense.

DOUBLE DECKER ($1 US/$2 world/803 Saint John StreetAllentown PA

18103) This is a good sized (64 page) newsprint zine that has grown out

of a record store newsletter. I’m glad to say that it ends up being betterthan

a lot of other zines. The best part are that the band interviews are really

good and worth reading. There’s a great one with Gavin about Burn getting

back together: it talks about the NYC hardcore scene and stuff which is

Send 2 stamps for our

1998 Zlne-o-Log
Featuring Anti-Flag, Snap-Her,

Reagan Youth, UK Subs, Zine Stuff,

cool people and much more!

NEW RED ARCHIVES
POBox 210501, SF CA 94121

in editorials, columns and in interviews as well which comes across

really cool. Also interviewed are Avail and the Promise Ring. This is an

all around great zine and I say so with complete passion!!
****

EVERY OTHER #9 ($VPO Box 1 4672/Richmond VA 23221) This has

been a consistent favorite for the past year or so and I was really glad

to see a new issue back at an RVA benefit in January. And then this

issue got left and forgotten about in a box of books - to be found and

savored months later. I was stoked to read a summary of cool things

to do in Richmond (places to eat, see bands, cool trinket stores, etc).

There’s an interview with Fall Silent (that’s old). A piece on banks and

howthey give loans based on class structure. Plus lots of reviews. And

I can’t forget to mention that this came with a pull-out calendar with

hardcore band photos. Look for a new issue soon (I think) and it’ll be

bigger and on newsprint.

EXOTIC UNDERGROUND #1 (Frederic Brahim/17 Rue de la ForeY

67340 Menchhoffer/ France) This zine covers the international D.I.Y

scene. Not limited to a singular musical style, Exotic Underground

focus is on “exotic countries". As far as the format goes, this is pretty

standard. Music and zine reviews along with band interviews fill the

bulk of this issue. What sets this zine apart is that it succeeds in

covering the very diverse and often overlooked regions of this world.

This issue contains interviews with : Ruldo De Odlo from Ecuador, I.R.A

from Colombia, Rashit from Turkey, and more. Reviews cover the

same ground. This has the potential to become a very important

resource for those interested in making connections. Anyone inter-

ested in the D.I.Y. scene outside of Europe and North America should

check this out. (Note: This zine is not available formoney, to geta copy

Slag & Lettuce Page 5



ZINES ZINES Z1NES ZINES
of it send something in trade (zine, home-made tape, record, stickers,

or whateveryou want...), or at least a long letter.) (-Ryan)

GALAXY 666 #4 ($2 ppd to PO Box 7823'Summer, WA 98390) I read

this zine on a stoop in Cleveland OH in the rain. The first thing I read was

the letter that came with the zine. The editor is pretty happy about this

issue, so the letter goes. Well, he should. I wasn’t sure what to expect

from him, hiszine, orany of the otherfolks he’s got writing forit. Galaxy

666 is done by some high school kid who is writing about what he

knows. For example, there is an article about “neat stuff" you’ll find in

school. Or describing why jocks, dorks (not nerds), and eight other

types of people you put up with in high school are annoying. But this

goes beyond high school experiences. The manifesto is a statement of

the zines intent, a call for non-violent direct action to fight injustice. And

there is some humor too. God Speaks Out On STD’s was pretty funny.

This zines escapes the trappings of a set formula that so many zines

get caught in. (-Ryan)

GOBLIN’S ARMPIT #20 ($3ppd/P0 Box 3635/Oakland CA 94609) A
bigger issue than in the past - 8 1/2 x 1 1 size and lots of pages. I can

tell that Sean’s being going through a funk lately cause there is a lot of

cynical negativity and also lots of racing hormones in this issue. But all

is not lost because in amongst the complaints about the crumbling

society and destitute humans Sean presents the world in which he

would like to live in which is a cross between my shared hippie

communal punks in the woods growing food with a medievalWarhammer
Viking facade. Sean's rad art is as always a dominant part of the Goblin

experience and he is as rad as can be!! Goblin’s Armpit is always tops

on my list of reading material - essential in the punk rot world!
**

GULLIBLE #13 (Chris Terry/PO Box 490^Richmond VA 23220) This

is a nice reading personal zine - with stories about traveling out of town

with his band on Friday the 13th, going to goth night, and all praise and

reminiscence for the first favorite band: Guns and Roses. It’s a short

read - but sincere and to the heart.

HAZL0TUMISMA#3 ($1 7/HWCC 21 3 sue 1 2 (b/CP 1412 Buenos

Aires^Argentina) Sometimes I have to wonder if I should even review

zines in other languages since I can’t actually read them. And though

this is in Spanish it’s one that is easy to decipher and see that there’s

interviews with Funeral Oration, Redencion 9-11 from Chile, Whisper

from Argentina, chats with various Latino Punx about their activities in

the other places they live now, diy silk-screening, reviews and lots of

columns. Yeah: though I can’t really read it - it’s really well organized

with good layouts (printed on newsprinttoo) - and itmakes it even easier

to muddle though what words of Espanol I do know and this zine does

cover good stuff.

HEAD SHY #5 ($2??/ Head Shy/ 103 Nuangola Ave/Mt. Top PA
1 8707) The first thing that got me here was the format which is a small

odd size and assembled in this three-fold booklet manner that is hard

to describe in words, but is really awesome and aesthetically pleasing

to my artistic sensibilities. Fortunately the contents fully match the

design and I was really excited to find great analysis and thoughts on

ecology and environmental action. What I really like is the way Ryan

criticizes from all angles both the obvious earth rapers as well as the

more eco-friendly approaches and also attempts to offer thoughts on

possible solutions or at least better approaches. He writes about

recycled paper and the paper industry, organic farming and agriculture.

There’s also a fair amount of himself in here as he admits to dogmatic

idealism and also tries to find the right path for himself. He looks at

veganism from a classist perspective and as well as good old “white

male guilt". There’s also a lot of book reviews cause “books are more

educational that music". Right on! Totally rad zine! I was completely

moved and inspired. Ryan’s working in Brooklyn with Rainforest Relief,

so if you order this zine be prepared to wait a little bit till your mail

reaches him - but it’ll be worth the wait!!
***

IN YA FACE #3 (Barricade Books/PO Box 199/Brunswick East'Vic.

Australia 3057) This is a serious anarchist zine that doesn’t just cover

the basic rhetoric most zines have on anarchism: this has stuff on police

tactics, info on worldwide squatting and anarchist news (akin to

Profane Existence), information on CS Gas and pepper spray as used

in demonstration conflicts, advice for strategies of activism, how to

recognize under covers and dodgy types, plus lots of additional

contacts and reading material. Though much of this is out of my range

a mixture of viewpoints are included. The local scene report will be helpful

with establishing contacts in Calgary area. There are of course reviews, an

interview with 5 Knuckle Chuckle, and general opinions and stories. Also

included is a lengthy insert on the Zapatistas (31 pages). It includes news

updates, a history, and much more. Great Job! (-Ryan)

JOHNNY CAN’T READ #3 ($1 ppd to Box 201 05/Green Acres Post Office'

Thunder Bay Ontario Canada P7E 6PZ) A quicker read than most of the

zines I’ve read this month. Its comprised of a lot of personal tales and a

few political rants on the Gulf War, and the Anarcho-Punk Federation, the

latter appears

to be reprinted

from a pam-

phlet. Parts of

this zine were

funny. The

Weird Local

U.S.A. Sex

Laws was good

for a laugh.

Decent. (-

Ryan)

JOIN KAO #6
($2 worlcK Box

2003/ 9100

Aalborg Den-

mark) My fa-

vorite part of

this was the

extensive re-

views. There’s

also interviews

with
Knucklehead

(from japan),

Damage Digital

(also outta Ja-

pan), Cock

Esp, Disap-

pointed,
Dawnbreed &

Monochrome
(which con-

fused me cause

Dawnbreed the hardcore band from Germany is all I know of and if this is

one and the same it’s about a lot more than just a he band -
1 didn’t get it).

All of these interviews seem to focus on noise artists.

KNOX #6 (free'c/oTrisstessa/3010 Hennepin S/Box 144/Minneapolis

MN 55408) I found this a disappointing collection of pages without much
to read. There’s an article on the connection between capitalism and

racism (reprinted from somewhere), and a bunch of contacts for punk

distros and infoshops in the UK, and some history of Emma Goldman; the

rest of it is cut and paste graphics and ads and misc. info— all with an

anarcho-punk slant— but without much substance.

LA VIDA SECRETA DE LOS GABACHOS (The Secret Life of White

People) ($3ppd/Sascha Dubrul c/o Linneaea FarnYPO Box 98/Manson’s

Landing Cortes Island, BC VOPIKO Canada) Sascha is one of my best

friends and favorite writers. He’s someone who I bonded with when I first

moved to NYC; someone who lived through the hey day of the anarcho

peace punk scene on the lower east side of NYC with me and has since

been traveling the world and telling tales of it all. Essentially, everything

that Sascha writes moves me to heartfelt emotion: joy, passion and tears;

nostalgia and inspiration. This “zine” was put together in the middle of

other writing projects and talks a bunch about traveling and train hopping

through journal entries. A really interesting account of working and living

along side of a right-wing ex-military guy and how they butted heads on

just about everything: it’s an interesting way of looking at your views and

the lengths to which you understand and believe in what you talk about to

carry on extended dialog with someone as opposite of you as possible.

And then there is a story about Chumbawamba and selling out which is

essentially about so much more because it weaves in all of Sascha (and

one of those zines that you’ll find hard to classify. It falls somewhere

between personal and political, and manages to throw in some punk rock

to top it off. I tend to like this type of zine a lot because of the enthusiasm

you’ll find in the writing. Think about something you feel strongly about.

Now put it into words with all the excitement and passion that you can

muster up. The writing in Lock Down is like that at most times. This issue

contains information on feminists Dorothy Day and Margaret Louise

Higgins-Sanger, physical and verbal abuse, a tour diary (of sorts) from

Europe, including show reviews, and an interview with Atom and His

Package. Plus, your standard rants and reviews are also included. (-

Ryan)

LOVE IS FOR SUCKERS... #1 ($2?/Mike Straight/514 Delaware Ave/

Baltimore MD
21286) There

are a lot of people

I’ve known for a

long time and

considered good

friends yet only

kept a loose con-

nection with via

the mail, random

chance meet-

ings, and word of

mouth... and

Mike Straight is

one of those

people. And

though on one

hand I feel I know

him well, on the

other... I don’t

know him all that

well... and so

reading this very

personal zine

was really cool

cause it was like

just like being

around him and

getting to know

him better. There

is a ton of per-

sonality in here -

which is of

course the best

part - made all the better cause of the friendship dynamic. What I come
away with that is most interesting is talking about love, crushes and

intimacy, being married and still being independent and exploring all sorts

of relationships. It’s a path I don't understand - but is admirable for those

it works for. So this talks about how cool Philly is, time spent in Berkeley,

traveling, band on tour, being in love, punk houses, and feeding the birds.

Best of all it’s intimate without feeling invasive. I enjoyed this more that I

can express in a sentence cause this is a link to a friend on a grand scale

of the punk community that I cherish.

MANCIPATE #8 (Jarvfeb.) (ot) Denise/PO Box 81^Estrbg PA 1 8301 )
I

really liked the look of this - it’s handwritten with a very artistic flair. It’s

got a personal flair - not linked in to much with the punk scene (only a

critique of straight edge being self-righteous). Stuff on feminism and riot

grrl, poetry and stories and art. I liked it.

MEDIA BLITZ #3 ($1 to 63 Purdue St/Staten Island, NY 10314) Punk

Rock. That would be the best way for me to describe this zine. Filled with

anger and frustration, Media Blitz does a great job of capturing the spirit

of a bored punk rocker. This was a lot of fun to read. Interesting thoughts

on voting; plus a historical look at killing for Jesus.

NO CONTENT #1 (Sl/oft Jeremy/ PO Box 4396/ Pensacola FL 32507)

This is a very punk zine with cut and paste layouts and lots of graphics

making it feel right. I found the articles or columns to be a little thin: generic

accounts of bands selling out, slaves to punk rock fashion, working at fast

food - thougTi good subjects the rants seemed typical. Interviews with the

Unseen, Distraught, Final Conflict and Very Metal (who reminded me of

why I didn’t really like them). Though basic - this is a good first issue and

the coverage is great!

neoliberalism, and much, much more. Notlimitedtothestudentissues,

OFF! manages to make a connection between the campus and commu-
nity. (-Ryan)

OJ KILLED ELVIS ($2 ppd to 1 23 Shady Hill Rd/Apalachin, NY 1 3732)

Interviews with Todd (Propaganda), The UFOs, and Your Mother.

There are some rants on hating sports, vegetarianism, and straightedge

but I wouldn’t define the zine along any of those lines. This is a punk

zine, and while I find it hard to relate to much of the writing, (I’m finding

that to be the case more and more.), its not a bad zine... maybe a little

over priced... but not bad. The article on boot camps for young

offenders was done really well. I suggest the editor look into it further.

Maybe make an issue out of it. (-Ryan)

One section of this zine compared letters to MRR from 1987 to ones

from 1988. It proves that nothing really changes. This is a cool little

zine. Check it out! (-Ryan)

OTAKU #3 (Autumn 97) ($2?/Jeffrey Millet/1 1 4 Canter Blvd/Nepean

Ontario K2G 2M7 Canada) To start: I love 1/4 format zines that read like

journals or stories and I also love the usage of creative envelope covers

and packaging. So I was into this. Jeffrey writes a personal narrative

that runs the course of re-awakening in the spring and getting out and

about in Ottawa - appreciating everything with the new light (reminded

me of my own musings) . Much of this is about a loner watching all his

friends move away - and so had a sad quality. There’s some letters from

a friend in Vancouver which mentioned an Avail show that I was at last

summer (it’s always cool to randomly read in a zine about a show you

were also at). There’s lots of coffee drinking and exploration of the quiet

dark parts oftown— qualities which remind me of Cometbus in the very

best manner. This is like sharing this guys live for most of a year in

personal story format— and I enjoyed it quite a bit.

PLEBIAN: THE MONARCH OF THE ZINES #3 ($2.50 to PO Box 22W
Fort Collins, CO 80522-0220) Wow, what a difference an issue can

make. This used to be called Plebian Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!. Well, the title

has changed (a little), it’s printed on newsprint, and a whole lot thicker.

This issue is packed with interesting bits of information, reviews,

opinions, and letters. Fred Argoff shares his experience as an interviewee

and handling annoying junk mail. I was really impressed with the quality

of the interviews. This time around William Randolph Heist chats with

David Barsamian of Alternative Radio and Tom Trouble of Rabble

Review. Probably the best interviews in the whole batch of zines I’ve

reviewed. Also included are timely political issues: the threat of disease

found in deer and elk to humans, Mad Cow Disease, Fort Collin’s

Human Rights Ordinances, and more. A really great zine. (-Ryan)

POSITIVE REACTION #3 (81 2 3rd St/W. Babylon NY 1 1 704) This is

a cool free zine outta Long Island that covers the local hardcore scene

with an energetic positive light. It’s got scene news plus band

interviews with Kill Your Idols, Shutdown and Shai Halud. I was really

glad to see them refute an editorial from “Harder Than You" zine and

shed a much positive light on their anti-pc, utterly negative and

ultimately stupid attacks on everything from looks to not being “hard

enough”. Positive Reaction has an attitude which I can embrace. This

is the third issue to come out in a pretty short time.

PRIMARY DOCUMENTS #7 (American Studies SUNY Old Westbury,

NY 11568-0210) This is probably one of the more entertaining and

intelligent zines that I’ve see in a long while. Since this is the first issue

that I’ve seen, I don’t have much to base this review on. This issue looks

at the rise of U.S. Imperialism at the end of the nineteenth century. What

makes this so interesting is that all the writing is backed up by articles,

poetry, songs, advertisements, and essays from that time period, the

“primary documents". A creative way to educate. Great Job! (-Ryan)

PUBLIK ENEMA #13 ($1ppd U.S. & Canada $2 ppd World to 25686

Nugge/EI Toro, CA 92630) I loved this zine. That may be the first time

I’ve said that about a zine. . . well, at least in a long time. What made this

so great was that it was so oriented around traveling. I’ve been stuck

in the same place for a long time suffering from cabin fever. This zine

was therapy. It reminded me of riding around in a cramped van in the

middle of the summer with good friends. Laughing, sweating, sleeping,

eating, staring, and everything else you do on long road trips. A lot of

this zine is had written (but legible). Its loaded with stories, travel

diaries, some longer articles, reviews, and great little clippings taken

from one source or another. Its laid out so you got to turn it horizontal

or vertical at any given point. Plus, there is usually something tucked

away in a corner waiting to be read. This is a real gem. (-Ryan)

R’LYEH RISING #1 ($.5yPO Box 401 1 ^Portland OR 97240-01 1 3)



more eco-friendly approaches and also attempts to offer thoughts on

possible solutions or at least better approaches. He writes about

recycled paper and the paper industry, organic farming and agriculture.

There’s also a fair amount of himself in here as he admits to dogmatic

idealism and also tries to find the right path for himself. He looks at

veganism from a classist perspective and as well as good old "white

male guilt”. There’s also a lot of book reviews cause “books are more

educational that music’’. Right on! Totally rad zine! I was completely

moved and inspired. Ryan’s working in Brooklyn with Rainforest Relief,

so if you order this zine be prepared to wait a little bit till your mail

reaches him - but it’ll be worth the wait!!
***

IN YA FACE #3 (Barricade Book&'PO Box 199/Brunswick EasZVic.

Australia 3057) This is a serious anarchist zine that doesn’t just cover

the basic rhetoric most zines have on anarchism: this has stuff on police

tactics, info on worldwide squatting and anarchist news (akin to

Profane Existence), information on CS Gas and pepper spray as used

in demonstration conflicts, advice for strategies of activism, how to

recognize under covers and dodgy types, plus lots of additional

contacts and reading material. Though much of this is out of my range

of life -
1 still appreciate this sort of information being made available.

This is an excellent contact for Australian anarchist activities and

solidarity.

INDY #4 ($2 to PO Box 523 Station M/Calgary AB Canada T2P 2J2)

You’ll find this to be a very scene oriented zine. It operates nicely as a

forum to discuss issues that are appearing in the Calgary scene. For

example, a debate about a certain bands actions on stage is started, and

rest of it is cut and paste graphics and ads and misc. info— all with an

anarcho-punk slant— but without much substance.

LA VIDA SECRETA DE LOS GABACHOS (The Secret Life of White

People) ($3ppd/Sascha Dubrul ob Linneaea FamrVPO Box98/Manson’s

Landing Cortes Island, BC V0PIK0 Canada) Sascha is one of my best

friends and favorite writers. He’s someone who I bonded with when I first

moved to NYC; someone who lived through the hey day of the anarcho

peace punk scene on the lower east side of NYC with me and has since

been traveling the world and telling tales of it all. Essentially, everything

that Sascha writes moves me to heartfelt emotion: joy, passion and tears;

nostalgia and inspiration. This “zine” was put together in the middle of

other writing projects and talks a bunch about traveling and train hopping

through journal entries. A really interesting account of working and living

along side of a right-wing ex-military guy and how they butted heads on

just about everything: it’s an interesting way of looking at your views and

the lengths to which you understand and believe in what you talk about to

carry on extended dialog with someone as opposite of you as possible.

And then there is a story about Chumbawamba and selling out which is

essentially about so much more because it weaves in all of Sascha (and

much of my) past foundation and the state of everything and how it has all

interwoven and come to pass. I read this “book” with out letting it out of

my hands and as soon as I finished I wrote an emo love letter to Sascha

and asked him if I could print the “Selling Out” story in S&L - which you

will see soon. Sascha is rad and I can recommend that you read his writing

enough!!
*****

LOCK DOWN #2 ($1ppd to PO Box 1781/Spokane, WA 99210) This is

of the punk community that I cherish.

MANCIPATE #8 (Jarvfeb.) (ot> Denis^PO Box 81 STstrbg PA 1 8301 )
I

really liked the look of this - it’s handwritten with a very artistic flair. It’s

got a personal flair - not linked in to much with the punk scene (only a

critique of straight edge being self-righteous). Stuff on feminism and riot

grrl, poetry and stories and art. I liked it.

MEDIA BLITZ #3 ($1 to 63 Purdue St/Staten Island, NY 10314) Punk

Rock. That would be the best way for me to describe this zine. Filled with

anger and frustration, Media Blitz does a great job of capturing the spirit

of a bored punk rocker. This was a lot of fun to read. Interesting thoughts

on voting; plus a historical look at killing for Jesus.

NO CONTENT #1 f$1/ob Jeremy/PO Box 4396/ Pensacola FL 32507)

This is a very punk zine with cut and paste layouts and lots of graphics

making it feel right. I found the articles or columns to be a little thin: generic

accounts of bands selling out, slaves to punk rock fashion, working at fast

food - thougli 'good subjects the rants seemed typical. Interviews with the

Unseen, Distraught, Final Conflict and Very Metal (who reminded me of

why I didn’t really like them). Though basic - this is a good first issue and

the coverage is great!

OFF! #3 (??? to Off Campus College SUNY BinghamtoiZBinghamton, NY

13902) If you’ve gone to a university then you’ve probably had to pay a

Student Activity Fee. Most of that money will be used to fund programs

and activities of no real interest. Finally, some people have put some of

that money to good use. OFF! declares itself “the voice of Campus and

Community. ’ This politically oriented student publication is loaded with

information. This issue covers Affirmative Action, sweat shops,

that I’ve seen, I don’t have much to base this review on. This issue looks

at the rise of U.S. Imperialism at the end of the nineteenth century. What

makes this so interesting is that all the writing is backed up by articles,

poetry, songs, advertisements, and essays from that time period, the

“primary documents". A creative way to educate. Great Job! (-Ryan)

PUBLIK ENEMA #13 ($1ppd U.S. & Canada $2 ppd World to 25686

Nugge/EI Toro, CA 92630) I loved this zine. That may be the first time

I’ve said that about a zine. .. well, at least in a long time. What made this

so great was that it was so oriented around traveling. I’ve been stuck

in the same place for a long time suffering from cabin fever. This zine

was therapy. It reminded me of riding around in a cramped van in the

middle of the summer with good friends. Laughing, sweating, sleeping,

eating, staring, and everything else you do on long road trips. A lot of

this zine is had written (but legible). Its loaded with stories, travel

diaries, some longer articles, reviews, and great little clippings taken

from one source or another. Its laid out so you got to turn it horizontal

or vertical at any given point. Plus, there is usually something tucked

away in a corner waiting to be read. This is a real gem. (-Ryan)

R’LYEH RISING #1 ($.5^PO Box 401 1 3/Portland OR 97240-01 1 3)

Though this zine is basically interviews with Christdriver, Carcass (from

4 years ago) and Unholy Grave— it’s still really good. The interviews

are good as is the layouts (nice and black with reverse typewriter text

cut and paste style). There’s a few book reviews and a think on Garden

Burgers and exploited farm workers. I like the bands and general

outlook and style— of a grind/crust peacefcunk nature so I look forward

to seeing another issue.
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MEW TL RELEASES
U.S. BOMBS ‘OUTTAKES’
10-96 ‘CATASTROPHE’
THE INFECTED ‘DISASTER’

THE IDIOTS ‘S/T’

HORSHACKS ‘JEREMY’S DRUNK
DISGRUNTLED NATION ‘SAT’

IN OUR DEFENSE ‘REJECTED’

MIDDLE FINGER RESPONSE ‘S/T’

SUBURBAN REFUGEE ‘KILL..’

JAMES RIVER SCRATCH ‘S/T’

WHITE TRASH DEB “ROCK ON...

ALTER EGO ‘S/T’

THE CRUSHES ‘JUNK YARD DOG’

DISSUCKS ‘S/T’

DEGENERICS ‘NO COMPLY’
THE CATHETERS ‘NO ESCAPE’

THE MUZZIES ‘ENTER...’

KILL CITY BUTCHERS ‘MUSIC...’

THE MYSTERY ADDICTS ‘SAT’

BULLETPROOF ‘S/T’

BRISTLE ‘INNER CONFLICT’

ERACISM ‘WHATA SHAM’

NEW LP’s S CD s
THE BRISTLES’ Lifestyles...’ LP/CD*

Wanda Chrome ‘Dangerous..’LP/CD*

LUNKHEAD ‘CLEVER, BUT...’ CD*

THE CRUSHES ‘Everything’ CD*

HIE DROIDS ‘LET’S GO...’ CD*

Other LP’s 8 CD s
THE BRISTLES ‘LAST YEARS...’LP/CD
10-96 ‘NO RETREAT’ LP/CD
REMISSION ‘OUR DAYS...’ LP
BEAUTIFULBERT ‘S/T’ UP
URBN DK ‘INNOCENT VICTIMS’ LP
NEKHHNAATZA ‘HAIL..’LP

OPPRESSED LOGIC ‘AINT...’ LP/CD
Active Ingrediants ‘Everything Sucks’CD

Other 7"s
DISRUPT YOUTH ‘S/T’

THE BRISTLES ‘WE’RE IN IT...’

WANDA CHROME & LT ‘FASTER &...’

APOSTLES OF GEIN ‘CORPSE ...’

THE SKIZMAHCS ‘NO HEROES’
THE DROIDS ‘MKMMM’
TANK 18 ‘HOG’

HUMPY ‘SAT’

VERY METAL ‘BANNED...’

SHOWCASE SHOWDOWN ‘Soothing...’

SACRED ORDER ‘THE RETURN...’

HEAVY BALLS AND The Flip-offs ‘SAT’

THE BRISTLES/WORKIN’ SHFFS split

THE JERKOFFS ‘S/T’

GLOBAL HOLOCAUST ‘HUMAN...’

DISRUPT YOUTH ‘WILL NOT...’

DRUNKEN MISHAP ‘S/T’

ABALIENATION ‘BOOZE &...’

MEDIA BLITZ ‘PUNK AIN’T...’

4TH CLASS ‘SAT’

THE BOILS ‘ANHIEMS FROM...’

30 SECONDS OVER TOKYO ‘ALL...’

THE PACERS ‘HASENPFEFFER’
THE BRISTLES ‘POGOHLL...’

THE ROB JOBS ‘S/T’

SWANK ‘S/T’

NEKHEI NAATZA ‘RENOUNCE..’
ACTIVE INGREDIANTS ‘SAT’

MOTHERFUCKERS ‘I DON’T...’

CHRONIC THRILL ‘FATALISM’

NO EMPATHY/LUNKHEAD split

THE RICKETS ‘I CAN’T FIND...’

10-96 ‘GAS BAG’
THE BRISTLES ‘GENERATION...’

DEFAULT ‘BEYOND OUR...’

WHIPPED ‘WEED & SEED...’

THE ROB JOBS ‘LUCHS’
ACTIVE INGREDIANTS ‘CURSE...’

THE CRUSHES ‘DON’T YOU ...’

NO EMPATHY ‘ASHLAND AVE’

THE DELINQUENTS ‘YOUNG ...’

THE SHTTGIVEITS ‘BE ALL...’

DEAD DRUNK ‘AMERICAN ...’

TOE TO TOE ‘SOUTHPAW’
ISRAELI COMP. ‘BREAKING...’

LUNKHEAD ‘CLEVER BUT...’

NATO/ROE DAEWOO split

YAPO ‘YOUNG AND PISSED...’

DROP FORGE ‘LARGEST TOOL...
’

SMD ‘KING OF DRUNK’
URBN DK ‘VICTIM INSIDE’

THE RAT BASTARDS ‘ALL THAT...’

ASININE SOLUTION ‘MY DADS...’

SUBJUGATED ‘UPTHEPUNX’
OHHSVASARA ‘VAPAAN...’

MONSTER TRUCK DRIVER ‘GERM’

7"-$3 ppd in US/$5 everywhere else/lp's and cd's $8 ppd in US/$10 everywhere else
xcept Ip's and cd's marked with an * these are $10 ppa in the US/ $12 everywhere else
All Ip's marked with a * contain gatefold cover,printed lyric sleeve, and colored vinyl

.

Well concealed cash or money order only! NO CHECKS! U.S. FUNDS ONLY PLEASE!
P.O.Box 26035 Milwaukee, Wl 53226-0035 USA phone: 414-257-151 1 fax 414-257-1517
visit us on the webl http://www.beercity.com /Send $2 for record catalog $1 for skate catalog.
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RAD PARTY #1516 (Small Budget Productions c/o Stephane/BP No.

07/781 1 0 Le Vesinet France) If I learned to read French this would be

the first thing I would read. At least half of this covers music and scene

news in on-going paragraph reviewtiews format. The other half is an

account of a trip to the mecca of San Francisco where Stephane seems

to have hit all the hot spots and met up with lots of names that aren’t

changed by the French language. Seeing as how he mentions all the

places I know I would enjoy reading what his trip was like. As usual -

1/4 size format with great comic graphics and Cometbus style hand-

writing make this eye-pleasing.

RINKY-PINK #1 ($1 ppd to PO Box 1 06VPacifica, CA 94044) This

zine used to be called Penetration. I must admit that this zine took me

by surprise. My initial reaction was this is another zine editor who thinks

“death is sooooo cool!" I was wrong. Sure, the editor has an infatuation

with death. But this is a bit more intelligent than some kid jerking off

to horror movies. The subject matter covers the death penalty, the right

to die, and D.I.Y death, or how to simplify the arrangements of the

deceased. Oh, there is some silliness in this zine, but it’s veiy clever.

(-Ryan)

SATURATED FAT #7 (stamps/PO Box 1 1/Lewisville PA 19351) I’ve

gotten kinda bored with the pro-styled newsprint zines that cover pop-

punk; and though this does give space to some of the bigger names in

the genre (Less Than Jake) and show reviews of bands like Dance Hall

Crashers and the Pietasters) there’s still a good amount of local Eastern

PA area scene news (Violent Society and Boils type stuff) plus an

interview with the Bouncing Souls which makes a good balance. It's a

free zine.

SAVAGE STATE #5&6 ($3 ppd to PO Box 6387/ Te Aro Wellington/

Aotearoa, New Zealand) A double issue (64 pages) for this punk zine.

This is the first time I’ve seen an issue of Savage State. It was good.

As you might expect a lot of this zine deals with the New Zealand punk

scene. But there is a bit on Australia too. There are plenty of politics,

but they aren’t quite as predictable as you might think. One article

explains why the editor started to eat meat, another tells why there is no

longer an A.L.F. Action Diary. Inside are columns, reviews, an interview

with defunct Australian band SMUT, D.I.Y. Porn, and much more. Great

Job. (-Ryan)

SHAG STAMP #7 ($4 Jane S. Stamp (no Shag on the envelopeKPO

Box 47/Bradford BD8 7TX UK) This new issue is in a new format (8"

square) and much of it covers Jane’s recent trip to the USA. Jane has

gotten progressively more and more interested in the stripper life of the

sex industry and has been doing research and hands-on study within

the field. She has incorporated spoken word and performance into a

burlesque striptease act and attempted to perform while here in the

States. So what follows are the stories of her experiences all around -

and it was really interesting to hear about. She also talks about a few

weeks spent working in Europe, and covers some historical aspects

too. Thoroughly enjoyed this one!

SLAVE #1 ($2ppd to PO Box 1 009^Greensboro, NC 27404) SLAVE

takes everything I love about D.I.Y culture and throws it all together.

Politics, Art, and Music combine and form this zine. This issue starts

out with book reviews, which are very thorough, and fills out the rest

of the issue with interviews, reviews, columns, and some great design

work. Featured within are Kilara, Coalesce, Rick Spencer of Earth

Culture, and artist Chris Martin. Articles on television, advertising,

public education, and more. On the whole the writing is solid, the

interviews are good, This is an incredible first issue; I look forward to

seeing more of it.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING #38 & 39 (Free to 516 Third St NE

Massillon, OH 44646) This is an interesting zine. It doesn’t come

across as trying to play a role, but at the same time it has the look and

feel of so many zines. With that said, SFN is a zine written by Christians.

Does that matter? Does that make it a Christian zine? I'm not sure. The

writers don’t seem concerned with converting their readers. Instead

they share their experiences. Some points of interest include copy

machine art (issue #38) and prison information (issue #39). The bulk

of each issue is columns and reviews (music, zine, and beverage).

Send a stamp or two if your interested. (-Ryan)

SUENO UN MUNDO #4/0TR0 OPORTUNIDAD (c/o Francisco Raffo/

43 #592/CP (1900) La Plata BsAs Argentina) I swear sometimes it

seems really silly for me to review zines in another language which I can

not read. However, I’m always trying to spread the word and share

these contacts so I’ll do my best to tell you this is a split zine. It’s got

on punk and the growing popularity of it in the mainstream. SUPPRES-

SION 77 #2 I’ve decided thatthis zine is about being young and punk. It’s

got a lot of reviews of O^Punk stuff (like reissued Step One LPs etc.) and

zine reviews as well. There’s a thing on loving TV which is tongue and

cheek but had me worried for a few minutes. Also a thing on skinheads

getting a bad rap. This is well done, but I kinda feel like there’s a big gulf

of time and space between where my head is and where this zine is - but

that’s not a bad thing at all.

THE PLAYGROUND MESSIAH (SZ^Tree of Knowledge 1011 Scott St/

Little RockAR 72202) This is a graphic novel that is really well done - great

artwork and a riveting story. It's about a high school revolution. It's about

a gang of subversives and one starry-eyed kid who wants so badly to be

a part of it; he wants to be cool and he completely misinterprets the entire

thing. I really liked this cause though it’s a short read - it is captivating and

is laced with multi-faceted meanings that you can ponder about social

activism and blind stupidity. Totally worth it!
**

TURNING THE TIDE VOL 1 0 #4/V0L. 1 1 #1 ($1 51 year subscription to

P.A.R.T/PO Box 1055/ Culver City, CA 90232) This is an excellent anti-

racist journal. Ten years have passed since the first issue. Turning the

Tide is essential reading for anyone who cares about the scope of racist

ideology . This issue covers Lesbian and Gay rights, violence against

women, the AIDS conspiracy, reproductive rights, Zionism, militias and

much more. If you’ve never read TTT this would be a good issue to start

with. Since this is the tenth anniversary issue there are articles reprinted

from past issues. This will give new readers a chance to see what

incredible work that TTT has done over the years. Congratulations! (Write

for cost of individual issues.) (-Ryan)

URBAN ARMS #1 ($1+ stamps/ 3522 River Rd. #3/ Cincinnati OH

45204) It’s really nice to get a good first issue of a zine from someone I

sorta know and can therefore feel some of the energy that went into the

creation. My favorite thing about this, besides the fact th?t it generally

covers and is interested in the same sociakfrolitically minded end of punk

rock as I am, is that I could sorta feel some of myself in this zine. Maybe

cause there’s an interview with me about S&L (ha ha). Seriously though

— Mollie is really into correspondence and pen pals and supporting the

out there and unfortunately they are all the same. I appreciate the effort

that goes into these zines. They are very honest and demonstrate the

creators’ confidence in their beliefs. You have to respect that. Unfortu-

nately, all the rants start sounding the same and I loose interest. I long for

a new approach. This issue has rants on society’s injustices and some

personal tales. Not bad but not great. (-Ryan)

VERBOSLAMMED #9 (PO Box 1 1 1 ^Portland OR 97207-1 1 1 3) This is

an awesome zine - that is also really well done with great layouts and a

superb sense of design. The issue is dedicated to radio - in particular

women’s involvement with radio. It covers the subject from a historical

angle by talking about women who pioneered in the field and fought to get

their place and voice heard. It also talks to women currently involved in

radio - underground pirate or college radio (not mainstream top 40 stuff)

- about their experiences: rewards and challenges. An awesome subject

that is presented really well!!
**

WAR CRIMES #8 ($2 ppd to PO Box 2741/Tucson, AZ 85702) This is

the first time I’ve ever seen this zine. In away it reminds me of SLAVE (see

review in this issue). A good combination of music and politics. A good

portion of this zine is focused on prisons and political prisoners. A letter

from D. A. Sheldon, a prisoner in Iowa State Penitentiary, details the

situation of the prison. In an interview with Chris Plummer, an anarchist

and anti-fascist talks about maintaining activism and educating other

prisoners from behind bars. Plus profiles of Albert Washington, Silvia

Baraaldini, Mutulu Shakur, and other political prisoners. There is also the

second part on the history of Sea Shepherd, an interview with

NOOTHGRUSH, and brief look at egg production. The writing is good,

though attimes a bit strange, especially in the piece on egg production. I’m

not sure how you can tell when a hen is "filled with a feeling of pride and

satisfaction.” Maybe it’s me? Great Job! (-Ryan)

WARHEAD #14 (Goran Ivanovo Vrhovc/C. XXk25/ 1125 Ljubljana/

Slovenia) An awesome zine that is strikingly like Profane Existence. It's

really well done - both in layout and organization and contents, covering

the political end of the punk scene - with a totally global perspective.

Contains band interviews with Dekadent (a German band I really need to

hear), Groinchurn (from South Africa), Global Holocaust from Canada,

Dare Be Free keeps up the Anarchistic tradition. Most of this pertains

to the activities of New England anarchists. It covers prison issues,

Food Not Bombs, squatting, gentrification, the Chiapas and a fairly

large section on international anarchist activity. The information should

be a valuable resource for connecting New England activists. Great

Job! (-Ryan)

WHATMEWORRY#9 ($1 + stamps/Jimm/IOI 3 Ridge St/Freeland

PA 18224-1007) Though it’s been a long time (like a year) I do

remember the last issue of this cause there’s not many zines that

proclaim to cover sXe black metal and not really actually talk about

those things. But that isn’t a dis on the zine. I really like the (readable)

graffiti like hand-writing and artistic flair of this. There’s a good

interview w/the Descendents, chats with Algebra One and Fun Size, The

Grey AM, and Betty’s Love Child. Plus there’s personal stories for

personality and reviews to round it out. I enjoyed this one.

WORKING FOR THE NEXT.DAY #1 (Two Stamps to 600 West Capitol

#8 1/West Sacramento CA 95605) I always have trouble with this type

of zine. It’s comes of as therapy for the writer. It is far too personal and

I have trouble relating. At times the editor seems even seems unsure

of what he is saying . “Looking over it I still don 't know what it is I was

trying to say.

"

This zine is full of personal observations and experi-

ences. It won’t be for everyone but I’m sure it’s for someone. (-Ryan)

YOU&ME#1 (c/o Teo Petricevic/Poljska 29/40315 Mursko Sredisc©/

Croatia) This is printed in half sized format on a nice recycled kinda

paper which I liked. Half of this is in English and some is not. Band

interviews with Request Denied and other hardcore music coverage

from Croatia. There’s also bits on Earth First, opening of an info shop

and lots more. I found a full page pro-life^nti-abortion flyer really

disturbing - especially followed by an article about a pro-women’s

rights group (and I can’t see that there is a commentary connection).

The rise of pro-life attitude within the punk community is really

disturbing to me.

ZINE WORLD #6 ($3.5Q/537 Jones St. #2386/ San Francisco CA

941 02) This is a mostly zine review publication (like a mini-Factsheet

5). Though the emphasis of coverage is not on punk- there is still a wide

range of zines reviewed here in 60 pages and it's really well done. There

is also news bits which elaborate a bit on the zine scene from straight

up reviews.

In 1989 the world's top ecologists and

environmental scientists had a meeting at

which they agreed that we have a 20 year

window in which to reverse the destruc-

tion of our environment before the pro-

cesses that make the earth livable collapse

in on one another. A few weeks later, IBM
and Dupont came out with their own ex-

perts who said that we have 60 years. Even
if we accept their estimate as the truth the

world's top minds are debating the differ-

ence between 20 and 60 years - at the end

of 4.5 billion years of evolution... 20 to 60

years. That's our lifetime. That's our

generations problem.

Later, on Nov. 18. 1992, the Washing-

ton DC-based Union of Concerned Scien-

tists issued a "world scientists warning".

It was signed by 1532 scientists from 69

nations (including 101 of the 196 living

Nobel laureates). It pushed the deadline

up, saying that we only have a decade or so

left to save ourselves and the planet. This

is not a joke. This is not a scam. These

people aren't being paid to say this. In fact,

they're risking themselves and their ca-



ouuure, ana artist unns martin. articles on television, aavemsing,

public education, and more. On the whole the writing is solid, the

interviews are good, This is an incredible first issue; I look forward to

seeing more of it.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING #38 & 39 (Free to 516 Third St NE

Massillon, OH 44646) This is an interesting zine. It doesn’t come
across as trying to play a role, but at the same time it has the look and

feel of so many zines. With that said, SFN is a zine written by Christians.

Does that matter? Does that make it a Christian zine? I’m not sure. The

writers don’t seem concerned with converting their readers. Instead

they share their experiences. Some points of interest include copy

machine art (issue #38) and prison information (issue #39). The bulk

of each issue is columns and reviews (music, zine, and beverage).

Send a stamp or two if your interested. (-Ryan)

SUENO UN MUNDO #4/0TR0 OPORTUNIDAD (oft Francisco Raffo^

43 #592/CP (1900) La Plata BsAs Argentina) I swear sometimes it

seems really silly forme to review zines in another language which I can

not read. However, I’m always trying to spread the word and share

these contacts so I’ll do my best to tell you this is a split zine. It’s got

reviews, a piece on Mumia Abu Jamal (nice to know he is getting

worldwide attention!), stuff on Eterna Inocencia from Argentina, and

The Nimrods from Ohio.

SUPPRESSION 77 #1 (t/o BJ Decay/ RD 1 Box 4411/Ellendale DE

19941) This has a whole bunch of info on ABC NO RIO (reprinted

update&tDamphlets) which is cool to see. It’s also got an interview with

the very un-PC Oppressed Logic. There’s also a bit of personal takes

mnwwti mt nutvuL. iu*yvuL. n an nnyi year suDScription to

P.A.R.T/PO Box 1055/ Culver City, CA 90232) This is an excellent anti-

racist journal. Ten years have passed since the first issue. Turning the

Tide is essential reading for anyone who cares about the scope of racist

ideology . This issue covers Lesbian and Gay rights, violence against

women, the AIDS conspiracy, reproductive rights, Zionism, militias and

much more. If you’ve never read TTT this would be a good issue to start

with. Since this is the tenth anniversary issue there are articles reprinted

from past issues. This will give new readers a chance to see what

incredible work that TTT has done over the years. Congratulations! (Write

for cost of individual issues.) (-Ryan)

URBAN ARMS #1 ($1+ stamps' 3522 River Rd. #3/ Cincinnati OH
45204) It’s really nice to get a good first issue of a zine from someone I

sorta know and can therefore feel some of the energy that went into the

creation. My favorite thing about this, besides the fact thpt it generally

covers and is interested in the same sociatyolitically minded end of punk

rock as I am, is that I could sorta feel some of myself in this zine. Maybe

cause there’s an interview with me about S&L (ha ha). Seriously though

— Mollie is really into correspondence and pen pals and supporting the

scene and educating people about animal rights and activism and so this

is right up my alley. Right around the time this zine was coming to life a

friend took his life, so there’s some reflections on that. Also an interview

with local Counterpoise, some reviews and personality to round it all out.
**

US AGAINSTTHEM #8 (Free w/donation to 20 Elmwood Ave/Norwhich,

CT 06360) This is pretty typical. There are so many anarchist punk zines

tne tirst time i ve ever seen this zine. in away it reminds me of SLAVE (see

review in this issue). A good combination of music and politics. A good

portion of this zine is focused on prisons and political prisoners. A letter

from D. A. Sheldon, a prisoner in Iowa State Penitentiary, details the

situation of the prison. In an interview with Chris Plummer, an anarchist

and anti-fascist talks about maintaining activism and educating other

prisoners from behind bars. Plus profiles of Albert Washington, Silvia

Baraaldini, Mutulu Shakur, and other political prisoners. There is also the

second part on the history of Sea Shepherd, an interview with

NOOTHGRUSH, and brief look at egg production. The writing is good,

though attimes a bit strange, especially in the piece on egg production. I’m

not sure how you can tell when a hen is “filled with a feeling of pride and

satisfaction.” Maybe it’s me? Great Job! (-Ryan)

WARHEAD #14 (Goran Ivanovo VrhovckC. XXk2^1125 Ljubljana/

Slovenia) An awesome zine that is strikingly like Profane Existence. It’s

really well done - both in layout and organization and contents, covering

the political end of the punk scene - with a totally global perspective.

Contains band interviews with Dekadent (a German band I really need to

hear), Groinchurn (from South Africa), Global Holocaust from Canada,

Los Crudos, Penadas Por La Ley (Argentina), Freak Show from Spain,

Foray (from Santa Rosa), worldwide scene reports and anarchist vs. the

state reports from Austria and Italy, an intv. ^Intensive Scare Records,

plus lots of reviews and contacts. Awesome coverage!!

WE DARE BE FREE #1 ($.50 to P0 Box 38094 1/Cambridge, AM 02238-

0941 ) This reminds me a lot of zines. Beyond The Walls of Injustice, Love

and Rage, and The Blast come to mind. And like the preceding zines We

ence oetween zu ana ou years - ai tne enu

of 4.5 billion years of evolution... 20 to 60

years. That's our lifetime. That's our

generations problem.

Later, on Nov. 18. 1992, the Washing-

ton DC-based Union of Concerned Scien-

tists issued a "world scientists warning".

It was signed by 1532 scientists from 69

nations (including 101 of the 196 living

Nobel laureates). It pushed the deadline

up, saying that we only have a decade or so

left to save ourselves and the planet. This

is not a joke. This is not a scam. These

people aren't being paid to say this. In fact,

they're risking themselves and their ca-

reers in many cases by stepping forward

with this information. They're telling us

that it's time to act. Listen.
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GATHERINGS / FESTS
•• A GATHERINGfESTIVAL WITH NO NAME is going to happen near

Missoula, Montana in late Augus/early September and we need people

to speak, have workshops, and help with other things too. We want

bands to play as well. (Send a demo if you can). Indignant 1 01 2 W.

4th Ave. Apt. 5/Eugene OR 97402 or call (541 )
343-0052 ask for Betony

or Hannah.

•• SCUMFEST 98 - AUGUST 1 3th, 14th & 15th: At the Caboose, Garner

NC. 32 bands in 3 days. Call (919) 772-2409 or (919) 833-5520 for

info and directions.

•* SOLIDARITY SUMMER FESTIVAL - JULY 1 6-21 . This event will have

different activities going on every day. Animal rights, Feminism,

Anarchism, Supporting Political Prisoners, zine convention, tons of

workshops, art show, films, live music, book fair, demonstration, group

study and much more. Send SASE for more info: Beyond the Walls of

Injustice/PO Box 61 88/Fullerton CA 92834. First 3 days will be at Koo’s

Cafe (coffee shop) (71 4) 648-0937. Next 3 days will be at a hall. For

more info call J. Lee (714) 836-7414; Gino (213) 343-1924; Marco

(213) 483-0520.

•• CAMP KIDDIE-CORE (PUNK ROCK CAMP): Thursday-Sunday July

16-19 1998 @ Mohican Wilderness in Glenmont, Ohio (about 1 hour

N of Columbus). Veg. cookouts, campfire singalongs & ghost story

telling, canoeing, swimming, games, making new friends and more. It’s

kiddiecamp - punk style, fur us big kids! $25 per person for the entire

weekend (covers the cost of renting the sites). REgistration is neces-

sary - deadline July 1st. Checks or well-concealed cash may be sent

to: Rae Nested PO Bxo 184/ Bath OH 44201 . For full details write to

above address, or email vegangrl@dvoice.com (Krissie) or

cuddlecore@tripod.net (Rae). Also visit the website at:

never mind the melody...

...here's Sound Pollution

www.frictiondesign.conVcampkiddiecore

•• ONE DAY FEST: WAPAK OHIO. SAT. MAY 30th 2pm. Let the tribes

gather togethe to share 1 day in our lives. There will be music, food, info

boots, used clothing sale, kickball games and all the beautiful people... At

least 1 0 bands: 9 Shocks Terror, Counterpoise, The Socials, John Bender,

LOP, + more. Distros will be there too. Formoreinfo, directions, or if you

wantto volunteerto help out or get your band to play call: Nic & Craig (419)

586-1426 or Shagg (219) 424-7225.

INFORMATION
•• FOOD NOT BOMBS RICHMOND will be serving a free vegetarian meal

in Monroe Park every Sunday at 4pm.

•• REACT HAS MOVED and it’s new address is: Eric Wawrzynkowsk/20

Rue Jo B. Potir/92130 Issy les MX France. At this address you can still

get a free catalog for $1 . Still available: Active Minds Tm not a Tourist”

7" and split RoUntestinal Disease LP. Trades are welcome, but write first.

•• SLAVES TO DARKNESS. Looking to create a loose association of punk

artists, writers & musicians into the skill of their craft and eventually

warpring society into submission. Especially those of us into the more

insane, dark side of punk. Send ideas and samples and whatever to Sean

Goblin'PO Bxo 3635/Oakland CA 94609.

•• $1 GETS YOU FREE 60 word classified & a copy of the zine your ad first

appears in. Each ad will be printed in 2 consecutive bi-monthly issues. For

outside the US send $2. Send SASE for info on display ad rates. T.Yawn

Adzine/PO Box 457/Redondo Beach, CA 90277.

•• DIVIDE & CONQUER (Scot/fcatchy punk-rock) & Robotnicka (Fr/

2xbass HC) will tour US in July. Start in NY, go South and reach CA around

the 1 5th of July. Then go up North and back to sqaure #1 . We play for

gas money, vegan food and a place to sleep... Any help greatly appreci-

ated. Get in touch for details, fax # 00333 80 30 60 72 email:

maloka@chez.com or write: Maloka (Xavier/BP 536/21 01 4 Dijon Cede)/

France

•• SHOW BOOKING: DREGS/SPIDER CUNTS/CREEPS. To get a hold of

these bands contact Receptacle Records'PO Box 20259/Tompkins Sq.

Stn/NYC 10009. emailtheDregs@hotmail.com. (212)529-7245

f ROMANTIC DRILLA ROMANTIC GORILLA
CO $8

SHORT HATE TEMPER

G-ANX
"Flashbacks" CD $8

Discography re-issue of the Swedish

legends. Includes 25 tracks, with 2

unreleased ones (they were on the 1 st

edition). If you never heard them you are

missing out. From soft intros into some of

the best raging thrash you ever heard.

SLIGHT SLAPPERS

split 12"/CD $7

Tokyo and Texas team up for a thorough ass

kicking. Slight Siappers do 9 tracks of high octane

HC, frenzied is the word. Short Hate Temper blast

9 tracks of blistering stop start HC.

A classic is born.

HELLNATION
"Your Chaos Days Are Numbered"

LP $7 CD $8

37 new tracks!

Unrelenting HC power-thrash.

INFO-SHOPS
I wantto start listing a resource guide to info shops and collective spaces.

I will listthem in S&L andcompile a complete listofall the infomation Ican

to better help connect people from town to town. Ifyou have info to add

to this list - please send it to S&L.

•• SKRATI info shop and reading room in Slovenia is now open. A place

to get in touch with radical, revolutionary, libertarian and humanitarian

thought and organize for radical social change. For more info write c/o

Retina/ Metelkova ulica 6/ 1000 Ljubljana/ Slovenia, email:

skrati@kud ~ fp.si

•• THE ACTION RESOURCE CENTER. Dedicated to providing information

and support to encourage and promote non-violent direct action against

all oppression. Space available for projects, classes and meetings. Open

3pm-7pm Mon-Fri; 12-6pm Sat-Sun. 520 W. Lake St/Minneapolis MN

55408. For more info call (612) 825-4745

•• BLACKOUT BOOKS. 50 Avenue B, between 3rd & 4th Streets, New York

City.

•• ABC NO RIO. 1 56 Rivington St., between Suffolk & Clinton Sts, 2 blocks

below E. Houston. New York City. (212) 254-3697

•• RADICAL LIBRARIANS Chris Atton (based in Edinburgh, Scotland) and

Chris Dodge (Mpls) are putting together a book on infoshops. Intended to

provide firsthand accounts by the people involved, it will also profile case

studies, offer guidance to those wanting to set up an infoshop, and

examine their value as part of a wider information network. We welcome

all leads and seek contributions from people interested in writing about

their specific experiences setting up and running infoshops, or critiquing

their value and limits. Contact: Chris Attor/Dept. of Print Media Pub. &

Comn/Craighous&/
Napier University/ Edinburgh Scotland EhIO 5LG or

Chris Dodge/ 4645 Columbus Ave S/ Mpls MN 55407

cdodge@sun.hennepin.lib.mn.us

cunw Rnniciwn

RADIO
• 87X RADIO FREE TAMPA CHALLENGES CORPORATE TYRANNY! 87X

was raided by the Feds 4 months ago & robbed of $10,000 worth of

equipment and a priceless punk record collection - all for broadcasting

without a license. This is tyranny! The Federal Government has no right

to regulate free communication let alone steal our records. The airwaves

belong to the people not to multi-national corporations who condition

peopel through broadcast media. We are not petitioning them to change

these laws. 87X is also assuming we are innocent until proven guilty and

returning to the air. We would love it if people send angry revolutionary

music to us for airply to the population of Tampa. Send tapes, records,

CDs to 87X/ PO Box 173426/Tampa FL 33672.

•• GENERATION Q - Tuesday 9pm on 88.7 FM WRSU. Central NJ “Queer-

Radio program. Send shit to Generation (y 126 College Ave/ New

Brunswick NJ 08901.

TRAVELLING PUNKS...
•• 20 YEARS TRAVELLING PUNK atthe end of the Spring and the beginning

of the USA summer. If you can help me with a place in the floor when I can

sleep and eat vegan. I’d like to know squats, people and some gigs. If you

livein FL, TX, AZ, CA, OR, MN, IL, OH, NY or you know someone who can

help me, please write. Fran: 43#492/La Flata (1900) BsAs Argentina,

email: lprc@netverk.com.ar

•• ATTENTION EUROPEAND ANCKJR TRAVELLERS: In July & August of

98 myself and one other will be travelling through England, Scotland,

Ireland and France. We’re both anarchist punk women (one American &

one Canadian) and one of us speaks fluent French. We’re looking for

contacts and information from anyone who lives in these places, or from

those who have travelled and have info to share. We’re looking for

information on all aspects: places to stay, where to get good (cheap)

vegan food, clubs good shows, any towns or cities that would be of

interest, places to meet people, anarchist info shops, any outstanding

natural features (we’re not just city-hopping, we love being in nature and

are planning to explore the countryside as well) or absolutely anything of

relevance. All advice will be a great help and most appreciated. Emil/PO

Box 427/Lavallette NJ 08735.

•• LOOKING FOR PLACES TO STAY with a couple of friends in Summer

’98. Plan to see America. Hopefully get to all the major places. Anyone

interested contact me. Luis/PO Bxo 1232/Douglas MA 01516.

•• TRAVELLING EUROPE LATE AUGUST thorugh September. Need

contacts for places to stay. Contact Lorenzo@ PO Box 1 0447/Killeen TX

76547
•• WE ARE 2 WORKING CLASS 20 SOMETHING PUNKS going to Europe

on a very small amount of money thatwe have saved and stolen from work.

We are lookign for squats and friendly people to give us a help out not a

ahand out. Plan on landing in the UK in about 2 months and then going to

Europe from there. Write to larvGabe' 12611 Shelley Dr 7/Garden Grove

CA 92840-4932

•• DENVER @'5yPUNKSI! Anarchist punk boy visiting Denver in May. I’m

looking for places to go, people to meet, shows to attend, etc. Patrik/

4

Preserve Dr/Kennebunk ME 04043. Anyone else can write too. I wanna

debateand share info and distribute your anarchisWeg4)p4>ow flyers.

•• IRISH PUNX - WHERE ARE YOU? 3 punk rock women, travelling to

Ireland in Sept. We don’t need places to stay and we’re not leeches - we’re

just looking for other punk rockers to hang out and drink with, etc. We’ll

be in Dublin, Kerry, Armagh and Belfast at the least. Cheerz an dthanks.

Amy, Kelly & Jean c/o Cassid/ 15 Ellis Ave'Boston MA 02062

•• TWO CRUSTY HARDCORE LOVIN KIDS, 17 & 18, maybe 3, looking for

places to stay this summer. Plans to go to Minnesota, Rhode Island,

Virginia and anywhere and everywher ein between. We’ll cook you vegan

food! Also looking for good cider and beer homebrew recipies, methods,

etc. please write: Rob Chase'PO Bxo 51/Mirror Lake NH 03853

CORRESPONDENCE
•• GOBLIN. COMPLETELY NUTS GOBLIN type into punk rot, goth, mope

rock, synth pop, black metal, new romantic, new wave, peace punk,

wearing black, drinking tea, Warhammer, tight pants, drawing, writing,

rats, penguins, naturey bits, moomintroll, hailing the dark goat of the

woods with a thousand young, Thai food, enough? Looking for similars

distro and more. Boisleve/BP 7523^35075 Rennes Cedex 3/France.

•• GOTHIC, PRISON PUNK TYPE, WHITE MALE, small framed, soft skinney wants

crimenil type male, big tall fat or soft skinney into blakc magic. Hunga/9801 S. 1 57th

p/Gilbert AZ 85234
••

I AM A 19 Y.O. HU PUNK into Pistols, Crass, Exploited, Total Choas, NOFX, and also

a little Prodigy. Looking for any HC punks nrvf to write, possibly hang out and get drunk.

Got spiked hair, many piercings, leathe rboots, the whole works. Send pic, receive pic.

Sick of rednec central and jocks. Someone save me! Donovan Emlec/745 Union St/

Plaatteville Wl 53818

Product, ABC Diablo, Dirt, APF, I used to be in Apolitical!! Playing in a band, s(

vegetarianism, doing zines, writing stories and being an all aroudn waste of space. So, pi
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HELLNATION

Spilt iZ ILU 5 /

Tokyo and Texas team up for a thorough ass

kicking. Slight Slappers do 9 tracks of high octane

HC, frenzied is the word. Short Hate Temper blast

out 9 tracks of blistering stop start HC.

A classic is born.

HELLMATIOW
"Your Chaos Days Are Numbered"

LP $7 CD $8

37 new tracks!

Unrelenting HC power-thrash.

ROMANTIC GORILLA
CD $8

1 9 song follow up to their split with

Spazz. All the speed, craziness, and

energy you'd expect from these Tokyo

greats.

KRIGSHOT
"Terrorist Attack" 7"EP $3

7 track debut of raging Swedish thrash.

This is the second coming of MOB 47!

Fucking awesome!

GAIA
'777 (1991-1997) CD $8

Collection of hard to find, long gone, and

songs I'm sure you never heard before

spanning '91 -‘97. 17 in all! Includes the

V/A Women's Liberation tracks and alot

more! It is why they are one of the best.

STIKKY

"Spamthology" CD $8

Includes "Where’s My Lunchpail" LP, both

7'"s, compilation tracks, and 5 previously

unreleased songs! ! ! 49 tracks in 72 +

minutes! An essential collection of the best

fast & funny band there ever was.

also avail. "Where’s My Lunchpail" LP $7

send a stamp for a complete list of available titles & info,

overseas send $1 or 2 IRC's

no checks! use a money order

All prices ppd. in U S.

surface world/air Canada & Mexico add $1 per 7”/CO & $2 per LP

Air Europe add $2 per 7"/CD & $5 per LP

Air Asia/Australia add $3 per 7"|CD & $7 per LP

e-mail address: pollute@fuse.net

http://home.fuse.net/soundpollution/

SODND POLLUTION
P.O.Box 17742/Covington,KY.41017/USA

Slug & Lettuce Page 8

3pm-7pm Mon-Fri; 12-6pm Sat-Sun. 520 W Lake St/Minneapolis MN
55408. For more info call (612) 825-4745

•• BLACKOUT BOOKS. 50 Avenue B, between 3rd & 4th Streets, New York

City.

•• ABC NO RIO. 1 56 Rivington St., between Suffolk & Clinton Sts, 2 blocks

below E. Houston. New York City. (212) 254-3697

•• RADICAL LIBRARIANS Chris Atton (based in Edinburgh, Scotland) and

Chris Dodge (Mpls) are putting together a book on infoshops. Intended to

provide firsthand accounts by the people involved, it will also profile case

studies, offer guidance to those wanting to set up an infoshop, and

examine their value as part of a wider information network. We welcome

ail leads and seek contributions from people interested in writing about

their specific experiences setting up and running infoshops, or critiquing

their value and limits. Contact: Chris Attor/Dept. of Print Media Pub. &

ComirVCraighouso' Napier University+dinburgh Scotland EhIO 5L6 or

Chris Dodge/ 4645 Columbus Ave S/ Mpls MN 55407

cdodge@sun.hennepin.lib.mn.us

SHOW BOOKING
" DIY SHOWS IN THE DETROIT. Ml AREA. Style unimportant, political

preferred. No racist, sexist, homophobic, “anti ‘pc’” bands accepted.

Please contact 4.T.G. @ 4208 Trumbull, Detroit Ml 48202. Send music

& lyrics for reply, tha4tj@hotmail.com

debateand share info and distribute your anarchisweg4)p4)ow flyers.

•• IRISH PUNX - WHERE ARE YOU? 3 punk rock women, travelling to

Ireland in Sept. We don’t need places to stay and we’re not leeches - we’re

just looking for other punk rockers to hang out and drink with, etc. We’ll

be in Dublin, Kerry, Armagh and Belfast at the least. Cheerz an dthanks.

Amy, Kelly & Jean c/o Cassidy/ 15 Ellis Ave/ Boston MA 02062
•• TWO CRUSTY HARDCORE LOVIN KIDS, 1 7 & 1 8, maybe 3, looking for

places to stay this summer. Plans to go to Minnesota, Rhode Island,

Virginia and anywhere and everywher ein between. We’ll cook you vegan

food! Also looking for good cider and beer homebrew recipies, methods,

etc. please write: Rob Chas&'PO Bxo 51/Mirror Lake NH 03853

CORRESPONDENCE
•• GOBLIN. COMPLETELY NUTS GOBLIN type into punk rot, goth, mope

rock, synth pop, black metal, new romantic, new wave, peace punk,

wearing black, drinking tea, Warhammer, tight pants, drawing, writing,

rats, penguins, naturey bits, moomintroll, hailing the dark goat of the

woods with a thousand young, Thai food, enough? Looking for similars

and true love! Write to Sean Goblin/PO Box 3635/ Oakland CA 94609.

Please no generic boring bastards okay?

•• AFRICA, CENTRAL AMERICA, EX-USSR, ASIA... are there any punk4ic

people in those parts of the world?? Please write me, I need news about

your scene and want to make more friends! Countrie slike India, Thailand,

Nicaragua, Lebanon, Russia, Venezeela, etc! P.S. I write a zine, run a

Product, ABC Diablo, Dirt, APF, I used to be in Apolitical!! Playing in a band,

vegetarianism, doing zines, writing stories and being an all aroudn waste of space. So,

i fyou like long moonlight barefoot walks on streets of glass write Andy aka Willow/PO

Bxo 4501/Crofton MD 21114

-17 Y.O. BAY AREA PUNK GIRL in search of pissed-off, opinionated punk females.

Sick of the way the supposedly anti-sexist punk scene either marginalizes or fucks over

woemn? Bored to death with shallow, macho, trust-fund druggie assholes? Me too!

I want to collaborate with creative, intelligent, passionate anachofeeace punks to share

forerstrecords
33M+-05

BLINKER 4- FORCED INTO
/Split 7"ep

Swedish heavy melodic punk]

and extremely screaming HC

mtt-08
SPRAVNY SMER/2nd 7

M

ep

Brutal fast political anarcho

Hard Core from SLOVAKIA

m*-09
F.I.O.M./The way ahead is

very narrow 7"ep
Fast metal ic brytal HC
from Tokyo/JAPAN
2nd pressing is out now.

11

.. VE + AVGRUND
Split 7"ep

Brutal twin vocal CRUST
and super heavy brutal DIS
from JAPAN & SLOVAKIA

All 7”ep is US $5 ppd/9 DM/¥600
Trades are always welcome! Please write!

W LP4 Iks b !/ © 'fc

c/o Hideyuki Okahara Ceramica 2 #301

2-1 -37Minami, Kokubunji,

Tokyo 185-0021 JAPAN
Fax +81-423-21-1162

Chumpire in 1998
I Gave In cd comp. $5

“good things come in small packages”

RTR “definitely worth having” MRR
22 bands, 31 songs of PA punk/hc/etc.

Pressgang, Ox, Bobbykork, Mr. Yuk,

Buttercup, Photon Band, Reagan
Squad, Montgomery Burns, etc...

Buttercup “in hand” 7” $3
“very interesting record, and worth a

listen” Nothing Left “spear-shaped

hardcore” Spank 7 songs going all

over the map

Pseudo Heroes 7” $3
faster punk/pop from soon-to-be HS
grads from NWPA 4 songs

Ebullition & Rhetoric carry Left

for Dead Ebullition & Old Glory

carry I Gave In and Buttercup.

Trades are nice, too. 814.382.6555

Chumpire zine is a single stamp.

PO Box 680

Conneaut Lake PA
16316-0680

Owl I kOM SOAP •& SP iKBS fvlXJOf\LKS

AltOII!
tford compilation

Soap & Sm Records

c/o Derek Dykeman

131 Burunoton Ave, Apt*5

Bimnoton, Ontario, Canada
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ideas, trade tapes, and to possibly be roomates. Into Dystopia, Amebix, Neurosis, Joy

ts Division, Deviated Instinct, Nausea, R. Peni, Omega Tribe, Antischism, Flux, The Mob,

th Honey Bane, Dirt, Antisect. Also, Babes in Toyland, Bikini Kill, Seven Year Bitch. Write

toZo(/PO bxo 73/Cotati CA 9493

1

50 ••
I RECENLTY PUT AN AD IN HERE, but I have been moved. My new cell # is: Jeremy

k. Sagastegni #7471 28/IMU B-6/Washington State Pen (WSP/ 1 31 3 N. 1 3th Ave/Walla

c. Walla WA 99362

t/ - ANARCHO-PUNK - I’m stuck in a shit town and would like to get mail from punk sand

other freaks from anywhere. I will write back! I’m into Aus Rotten, Misery, Amebix,

ti- Doom... you getthe point. MDDC punks please getin touch. Send mail to: Sean Howell/

Oil, ska and imports. Willing to record stuff for trade (in 6 months) in the

meantime would like pen pals to write to. David J. Valencia' K- 19949/

MCSP B-9-22^P0 Box 409099/ lone CA 95640
•• 21 YR. OLD MALE SEEKING FRIENDLY CORRESPONDENCE from

anywhere in the US or Europe. I know it is all to common to see prisoner

ads in punk publication, but come on, give a guy a chance. I am an avid

reader; into politics, DIY spirit, anti-capitalism, assertive-self confident

females, sexual role playing, photography and more. Intelligent, creative,

activism-minded people please write me. I’m looking to get involved in

positive productive activites when I get released. Can anyone lead me in

the write direction? All letters answered. George Powell #276637/Santa

Rosa CP 5850 E. Milton Rd/Milton FL 32583
•• WRITE TO CHARLIE! Charlie Bunker/ Brooklyn CP 59 Hartford Rd/

Brooklyn CT 06234
•• IMPRISONED 21 Y.O. WICCAN PRIEST of Wiccacraft. ISO those to

correspond with who are believers (male or female) of Wiccacraft.

Witchcraft, druidism, magicians, diviners, sorcerers, condurers, oracles,

soothsayers, augurs, mediums, fairies, and the whole catalog of those

who profess to hold tercourse with higher and spitural powers. Rac&^ge

unimportant and those who want to learn. Send photo if possible. Replys

to: Gene Anderson #731816/IMiyA-7/WSP/1313 N. 13th Ave/Walla

Walla WA 99362
- BORED AND BELLIGERENT WHITE TRASH looking for alliances among

the oppressed mases. Bristles, Definance, Code 13, Citizne Fish, Black

Label and Jim Beam among my favorites. Write if bored, or call if coming

through the Chicago area and need a place to crash or swill. Moving to

Austin this summer, and looking for contacts. Divot Freely/P0 Bxo 1 5605/

Loves Park IL (815)969-0482
•• QUEER NAVAJO ANARCHO-GUY wants correspondence with anarcho

punx, skins, tough guys, activists, and open-minded folks. Bored locally

and need tunes of The cravats, Filth, Aus Rotten, Nausea, Flux, Dirt, Social

Outcast, Chumba..., Germs, Civil Disobedience, Concrete Sox, Teh Mob,

Thatcher on Acid, old Siousie, your anarcho faves and Queer tunes (he

punk, crust, grind). Send me anything, stained punk Ts, photos, punk

culture, propaganda, long letters. No read scene besides all the cowboys.

Bannish racism & sexism! Also planning a DIY roadtrip - into of cool fre©/

cheap places gladly accepted. Solidarity! Moroneye/ P0 Box 2041/

Window Rock AZ 86515.

•• Ol! THIS IS SPIKE, I’M BACK! I’m a 26 year old lonely punk here in

Rockford IL. Hike the Exploited, GBH, Chaos UK, Blitz, Special Duties, One

Way System, Riot Squad, Vice Squad, Sex Pistols, Eater, Braindance,

Wxymoron, 4 Skins, UK Subs, Adicts, and of course the Casualties. Dave

Riddick if you see this please write me. We were friends in SC - remember

Tracy Glendenning? Well it’s me. If you know Dave - have him write me.

Send photo, yours gets mine. Poser need not reply! Jorge and Jake drop

me a line ortwo! Write to: Spiko'374 Gramercy Dr. #6/Rockford IL 61 1 07
•• INDIE PUNK LOOKING TO WRITE TO smelly spazzed out punkettes,

@ists, gutter punx, Vandals, DIY punx and feminists. I need info of any

sort, pics (esp. of punk chix who don’t give a fuck) and tapes of videos of

whatever. Stay indie nevertrendy! damona Monkey-Butra N. Lawndale

Ave/lnpls IN 46224.

•• HEY I’M LOOKING FOR CORRESPONDENCE FROM MEXICO, S.

America, E. Europe, and all over. Into crust, ideas and drinking. Tape

traders - your list gets mine. Ryan (602) 970-5680. PO Box 3776'

Scottsdale AZ 85257.

-SEEKING OPEN-MINDED REAL PEOPLE to correspond with. Pickup

a pen and see jut what I’m all about (?) Jack Gribble #E-07671/3B-01-

2251/PO Bxo 3466/Corcoran CA 93212
- INCARCERATED ANARCHIST, 28, needs to hear from punks, anar-

chists, enviro-activists, very old or extremely young, all letters answered.

A. Michael Harpei/H-8988(yPO box 40900(yione CA 95640.
- WHERE THE FUCK HAVE ALL THE SPIKEY PUNX GONE? 2 spikey,

drunk punk chix into the Varukers, Oxymoron, Abrasive Wheels, Special

Duties, the Oppressed, blah, blah, blah... Want spikey penpals into the

same. Cheers! Carla &Amanda'P0 Box 2601 4/RPO Lawson Heights/

Saskatoon SK 57K 8C1 Canada
- 23 Y.O. ANARCHO TYPE moving to nocal (bay area) looking for squat

or people to start one with. Might consider paying rent under th right

circumstances (vegan household where I can play my guitar). Also

looking for people to form band with - curst, he, thrash - or involved in

politico activies (ara, fnb, etc.) Bob F/51 5 Kathryn Ave. #4/Santa FE NM
87501

- WE’RE TWO PUNKS, 19& 20, into writing, activism, anarchy and

travelina. Movina to Richmond Aua/SeDt. 1998. Lookina for one ortwo

Social. I live in Milwaukee. I am tired not to have a band here nobody is

not interested to form write to: Terrence'2657 N. 60th Sl/Milwaukee Wl

5321 O' (41 4) 449-0340.

- 17 Y.O. BOY LOOKING FOR PEOPLE INTO; hardcore, peace punk,

power villence, Japancore and the like. I’m into bands like Jihad, Man is

the Bastard, Larm, Crass, FOPI, Confuse, Locust, Devo and Seige. My

othe rinterests are anarchism, FNB, vegatarianism and garffiti. Write me
at Jesse/845 Missour/Lawrence KS 66044

- GOTHIC FEMALE LOOKING FOR COMPANIONSHIP. Into sex and

mutilation, horror movies and I’m a memberof the NRA - Shady Weede/

Mary Ward Hall 403A'800 Fort Blvd'SF CA 94132
• HARDCORE ANARCHIST PHILOSOPHER TYPE iunto expression is

waiting for someone to reach and and touch a vetern “ghetto Hollywood”

sanity war survivor. It doesn’t matter who. If you are interested in

establishing a connection with a unique and singularly individual person-

ality write to Paul “Moose” Williams/E00272/Box 40909$'lone CA 85640
- I’M 21 OPEN-MINDED GUY, spend last 5 years for the local hardcore

scene. This summer I’ll be in USA (DC, Chicago, NYC). I’ll have a job, etc,

but I need peopel to hang out with, go to shows, just have a good time. If

you want ot meet someone from the other side of the world, please

correspond: Christian Ilie^Todor Vlaykoustr. BI.13 apt. 29/Varna 9008

Bulgaria, xltsox@altavista.net

- 21 Y.O. BORD, STUCK IN A SHIT ASS TOWN. Looking for people to

write to. If you’re in Ontario - WRITE! Or near the Woodstock area. Into

DK, Ween, classical, Anti top lOOmusic, movies, Suburbia (both of them),

Mallrats, Clerks, you know. Shit like that. Send a tape of local tunesif you

want. Starv'PO Box 227/Beachville OntarioNOJ 1 AO Canada

» WIZARD WHO IS A POW OF SOCIETY AND A MIA FROM NYC, slowly

going insane. Wants to correspond with techno, ska, gothic, reggae, old

punk, alternative, straight, bi and street-wise females out there for what-

ever you all want to tallvtorite about. Also, looking to start a circle on the

old ways to live be cause at this rate are we still going to have a planet left?

Please write to: Al’Bear’To V Sanabria'92A3536 Pouch #1/Woodbourne

NY 17888.

- HEY YOU! YES YOU! 31 yr. old male, still spritely adn punk, seeks

correspondence with females and males of all ages, musical tastes run

from ska to classicial to funk to 60s-70s punk - Iggy, Vevets, to Pretend-

ers, Pistols, Clash, Xto Agnostic Front, Third Grade TEAcherto who knows

what all! Also love B movies, photography, more more more. Your photo

gets mine. Acttoday! Write Dale M Johnson/4504 Forestave/Cincinnati

OH 45212-3304.

- NINA FROM LITTLE NECK (?) QUEENS: I saw you at 1227 Fed Up

Truents show and 1228 Casualties show. I did not have the balls to talk

to you then, but I really wanted to. You approached me afterthe Casualties

show and gave me a metro card (thanks). Please write: Marle/1 5 Spring

St. #2S'Willimastown MA 01267.

- TO THE GIRL WITH THE ZYGOTE LOGO ON HER BACK. I lost your

address! I’m back in SF now, so please get in touch! Chris' PO Box

472007/SF CA 94147.

CONTRIBUTIONS&
SUBMISSIONS
BRAND NEW ANARCHO-PUNK ZINE looking for contributors. dis-

tributors, and bands for upcoming tape comp. Write to: Urban Arms'PO

Box 19275/Cincinnati OH 45219-0275.

- SEEKING NON-AMERICAN BANDS to start up a cassette only label for

“foreign" bands that have little chance of getting vinyl out or getting good

distribution in the US. Punk-HC-Crust. Send tapes to Moh^PO Box 5304^

Atlanta GA 31107.

- WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE YOUR IDEASWORKS IN PRINT?

A new publication seeks to give individuals and/or artists a forum to

express thoughts, feelings, wants, opinions, etc. IF this interests you send

submissions of writing, short stories, poems, babbling, drawing, comic

strips or photos of work to: Andy C/Laurafc'PO Box 1 1 0337/Nutley NJ

07110
- SCAVENGER ZINE NEEDS CONTRIBUTIONS of demos, cider & stout

for skins, punks, hardcore and straight edge, etc. c/o Dillon Price/PO

Box 22 1*/Westfield MA 01085.

- PUNQ EWE RECORDS is looking for new punk bands for upcoming

releases and comps. Please send demos to P0 Box 3033/Sherwood

Park, Alberta T8A 2A6 Canada, web page...

http/datanet.ab.ca4jsers/doyle ph: (403) 649-1095 (missile boy)

- SKINHEADS SUBMIT TO GOOD FOR NOTHING. Next issue out in

June of 1998. Write to Pedro Angel Serrano/ 1 26 College Ave/ New

Brunswick NJ 08901.

•• CONTRIBUTIONS NEEDED FOR A BOOK consisting entirely of

writings from punks (and for the like) from around the world. All

proceeds go to charity, so please write for more info: Walklo/PO Box

533/ Huntington Station NY 11746.

- MUTILATED NEW HARDCOR&PUNK ZINE needs contributions from

around the world. Send anything: tapes, 7", CDs, zines, etc. to review.

Contributors will get a free copy. Communication not isolation! Write

to: Noel Francia/PO Box 4527/MCPO 1285/Makati City/Philippines.

- EAT SHIT PUNK ZINE needs art, articles, columns, band pages,

comix, clippings, etc. for issue #7. We also offer free ad space with

a contribution. Bands send music for ES Punk comp or just for review.

Eat Shit'PO Box 476&/SLT CA 961 57 www.geocities.com^unsetstrip/

venue4>013

- LOOKING FOR CONTRIBUTIONS. Bands send demos for review.

Ads are free. We need all the we can get. Cheers! Propaganda By Deed'

237 Park Ave Bsmt/Albany NY 12202.

- TOTALLY RAD KERNELS ZINE LOOKING for contributions: columns,

interviews, scene reports, stuff for review. #7 costs $2. “FreeMumis

Abu Jamal” stickers are 500- TrkZine/5275 Whisper Dr/Coral Springs

FL 33067.

- I’M DOING A ZINE DEALING WITH the Destruction of Music (it rules)

OLD SCHOOL HARDCORE FOR
THE^J^t CENTURY

USA $3 EACH 2 FOR $5 t
“

5 FOR $10. WORLD $5 PPD
CASH ONLY! NO CHECKS
CODE -13 "A PARTOF

AMERICA DIEDTODAY't'

-f* THIRD AND BEST 7" FAST HC-PUNK *

TAMPERE SS
?SQTAA"7"EP

RE-ISSUE OF&LASSlC 1983 FINNISH HC
TAMPERE SS > *

"KUOLLUTSi KUOPATTU" 7" v

UNRELEASED '83 FINNISH THRASH
HEIST

"PAIN IS CAUSING LIFE" 7"

BLAZING HIGH SPEED HC ATTACK

PROTESTI 7" EP
1983 PROPAGANDA STYLE FINN HC

N.O.T.A./BROTHER INFERIOR
-ri ii e a u a ononDc m n AMruinnr



scottsaaie az wzd/'.

•• SEEKING OPEN-MINDED REAL PEOPLE to correspond with. Pickup

a pen and see jut what I’m all about (?) Jack Gribble #E-07671/3B-01 -

2251/PO Bxo 346(/Corcoran CA 93212

•• INCARCERATED ANARCHIST, 28, needs to hear from punks, anar-

chists, enviro-activists, very old or extremely young, all letters answered.

A. Michael Harpei/H-8988(yP0 box 409000/ lone CA 95640.

• WHERE THE FUCK HAVE ALL THE SPIKEY PUNX GONE? 2 spikey,

drunk punk chix into the Varukers, Oxymoron, Abrasive Wheels, Special

Duties, the Oppressed, blah, blah, blah... Want spikey penpals into the

same. Cheers! Carla & Amanda/PO Box 26014/RPO Lawson Heights/

Saskatoon SK 57K 8C1 Canada

•• 23 Y.O. ANARCHO TYPE moving to nocal (bay area) looking for squat

or people to start one with. Might consider paying rent under th right

circumstances (vegan household where I can play my guitar). Also

looking for people to form band with - curst, he, thrash - or involved in

politico activies (ara, fnb, etc.) Bob F/51 5 Kathryn Ave. #4/Santa FE NM

87501
•• WE’RE TWO PUNKS, 19& 20, into writing, activism, anarchy and

traveling. Moving to Richmond Aug/Sept. 1998. Looking for one or two

roomates to share our house. Please write c/o KinVPO Box 3701/Johnson

City TN 37602-3/01.

•• HEY YOU WANT TO FORM A SPIKEY PUNK BAND? 20 y.o. bass player

(not good) is looking for a guitarist and drummer, lam into the Restarts,

Aus Rotten, GBH, The CAsualties, Conflict, Blitz, Crass, Exploited, Anti-

I

4

i

LSI

IYI

m I

IDONTBEfOOlM
P DO YOU UKE
Teuton u,K, a.o.a.,theJT
^VARUKERS, oi pouo>... 91

'DO YOU LIKEFEMALE V0CM5?j
-• ®o you like sham 69 ?i

l-TUEN YOU'LL LOVEl

(100% PURE ferocious;

PUNR. MAYHEM'j.

[Get the mmi-lp/cetnuts?]

(POGQ YEJRFUCKm'^RWNSOUT?]

^oDFLll
>ol<cOF

Knot Music) POB 501 )

South Haven MI,'

49090-0501 USA

SOME KICKASS RECORDS YOU NEED!!!

VILENTLY ILL new "12-song e.p" 7"

On 45 rpm! It’s fast, pissed and furious!

$3 ppd US/ $6 world

SPEED FREAKS VOL. 3 comp 7" - with;

Suppression. Senseless Apocalypse. Abuse.

Rot, Global Holocaust and Mrtva Budoucnost!

$3 ppd US/ $6 world

SPEED FREAKS VOL. 2 comp. 7" - with Laceration.

Decay, Agoraphobic Nosebleed, Forced Expression,

Bad Acid Trip and The End of The Century Party!

$3 ppd US/ $6 world

EXTREME AMERICA VOL. 2 comp. 7" - All-harsh noise!

With Bastard Noise. Black Leather Jesus, Bacillus,

Macronympha, Skin Crime and J.Olson/P. Klampc!

$3 ppd US/ $6 world

Wholesale pnees for 10 or more copies;

$2 each ppd US/ S3 each ppd world airmail

(mix and match OK)

Cash or M.O payable to Andrew Lcrsten

No checks! Write for a full list of items

CONTRIBUTIONS*
SUBMISSIONS
•• BRAND NEW ANARCHO-PUNK ZINE looking for contributors, dis-

tributors, and bands for upcoming tape comp. Write to; Urban Arms'PO

Box 1927^ Cincinnati OH 45219-0275.

•• SEEKING NON-AMERICAN BANDS to start up a cassette only label for

“foreign" bands that have little chance of getting vinyl out or getting good

distribution in the US. Punk-HC-Crust. Send tapes to Moh/PO Box 5304'

Atlanta GA 31107.

•• WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE YOUR IDEASWORKS IN PRINT?

A new publication seeks to give individuals anrkbr artists a forum to

express thoughts, feelings, wants, opinions, etc. IF this interests you send

submissions of writing, short stories, poems, babbling, drawing, comic

strips or photos of work to: Andy C/Laural/PO Box 1 10337/Nutley NJ

07110
•• SCAVENGER ZINE NEEDS CONTRIBUTIONS of demos, cider & stout

recipes, guerrilla literature, photos, comics, practical squatting ideas, etc.,

classifieds 40 words + add. 1 stamp tour dates, (2 1/2 x 5" for $3, free

w/demo. Cesj/PO Box 377^ Scottsdale AZ 85271

.

•• ROCK N ROLL - NEEDS COLUMNS, comics, drawings, or anything

specializing in punk, old HC, or Oi! This is a non-political music fanzine

TAMPERE SS -sf
i
,'SOTAA a7u EP

re-issue ofClassic 1983 Finnish hc

TAMPERE SS V k^
"KUOLLUT& KUOPATTU" 7" <

UNRELEASED '83 FINNISH THRASH
HEIST

"PAIN IS CAUSING LIFE" 7"

BLAZING HIGH SPEED HC ATTACK

PROTESTI 7" EP
1983 PROPAGANDA STYLE FINN HC

N.O.T.A7BROTHER inferior
TULSA HARDCORE OLD AND NEW
DISTRAUGHT 7" EP
BRUTAL HARDCORE FROM NYC

MURDERERS 7" EP
LEGENDARY CHAOS PUNK

CODE -13 “THEYMADE A
WASTELAND...." 7"

FURIOUS PUNK/HARDCORE

H-100'S
" TEXAS DEATH MATCH' 7"

FAST, SNOTTY, EARLY 80 S STYLE

MASSKONTROLL
"WARPATH' 7"

heavy, Brutal Swedish style hc

CODE -13
"DOOMED SOCIETY' 7"

BLISTERING HARDCORE PUNK
BRISTLE "SYSTEM" 7"

POWERFUL, DRIVING OLD SCHOOL PUNK

# DESTROY "BURN THIS
"’RACISTSYSTEM DOWN' 7"

RAGING FAST HARDCORE

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE "IN A
FEW HOURS OFMADNESS"

POWERFUL POLITICAL PUNK

AUS ROTTEN
"FUCK NAZI SYMPATHY' 7"

ALL OUT PUNK ATTACK

SEND FOR OUR FULL
CATALOG OF HARDCORE
T-SHIRTS AND TAPES

USA -SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED LONG
ENVELOPE, WORLD-SI OR 2 IRCS

HAVOC RECORDS P.O.BOX 8585,
1

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408 USA
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CLASSIFIEDS

•• SHOVE IS A LABEL & DISTRIBUTION. For complete catalog of records,

t-shirts, CDs, tapes (over 600 titles) send $1 to: Fulvio Dogliott/ Via

Cornaglia W 15100 Alessandria Italy. Distributors get in touch for

wholesale prices of our stuff!

•• SLUG DISCO DISTRQMEBZINE. Hardcore^olitical webzine/distro

mainly doing silkscreening. Would like stuff to review and possibly distro.

Send stamp for info. Also looking for correspondence. Kevir/Slug Disco

Distro^ 710 Limit Apt. 2 South/ St. Louis MO 63130. http/

www.geocities.con^unsetstrifybndergroundWS

LOOKING FOR
--

1 BELIEVE PEOPLE ARE TAMPERING WITH MY MAIL If anyone can

offer me help on stopping this, I’d appreciate it. Please send any

responses to: Megar/8300 Bromley Rd/Hillsborough NC 27278. I’d also

like to trade compilations tapes with people, so if you’re interested please

world (esp. British & Jap.) please send me a list. I’d also like to get both

new & old Jap. records. Japanese write me in Jap! (please) Jun Kate/

6231 N. Whipple St/Chicago IL 60659
•• LOOKING FOR: TOXIC WASTE LP, Contropotere LP (not on Skuld),

Amebix - Arise LP and anything by FFF, Stalag 1 7, F.U.A.L., Pandemo-

nium, Vorkriegsjugend, Kafka Process. Offers to: Paul Ment/Drygalski

Allee 1 1 1/81477 Munich Germany.
•• WANTED: PROPAGANDHI - EARLY STUFF/BOOTLEGS, Brosi the

Sprinkler- Potsylvania Lawncare demo, Split with Droids 7". More stuff

too - send a list. I’ll trade or buy. Speaking of buying, my zine is $2.

Write soon. Mike Crof/123 Shady Hill Rd/Apalachin NY 13732-3914

-MUSICIANS WANTED: Anyone in the Massachusetts area or anyone

that can get here regularly - Punk band - a sorta mix Oi-Drunk-Political

(I’m not picky) bass player, guitarist, drummer wanted. Also anyone

that can play any instrument get in touch. I’m open to suggestions.

Luis/PO Box 1232/Douglas MA 01516.
•• WE NEED ZINES! Secondhand noodles zine shop is always looking

for rad zines to sell & distro... We will buy, do consignment, etc. Send

a sample to PO Box 1781/ Spokane WA 99210. Flyers etc.

appreciated.

•• HELP! RECENTLY LOST MY ENTIRE RECORD COLLEC-

TION! Anyone selling early 80s crust-grind-peace punk etc.

— please send your list. Also looking for video of Poison

Idea’s 1 996 New Years Eve show in Portland OR. I’m new to

South Carolina - any punks near Greenville? Write Derek/13

Yale St/Greenville SC 29611
•• I’M LOOKING FOR: NEGATIVE APPROACH - anything,

Rorschach - discography, Youth Brigade - welcome ep, Teen

Idles - Minor Disturbance, Black Flag - First Four Years, Latex

Generation - anything! Write to Marc/ 800 Burnt Mills Ave/

Silver Spring MD 20901 or email me at

crantastica@hotmail.com

•• I’M LOOKING FOR ANYTHING FROM THE EARLY 80S UK
anarcho bands. Any live tapes, videos, photos, or interviews

with Crass, Rudimentary Peni, Dirt, etc. would be considered.

James Resistance/816 Woods PI/ExeterCA 93221-1046.
•• RECORDS WANTED: CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER - Streams of

Consciousness LP or CD, Money Talks CD, DR. Know - LP &

CD, Septic Death, Celtic Frost, Cryptic Slaughter T-shirts... G-

mel Production PO Box 1247/ Freeport IL 61032

-TAPE TRADING. I’dlike to trade punk, hardcore, psyche, 60s

punk, indie stuff, weird shit. I have a large collection and

eclectic tastes. Tape for tape only. No profiteers please.

Richard/ 13-510 Ginger Dr/ New Westminster BC V3L 5K0

Canada
•• SELL ME YOUR PUNIWC RECORDS - West Coast power

Violence box set; Pestilence box set w/5", Dystopia^Skaven

split; Deviated Instinct - Rock and Roll Conformity. IF you’re

selling send a list. Also looking to meet other punks - I’m new

to this area. Get in touch. Derek/ 13 Yale St/ Greenville SC
29611.

•• WANTED VIDEOS OF: DAWNBREED, Catharsis, Gehenna,

One Eyed God Prophecy, Ottawa, Neurosis, Septic Death, or

anyOi. Also have videos cheap. $7ppd. Send stamp for list.

Write Jarec/1800 8th Ave. SW Apt. //Largo FL 33770. Pen

pals also write.

•• WILL PAY $$ FOR: Old, new, rare and used Japanese punk.

Looking for GISM, Confuse, etc. James Thoma/956 Old Quarry Rd.

S/Larkspur CA 94939
•• LOOKING FOR KIDS AROUND AMERICA and the world to exchange

words, tapes, records, fliers, etc. . . T ell me about your scene and where

you’re from. Likes: Rorschach, Siege, Ice 9, Capitalist Casualties, Ire,

Septic Death, Eyehategod, Systral, Ottawa, Cavity, Discordance Axis...

Justir/5967 New England Wds Dr/Burke VA 22015.

MERCHANDISE
•• LEOPARD PRINT PUNKY WRISTBANDS. DIY made with elastic and

print fabric. State your wrist size and send $3 for each to: Chris Boarts/

PO Box 26632/Richmond VA 23261 . I also make skirts ($12ppd) so

if you are interested then write.

•• BOOK DISTRO: The Teenaoe Liberation Handbook - $15ppd;

Making Punk A Threat Again - from Profane Existence - $1 Oppd;

andwhy. DlYtofightand not to survive. Send all kinds of contributions.

It will also come with a tape from Guerra Eterna. For more info write to:

Samuel Torre/Calle 25 Z-1 #1/Ciudad Universitari/Trujillo Alto PR

00976
•• TRAINHOPPER GIRLS: I’m compiling stories and interviews on girls

who ride the rails, hitchhike, etc., for a zine due out Sept. 98. Tell me
about your adventures traveling across the US or Europe, meeting cool

people, squatting, getting lost in the middle of nowhere, nearly getting

killed, running away from home, whatever your story is, regardless of

length. In exchange I can trade tapes of peace punk/crust and patches

(Nausea, Dirt, Dystopia, Neurosis, Omega T ribe, Flux, Doom, etc - write

for list) or a free copy of the zine. Also looking for drawings and comix

from punks. Write to Zoe/ Notes From Oblivior/POB 73/ Cotati CA
94931.

MICROCOSM RECORDS IS IN PURSUIT OF GOOD BANDS. It’s truly

a shame when I have the money to put out records & I can’t find good

emo, pop, and similar music that is worthy of being put out.

Good bands send samples to: Microcosm/ 7741 Ohio SV
Mentor OH 44060 or microcosm5@hotmail.com
•• WANTED!! CONTRIBUTIONS FOR A BENEFIT compilation

tape (C90) in aid of the Jason Boyce Eye Appeal, all money
from the sale of this tape will go to funding medical treatment

in Russia to hopefully save his sight. Bands! Send a few

tracks: eitherlive, demo orunreleased tracks, as well as some
info about the band for the inlay card. Send ail contribution to:

(/o Philip Hamilton/ 14 Shane Park/ Lurgan/ Craigavon,

CoArmagl/BT66 7HD N. Ireland UK
•• NEW IRISH PUNK ZINE - looking for contributions.. . scene

reports, rants, artwork, opinions, anarcho articles, also free

ads so send in something now! I am also compiling a benefit

tape so any bands want to donate a few tracks send to my
address. All shades and styles of punk welcomed. Thanks!

</o Phi/1 4 Shane PI/Lurgar/Craigavor/CoArmagl/BT66

7HD N. Ireland UK

476 Singapore 510471/Email: Kennyus@box3.singnet.com.sg.
•• NEWSKASTER ZINE - Philippines first tri-monthly DIY photocopies ska/

punk zine inviting all labels & zines to run adverts. Just send your stuff to

be reviewed and we will print it up! 1 2/size ads (4x6") to whole page (6x8")

are for CDs, LPs, T-shirts, books & videos advertisers. 1/B size (2x3") to

1/4 (3x4") are for 7", demos, zine, buttons & stickers advertiser. If the stuff

you send is worth $1 or more you will receive a copy of the zine with your

cool ad. Classified ads and 1/1 6 size (1 .5x2") are free but send $2 for your

copy. No Rip off here! Hope for supporting Philippines ska^unk scene.

Newskaster #4 Apr-Jun 1998 out now! c/o Jerry Cruz/38 Hang x 2 St.

Michae/Meycauayan/Bulacan 3020/ Philippines.

•• EARTHWARD BOUND is a persona^olitical zine with a vegan slant. #1
Inner Dam, Depressor, Skinhead History, Silvia Barldini, etc. #2 - Zegote

(NC), Ken Saro - WIWI, Got Milk? etc. $2 - music or zine trades welcome.

820 Edinburgh Dr/Jamestown NC 27282.

DISTRIBUTION

music of 3rd world punk, he, crust, grind, death, noise, experimental, old

school from our country with affordable and non-profit price of purely DIY

tapes. Don’t expect vinyl and CD releases from ourpoor scene. Wholesale

price is $1 per tape with a minimum order of 3 copies per title and 6 tapes

per bulk order. And postage $6 (air) for 6 tapes, $3 (sur.). Single copy

is $3ppd (air) Send IRC or $1 for the complete list of titles to: MYO Zine &
Distro/ 146 A Dela Cruz St/Tayabas 4327 Quezon Philippines.

•• MY DISTRO - SEND STAMP FOR CATALOG. I’ve got pins, patches,

records, tapes - some I recorded live. I’ve got music by State of Fear,

Mankind, Disaffect, Homomilitia, and more. Also looking for your band to

be on DIY comp tapes so send me a tape of your band. Keith Kurtyka/65

Main St/Douglas MA 01516.

• BLOW YOUR BRAINS OUT DISTRIBUTION... Send a stamp for a list of

zines and music. Send samples. BYBQ/ 1080 S. Military Trail #207/

Deerfield Beach, FL 33442.

•• BREAK THE CHAINS DISTRIBUTION. Books, pamphlets, and music of

an anarchisttadical nature. Send a stamp fora catalog. PO Box 51 44^0
Luis Obispo CA 93463.

•• S.O.S. DISTRIBUTION is a DIY for the Punx distro that's just starting

out. We carry some great patches and political peace punk, crust n’

hardcore albums! Bands get in touch. Send demos! DIY labels get in

touch send wholesale price list and samples if possible. Send a SASE or

appropriate postage and address for list of cheap patches and punl/

hardcore albums! Send to SOS Distrc/216 F. Street St. 62 Davis CA
95616. Phonefax: (530) 758-2546. Peace & stay active!

•• PHARSHTAN DISTRO - is a small local DIY green-=anarcho, eco,

human-rights, animal rights distro in Slovakia (Europe). If you want your

zine, book, stickers, pamphlets, patches to distribute in Slovakia write me
for more information: Peter Krskc/144 Birch St/ Old Bridge NJ 08857.

email: Keculiak@hotmail.com. In July I’m going back and I wouIdJike to

leave with plenty of new contacts and... Think globally, act locally!

• WHO’S EMMA - A VOLUNTEER-RUN COLLECTIVE. Radical books,

zines, & DIY music, send $1 for record catalogue. Distros get in touch.

PO Box 543/Station P/Toronto Ontario M5S 2T1 Canada. In person: 69

ZINES
•• HEY HARDCORE KIDS! Issue #2 of Final Notice is out now
with lots of columns, reviews and information on the local and

international scenes. Only $1 .50ppd/Tim Goodair©^81 Rufus

Ave, Apt. 2/ Halifax NS B3N 2L8 Canada.

• THE FIFTH GOAL - A new zine dealing with graffiti art on

trains, eastern philosophy, hardcore, hip hop, reviews and

more. $2, stamps or trade. Blake Donner/47 S. Eastwood/

Orem UT 84097
•• DEHUMANIZATION ZINE #5 OUT NOW. 40 pages of art,

rants, reviews, brandoing, and other puni/hardcore propa-

ganda to twist yer head. $2ppd, $3 overseas. Dehumaniza-

tion Labs^PO Box 181 0/Royal Oak Ml 48068. It’s better than

a pair of dog pile pants you fucking Mtv poser!

•• EYE CANDY FANZINE #6 is brand new: interviews v\/The

MTX, StikcerGuy Pete, & The Roswells. Plus a religion theme

v/tons of guest opinions. My favorite issue ever. $1. Some
distributors would be nice. EC/ 7741 Ohio St/ Mentor OH
44060
•• AD’U REVIEW ZINE wants to review your demos, zines, etc. Free 40

word ad in (penpal, sell, trade, wanted, etc.) 1 st issue. Write A ‘N fVJo©'

PO Box 203/Swiftwater PA 18370
•• KENNEALLY ZINE #2 IS OUT NOW: Interviews w/Man Is The Bastard

and Suppression. Graffiti pictures, MumiaAbu-Jamal, and rants, send

$1 to Jesse Heckmar/845 Missour/ Lawrence KS 86044.
•• HANGING LIKE A HEX #9 OUT NOW! Comic artist Geof Darrow

speaks, along with articles4nterviews on Botch, Dissolve, Anther

Victim, Lockjaw, Frodus, Comics reviews/columns, music, rants,

stories, and a bit of color. #8 has Today Is The Day, Harvest, Stillsuit,

Brother’s Keeper, Unsane and more. Send one hard earned buck for

each issue to: 201 Maple Ln/N. Syracuse NY 13212.
•• APPLE BROWN BETTY ISSUE #6 OUT NOW. Featuring an interview

with Alan from Pop Kids Records, Lifetime, Mag Agent Records, some
rants about (certain) kids at school, Brian Deneke, reviews and more.



MTX, StikcerGuy Pete, & The Roswells. Plus a religion theme

w^tons of guest opinions. My favorite issue ever. $1. Some

distributors would be nice. EC/ 7741 Ohio St/ Mentor OH
44060
*• AD’U REVIEW ZINE wants to review your demos, zines, etc. Free 40

word ad in (penpal, sell, trade, wanted, etc.
)
1 st issue. Write A 'N R/Jo©/

PO Box 203/Swiftwater PA 18370
•• KENNEALLY ZINE #2 IS OUT NOW: Interviews w/Man Is The Bastard

and Suppression. Graffiti pictures, Mumia Abu-Jamal, and rants, send

$1 to Jesse Heckman/845 Missouri/ Lawrence KS 86044.

•• HANGING LIKE A HEX #9 OUT NOW! Comic artist Geof Darrow

speaks, along with articleslnterviews on Botch, Dissolve, Anther

Victim, Lockjaw, Frodus, Comics reviews/columns, music, rants,

stories, and a bit of color. #8 has Today is The Day, Harvest, Stillsuit,

Brother’s Keeper, Unsane and more. Send one hard earned buck for

each issue to: 201 Maple Ln/N. Syracuse NY 13212.

•• APPLE BROWN BETTY ISSUE #6 OUT NOW. Featuring an interview

with Alan from Pop Kids Records, Lifetime, Mag Agent Records, some

rants about (certain) kids at school, Brian Deneke, reviews and more.

$1 , 2 stamps or trade c/o Jo©/P0 Box 245/Montvale NJ 07645.

•• SPECIFIC HEAT #2. Interviews v/local grrl band, Blood-I-Rejects;

CherryBomb Press Zine (Riot Grrl), Straits Distro and Misery Index

(Chicago). Live n’ Raw gig review. Personal writing & poems;

bas9ically about what’s going on in my life. Riot Grrl and other links.

$3ppd world/Nurasyikin Bte Hamzaf/BIk 471 Pasir Ris Drive 6/#01 -

KatRec

united.states.post

office.box.460692

escondido.california

92046.0692

^ I VVf I O Iw I O I %/

•• S.O.S. DISTRIBUTION is a DIY for the Punx distro that’s just starting

out. We carry some great patches and political peace punk, crust n’

hardcore albums! Bands get in touch. Send demos! DIY labels get in

touch send wholesale price list and samples if possible. Send a SASE or

appropriate postage and address for list of cheap patches and punk/

hardcore albums! Send to SOS Distro/ 21 6 F. Street St. 62 Davis CA

95616. Phonefax: (530) 758-2546. Peace & stay active!

•• PHARSHTAN DISTRO - is a small local DIY green-=anarcho, eco,

human-rights, animal rights distro in Slovakia (Europe). If you want your

zine, book, stickers, pamphlets, patches to distribute in Slovakia write me
for more information: Peter Krskc/144 Birch St/ Old Bridge NJ 08857.

email: Keculiak@hotmail.com. In July I’m going back and I would like to

leave with plenty of new contacts and... Think globally, act locally!

WHO’S EMMA - A VOLUNTEER-RUN COLLECTIVE. Radical books,

zines, & DIY music, send $1 for record catalogue. Distros get in touch.

PO Box 543/Station P/Toronto Ontario M5S 2T1 Canada. In person: 69

1/2 Nassau St/Toronto Ontario M5T 1M6 (416) 598-3354. Fax: (416)

598-3251.

•• POINT OF INTEREST DISTRO catalog #3 available for 3 stamps. Over

60 demolive/comp. tapes, 20+ patch designs t-shirts, records, zines,

more. Write to: Point of Interest 1004 N. 32nd St/Renton WA 98056.

•• PHILIPPINES DIY DEMOS AND COMPS - We are offering underground

•• SHOVE IS A LABEL & DISTRIBUTION. For complete catalog of records,

t-shirts, CDs, tapes (over 600 titles) send SI to: Fulvio Dogliott/Via

Cornaglia 9/15100 Alessandria Italy. Distributors get in touch for

wholesale prices of our stuff!

•• SLUG DISCO DISTROWEBZINE. Hardcore^olitical webzine/distro

mainly doing silkscreening. Would like stuff to review and possibly distro.

Send stamp for info. Also looking for correspondence. Kevir/Slug Disco

Distro/ 710 Limit Apt. 2 South/ St. Louis MO 63130. http/

www.geocities.conv^unsetstrijybnderground/4145

LOOKING FOR
I BELIEVE PEOPLE ARE TAMPERING WITH MY MAIL. II anyone can

offer me help on stopping this, I’d appreciate it. Please send any

responses to: Megar/8300 Bromley Rd/Hillsborough NC 27278. I'd also

like to trade compilations tapes with people, so if you’re interested please

get in touch.

•• GOBLIN SEARCHING FOR: 80s new wave, goth and new romantic

badges and posters. Absinthe recipes, penguin paraphernalia, true love

and ataraxia albums. Will sell soul, trade or even pay! Please contact Sean

Goblin/PO Box 3635/Oakland CA 94609.

•• ANYBODY THAT CARRIES HOCRUSPOI! ZINES from around the

Write Jared/ 1800 8th Ave. SW Apt. A/Largo FL 33770. Pen

pals also write.

•• WILL PAY $$ FOR: Old, new, rare and used Japanese punk.

Looking for GISM, Confuse, etc. James Thomas/956 Old Quarry Rd.

S/Larkspur CA 94939.

•• LOOKING FOR KIDS AROUND AMERICA and the world to exchange

words, tapes, records, fliers, etc... Tell me about your scene and where

you’re from. Likes: Rorschach, Siege, Ice 9, Capitalist Casualties, Ire,

Septic Death, Eyehategod, Systral, Ottawa, Cavity, Discordance Axis...

Justin/5967 New England Wds Dr/Burke VA 22015.

MERCHANDISE
•• LEOPARD PRINT PUNKY WRISTBANDS. DIY made with elastic and

print fabric. State your wrist size and send $3 for each to: Chris Boarts/

PO Box 26632/Richmond VA 23261 . I also make skirts ($12ppd) so

if you are interested then write.

•• BOOK DISTRO: The Teenage Liberation Handbook - $15ppd;

Making Punk A Threat Again - from Profane Existence - $1 Oppd;

Journey Through Utopia - $8ppd; The New Farm Vegetarian Cook-

book - $1 Oppd; Anarchism & Environmental Survival - $1 Oppd:

Dreaming the Dark: Magic. Sex & Politics - by starhawk - $14ppd.

From Slug & Lettuce Book Distro c/o Chris Boarts/ PO Bxo 26632/

Richmond VA 23261

• VIDEOS SUCH AS DYSTOPIA, SPAZZ, CORRUPTED, MITB, Phobia,

TIRED OF FEELING LIKE A CORPORATE CHUMP YET?

SUCKER

Sick of paying high prices to corporate record stores & still not being able to find all the indie releases you're looking for? Well, if so,

check out VERY Distribution & Mailorder. We offer over 300 different labels and specialize in hardcore & punk rock, plus we even carry

indie rock, ska, and metal stuff, too. We've got a huge 120+ page catalog, offer fast, honest, & reliable service, and we even accept all

major credit cards. So what's the difference between us and them, you ask? Simple. We actually give a shit & listen to a lot of the music

we sell, and we don't just see indie labels as a dollar sign or a new trend. How's that old saying go? I think it goes "by the kids, for the

kids". Plus we sell stuff for a hell of a lot cheaper (i.e. most full length cds are priced from $8-$12, t-shirts for $12, Ips for $6-$8, etc),

and we've got tons of vinyl, too. So you want to find out more? Just send us $2 (US), $3 (world) for a copy of our latest mailorder

catalog. It's fully descriptive, and filled with tons of cds, vinyl, cassettes, videos, zines, clothing, stickers, & more. So break away from

the corporate stranglehold they've got on you, get off your lazy generation X ass, and send a few dollars to:

p.o. box 42586

Philadelphia pa 19101-2586

usa. www.verydistro.com

Slug fr Lettuce Page TO



Reviews by Chris(tine) with help from Beau where noted,

indicate my favorites

CLASSIFIEDS
13 plus hundreds more of hardcore, crust, black metal, etc.. Please

write for complete list to Darell Wells' PO Box 50^ Florissant CO
80816. Send 2 stamps if possible.

•• DE LA MUITNIEKS TAPES - is a DIY non-profittapes label and distro.

DIY hardcore/power violence'crust'punlv'ska bands send your tapes

or 7"eps for distro. Especially wanted bands from SoutlvLatin America,

Asia, Africa. Send $1 for list. De La Muitnieks

Tapes' AK 208/ Kuldigh LU 3300 Latvia Eu-

rope.

•• $6 REPORTS: Paradises of the World, South

Pacific Paradises, Hard Times Survival, 200

Incredible Inq. catalog (stamps)_ 153 Village

Cii/Garden Valley ID 83622
•• HIGH QUALITY CHEAP T-SHIRTS AND
PATCHES for you or your band. Some of the

patches I have are: Aus Rotten, Los Crudos,

Filth, Choking Victim, and many more. Over

150 designs. I can also make shirts and

patches for your band. Wholesale prices

available for shops and distros. For a catalog

send 1 stamp to: FTB Inc c/o Chee^ 119

Chesterfield Rd/Pittsburgh PA 15213 or call

(412) 682-4120.

• POINT OF INTEREST COMPILATION #2:

“Runnin On Punk Rock Time"
,
out now with 1

8

bands such as Detestation, Armistice, Larvae,

Turan Tauti. Available for $3 USCanada and

$5 world. Make MOS cash payable to Jay Ford

</o Point of Interests 004 N. 32nd St/Renton

WA 98056.

•• ACTITUD SUBVERSIVA new tape is out

“NiTu, Ni Dios, Neil Mundo” Thanks for past

support everybody. $6ppd US, $7ppd world.

Calin Dovei/1 23 (yMarte'Isla Verde PR 00979
•• APARAT RECORDS is releasing a split 7"ep

with Swedish crustpunkers Dissober and

Downward Spiral end of Fe. 98. Europe $4,

World $5ppd. Trades please write first, me-

lodic pop punk shit is of no interest. Plus we
can not take large amounts of each item. Anna

Granlund'Dirigentv. 32 NE/756 54 Uppsala Sweden. We also have a

zine in Swedish so you trade stuff will be reviewed.

•• WHY MUSTWE DIE FOR YOUR PALATE? - 4 band ep comp to raise

awareness for animal rights. With Detestation, Idi Amin, End Result,

and Depressor. Comes w/foldout sleeve and booklet. $4 + postage.

US: $1.25; CaiVMex - $1.50; world-$2. Distro’s get in touch, send

well hidden $ or money orders payableto Mike Bridgeford. Direction

Records/562 Woodland Ave #64/Lexington KY 40508
•• TRADE PHILIPPINE1VIALAYSIAN PUNKttC TAPES for 7“ records of

any punMiotrust bands. I trade 1 for 1 : write to Noel Francia'PO Box

4527/MC PO 1 285'Makatic City Philippines.

•• MANILA CRUSTCORE COMPILATION - featuring 6 great crust

bands from Philippines such as Alcoholocaust, Disabuse, Terror Rust,

Moral Rot, Lie Detector and Cessatin of Repression. It comes with

booklet $4 (air) $3 (surface). Other titles also available. Write to: MYO
Zine & Distro'l 46 A Dela Cruz St/Tayabas 4327 Quezon Philippines.

•• SELLING MOST OF MY RECORD COLLECTION with over 5,000 LPs,

EP, videos, t-shirts, crass, Discharge, Misfits, Peni, Bad Religion,

Straight Edge, Pistols, 7 Seconds, X, Clash, etc. Will do trades. Send
a SASE to 6600 E. Olympic Bl. #402/LA CA 90022.
•• RARE 7"S FOR SALE/TRADE. $10 each. All in very good condition.

Crass - Who Dunnit, Icons of Filth - Used Abused., or Onward Christian

Soldiers LP ($1 5), Jane Gregory - Do Not Go, Duro - Who the Helpless,

and more. Send a SASE to 6600 E. Olympic Bl. #402/LA CA 90022.
•• FOR TRADE OR SALE - Amorphis 11", Oi! Comp CDs, Vide Squad,

TSOL, Soul Grind, Unforseen Disasters, and others. I may have

something you want. Send stamp for info to: TonVRRI Box #19&'
Irwin PA 15642.

•• INFEKCJA ST EP, Enough/Juggling Jugulars split ep, EnougfvNula

split 10", Disorder - Pain Headache Depression ep, Dwa Braun/

list. 1 shirt $9, 3 for $25, 6 for $45. No Checks! Filip MajchrzakowskZ

PO Box 13/81 806/Sopot 6 Poland.

•• DOG PILE BONDAGE PANTS FOR SALE! Red, black, green and yellow

plaid. Size 30. I’ve only worn them about 4 times (they have been to

Washington DC). I paid $70 forthem. The price is negotiable (the highest

bid gets them!). Write to me at Nancy/1303 Andover Rd/Richmond VA
23229. Or email me at Nancy77nmp@aol.com
•• ONE RING BONDAGE COLLAR FOR SALE! Black leather with a buckle

strap. Mint condition. $13ppd. Write to me at Nancy/1 303 Andover Rd/

Richmond VA 23229. Or email me at Nancy77nmp@aol.com
••

I HAVE ABOUT 1 ,000 COMICS THAT I WANT TO GET RID OF. I wan tot

sell or trade them for HOPunk records old and new (especially Pushead

oriented stuff). My price&trades are very reasonable, tell me what you’re

looking for and your pricesTecords you’ve got for trade. JustiiV5967 New
England Woods Dr/Burke VA 22015.
•• WANTED: EVERYTHING FROM THE BAND FILTH! Videos, eps, Ips,

splits, patches, t-shirts, etc! Please write to: Giro'Rua Fernao Va Dourado/

95-1 OA/41 50 Porto' Portugal.

•• STATE OF FEAR HAVE BROKEN UP, but we still have copies of our LP!

Get yours for $8 (US) or $10 (worid^ir). Both prices are postage paid.

Also write us for wholesale rates and trades for five or ten copies. Cheers

to everyone in the DIY community who’s supported us from the start to

finish! See you soon with our new project called Calloused. Write to:

Calloused/PO Box 898S"Mpls MN 55408.
•• TAPES BY ACTIVE MINDS, Crucifix, Armistice, Resist, Filth Creeps,

Coexist, and a bunch of obscure others. Send a stamp or your distro iist

and we’ll talk. $3ppd a tape. Annihilation Distro (/o Willow/PO Box 4501/

Crofton MD 21114
•• BOMBERS RELEASES: Sexy super porno hardcore 7" (rebel-girl from

Italy), Assholes 7“ (garage punk ala Rip Offs), Tear Me Down 10” (Italian

old school), Abuso Sonoro 7" (ho'crust from Brazil)... Our records, or

ideas., get our list for $1 . We trade too! Adrv Bombers/Valium/CP 29/

0401 1 Aprilia (Lative) Italy.

•• RUMORS FROM THE AIR CONDITIONED TIGER PIT- 13 band, 26 song

punk rock compilation CD. With: Piss Shivers, Christina Science AD,

Bomb Squadron & More. $6ppd. Payable to Cedric Crouch c/o Spine

Punch Distro'46 Oberholtzer Rd/Bechtelsville PA 19505.

If- - "
,1

APOLITICAL - PLANTING THE SEEDS OF REVOLUTION TAPE This is

awesome punk rock - the good old peace punk stuff with a heavy driving

power and catch. They definitely draw from old anarcho-peace punk

roots as well as old UK punk styles and the end result

is a kick-ass bass heavy throbbing pogo style with

half sung-spoke vocals. And I’m glad to see this has

good artwork and a nice booklettoo with good social

consciousness, thinking, feeling and educating lyrics

with elaboration, graphics and everything that I look

for and like to find. So glad to find the punk I love still

alive!! (Crasshole/PO Box 73/Odenton MD 21113)

ABNEGATION - VERSES OF THE BLEEDING CD This

is full on death metal with gutturally deep throated

vocals. Reminds me a touch attimes of Disassociate

and even more so of some of that bands that I think

they would like. And though I do like this style of

grind-core'death-metal especially the throbbing

double bass drumming - it’s a bitmuchfor me. (Good

Life Recordings)

ABSOLUTION - COMPLETE DISCOGRAPHY CD The

song Dead and Gone is one of my all time favorites -

a song to go down in the hardcore history books - it’s

one of those songs that reminds me of when I first

moved to NYC. The “Murders Among Us” 7" was the

first record I bought at an ABC NO RIO show. That’s

the the song I know the best (it’s also recorded the

best). Absolution is a classic NYHC band and I forgot

how distincttheir sound is due to the vocals. This has

their si 7" and then a bunch of demos. A good

momento for me of the early 90s when I was so in

love with NYC. (Temperance Records)

ABUSO SONORO -JA BASTA!! 7" This comes in a

cool cardboard cover and I’m ashamed to say that

this has been sitting around for MONTHS and for no

good reason at all. Abuso Sonoro are a good hardcore

band from Brasil - they’ve had a lot of 7"s and tapes

floating around and every time I’ve heard them I’ve

been totally into it. While I really like everything about

this band - from sound, style to politics - somehow I’m not captivated to

the point of listening to them all the time - though when I do I’m into it. That

feels very blaze to say -but...

(Bombers' CP 29/ 04011

Aprilia (LT) Italy)

ALL BETS OFF -TAPE When

I listen to this I don’t get a clear

picture of the sort of band that

this is. On one hand I picture

a total hardcore band, on the

other more likely one, I picture

an odd assortment of folks

having some fun being a bit

goofy and playing some hard

punchy music. Not that the

“type" matters. At any rate:

the sound is heavy and punchy

with a little bit of funk, dare I

say some hip-hop style vo-

cals— but only a touch and

not enough to make me go

“eeww”. It’s pretty hard

rockin and they do a Minor

Threat cover. (All Bets Off'

530 Qjyjsadero #121/SF CA

94117)

ANOTHER VICTIM - A POR-

TRAYAL OF VENGEANCE CD
Is it metal nr is it harrlr.nm? Dr

sound. Deep vocals and chugga chugga guitars and an all around

punch. (Stillborn Records/PO Box 3019/New Haven CT 06515)

BLOODY SODS - UP AND RUNNIN’ CD This band is really fucking

awesome! They’ve got a kick-ass, upbeat and heavy twist to their Oi-

Punk style. This is just the kind of thing that I like to hear. They’ve

got 2 singers - one deeper and one slightly higher pitched that runs the

words together so fast that it’s incredible. The dual vocals remind me
a lot of Civil Disobedience, who are an all time favorite. This is tight

and awesome the whole way through. I’m kinda glad to see Step One

release something new; but on the other hand their CDs are generally

so expensive that it kinda sucks. At any rate, The Bloody Sods are one

of the best Oi-Punk bands that I’ve heard of late and this CD is

fantastic! (Step One Music/PO Box 21/Tenterden Kent TN30 7ZZ UK)

BOY SETS FIRE - CONSIDER 7" Boy Sets Fire have also become a

big favorite of mine and so I was really excited to see something new.

This band epitomizes a blend of things that I love: they play with fury,

intensity and energy. They totally rock their hearts out with heavy

outbursts of punching power heavy hardcore. And then Nathan has

this ultra-sweet singing voice that pierces right to the heart. The

balance and blend of the two rocks! For a band that talks a lot about

communication and seems to have so much to say on so many issues

- 1 was really disappointed to find an empty sleeve on this 7" when that

seems to me the best potential means to convey ideas. (Initial

Records/PO Box 171 31/ Louisville KY 40217)

BURN THE PRIEST/AGENTS OF SATAN - Split 7" Burn the Priest

are a heavy metal assault of powerful and heavy grindcore. The stand

outs are the gnarly guttural vocals and the bubbling bass. From what

I had read I wasn’t really expecting to like the Agents of Satan - and

accordingly they’re totally manic with blast beat driven grind-core

mayhem that trades off with slower heavier MITB style stuff. The

mayhem is like a parody which is just not my cup of tea. (Deaf

Americarv'c4) R. Hoak/#3 Bethel Church Rd/Dillsburg PA 17019)

CEASE FIRE - STATEMENT CD On my first listen I was like “alright this

is a good hardcore band that I will hold onto.” But on further listen,

though this has all the elements of the sort of hardcore that I like, it just

doesn’t make the mark. The way the vocals blend with the music

sounds a little bit off to me - or at least itjust doesn’t hook me. Anyway,

this is yet another Christian punk label and this is a Christian Straight-

Edge band which is a growing phenomena that I am wary of and will

never understand. (Boot to Head/PO Box 9005/Portland OR 97207)

CHARLES BRONSON - YOUTH ATTACK 12" Seeing as how Charles

Bronson have become one of the most popular bands in hardcore -

1

barely even need to review

this. Seeing as how this record

has apparently sold out in-

stantaneously of every press-

ing it’s had, you might have a

hard time getting your paws

on one anyway. Charles

Bronson for me, are one of the

best bands I’ve seen live but

one I don’t want to listen to at

home. When I first played this

I was assaulted by the blast-

ing insanity of noise. On sec-

ond listen - though of course

the foundation for this is ex-

treme brutally fast and manic

with painfully screamed vo-

cals - there’s a lot more actu-

ally kickin beats that I might

have remembered. This 12"

with 19 songs goes by at 45

speed and will knock you

down. Even with my predis-

position to own this records

and not listen to them -I think

this is actually pretty fucking

nnnl /.tfinnrH ennna Armaria/



ONE OF THE BIGGEST AND BEST PUNK BOCK
MAILORDER CATALOGS IN THE WORLD.

(REALLY). SINCE 1988

FOR CATALOG SEND $1 TO:

DOCTOR STRANGE RECORDS
P.O.ROX 7000-117

ALTA LOMA.CA 91701

• MANILA CRUSTCORE COMPILATION - featuring 6 great crust

bands from Philippines such as Alcoholocaust, Disabuse, Terror Rust,

Moral Rot, Lie Detector and Cessatin of Repression. It comes with

booklet $4 (air) $3 (surface). Othertitles also available. Write to: MYO
Zine & Distr<yi 46 A Dela Cruz St/Tayabas 4327 Quezon Philippines.

•• SELLING MOST OF MY RECORD COLLECTION with over 5,000 LPs,

EP, videos, t-shirts, crass, Discharge, Misfits, Peni, Bad Religion,

Straight Edge, Pistols, 7 Seconds, X, Clash, etc. Will do trades. Send

a SASE to 6600 E. Olympic Bl. #40^LA CA 90022.
•• RARE 7"S FOR SAL&TRADE. $1 0 each. All in very good condition.

Crass - Who Dunnit, Icons of Filth - Used Abused. . or Onward Christian

Soldiers LP ($15), Jane Gregory - Do Not Go, Duro - Who the Helpless

,

and more. Send a SASE to 6600 E. Olympic Bl. #402/LA CA 90022.
•• FOR TRADE OR SALE - Amorphis 11", Oil Comp CDs, Vide Squad,

TSOL, Soul Grind, Unforseen Disasters, and others. I may have

something you want. Send stamp for info to: TonVRRI Box #196^
Irwin PA 15642.

•• INFEKCJA ST EP, EnougtvOuggling Jugulars split ep, EnougfvNula

split 10", Disorder - Pain Headache Depression ep, Dwa Braun/

Guernica Y Luno split ep, War Collapse - Wandering In Darkness ep,

and some more Polish labels releases. $1 for full list. 1 ep - $3, 7 eps
- $20. No Checks! Filip MajchrzakowskKPO Box 1^81 SO&'Sopot

6 Poland.

•• T-SHIRTS - well done, double sided - Disaffect, Quarantine, Resist,

Defiance, Disorder, Hiatus, Masskontroll, Chaos UK and more. $1 full

RARE RECORDS FOR LOW PRICES FROM BANDS LIKE:

THE ADICTS, THE DICKIES. MISFITS. CONFLICT.
THE PARTISANS. AGENT ORANGE. SOCIAL UNREST.

SUBHUMANS. X RAY SPEX AND THOUSANDS
MORE. ALSO A BIG SELECTION OF SHIRTS.
PATCHES. STICKERS. BUTTONS AND MORE.

J x — - - V
" "/ rsuiw.

Also write us for wholesale rates and trades for five or ten copies. Cheers

to everyone in the DIY community who's supported us from the start to

finish! See you soon with our new project called Calloused. Write to:

Callouse^PO Box 8985/Mpls MN 55408.
•• TAPES BY ACTIVE MINDS, Crucifix, Armistice, Resist, Filth Creeps,

Coexist, and a bunch of obscure others. Send a stamp or your distro iist

and we’ll talk. $3ppdatape. Annihilation Distro </o Willow/PO Box 4501/

Crofton MD 21114
•• BOMBERS RELEASES: Sexy super porno hardcore 7" (rebel-girl from

Italy), Assholes 7" (garage punk ala Rip Offs), Tear Me Down 10" (Italian

old school), Abuso Sonoro 7“ (hc/crust from Brazil)... Our records, or

ideas., get our list for $1 . We trade too! Adrv Bombers/Valium/CP 2^
0401 1 Aprilia (Lative) Italy.

•• RUMORS FROM THE AIR CONDITIONED TIGER PIT- 1 3 band, 26 song

punk rock compilation CD. With: Piss Shivers, Christina Science AD,

Bomb Squadron & More. $6ppd. Payable to Cedric Crouch c/o Spine

Punch Distro/46 Oberholtzer Rd/Bechtelsville PA 19505.

other more likely one, I picture

an odd assortment of folks

having some fun being a bit

goofy and playing some hard

punchy music. Not that the

“type" matters. At any rate:

the sound is heavy and punchy

with a little bit of funk, dare I

say some hip-hop style vo-

cals— but only a touch and

not enough to make me go

“eeww”. It’s pretty hard

rockin and they do a Minor

Threat cover. (All Bets 0fV

530 Qj,vjsadero #1 21/SF CA

94117)

ANOTHER VICTIM - A POR-

TRAYAL OF VENGEANCE CD

Is it metal oris it hardcore? Or

is it metal-hardcore? Well

that’s the case and I like it. I’d

say that this actually leans

heavily on the metal side

though the crossover merge

is strong. Heavy, big and full

best bands I’ve seen live but

one I don’t want to listen to at

home. When I first played this

I was assaulted by the blast-

ing insanity of noise. On sec-

ond listen - though of course

the foundation for this is ex-

treme brutally fast and manic

with painfully screamed vo-

cals - there’s a lot more actu-

ally kickin beats that I might

have remembered. This 12"

with 19 songs goes by at 45

speed and will knock you

down. Even with my predis-

position to own this records

and not listen to them -
1 think

this is actually pretty fucking

cool. ($6ppckLenguaArmady

2340 W. 24th St/Chicago IL

60608)

CIVIL DEATH - TAPE This is

awesome!! It’s punk rock -

straight up and no bullshit -

and it’s just the way I love it.

CD $10 LP/Cass $7 foreign orders add 20%
__

_ 00D00
VJVJ UUUULZl
PO Box 17746 Anaheim, CA 92817

Once a Jollysivagman. .

.

25 song album
by Australia's

biggest and best

punk people.

CD/Cass/LP

LIBERATION RECORDS PSi&'fcTS^

THE VINDICTIVES

Leave Home

jtiig

Chicago, IL’S punk rock masters S3
cover the entire RAMONFS ffj
"Leave Home" album

CD/Cass/Lp

ALL PHOTOS IN
SLUG & LETTUCE
BV CHRIS BOARTS

'Slug,-*? IftHttt*



Civil Death reminds me an awful lot of Civil Disobedience - so that

might give you an idea of the style. They play fast with an energetic

upbeat tempo that is catchy and the dual and layered vocals blend in

good. All in all it’s pretty kick ass: it’s got a heavy nitty gritty kinda style.

This is one of the best tapes I’ve heard and it's unfortunate that they’ve

also broken up. ($3ppd/Room 1 0VMitch/24 Three Rod Rd/Windsor

CT 06095)

COCKS SPARRER - TWO MONKEY’S CD As one of my favorite Oi-

Punk bands I’ve been totally into the fact that they’re still going and

doing new stuff. This new one has some good ones though they still

have these street-tough and fighting lyrics and make me squirm. Their

overall sound is still there: catchy hooks and man that guys vocals are

a trademark in and of themselves. Though there does seem to be some

guitar soloing straight outta classic rock. I love Cocks Sparrer and their

anthemic-like songs always grow on me but so far I haven’t been quite

as captivated. (Rotz Records/221 1 N. Elston Ave/Chicago IL 60614)

CODE 13 - A PART OF AMERICA DIED TODAY 7" Code 13 rock and

they’ve grown to be more and more of a favorite. Best of all is that they

are total old-school hardcore and draw lots of old roots - and they play

with blazing speed. With a galloping pace they bust out over 1 0 songs

here and never go into manic bluurrgg style in doing so. They just play

straight and to the point like a whirlwind. There’s touches of total old

school style and there’s also plenty of little quirky bits to throw you off

and make you smile and they’ve got a totally heavy sound like only

warriors coming out of the tundra could have. If you are one of the 1 00

totally lucky ones then this comes with a silkscreened on camo cover.

This totally rules!! (Havoc/PO Box 858yMpls MN 55408)
**

CONTEMPT - SHOUTING THE ODDS CD This is awesome classic UK Oi-

Punk. Unlike so much of the upsurgence and rehashing going on these

days, Contempt stand out and hold my attention. They’ve got a catchy

upbeat sound and clear sing-speak vocals— all very traditional Oi-Punk.

They’ve also good a good solid bunch of musicians who play with power

and go beyond the simple and basic stuff and give their sound real punch

and flavor. Awesome stuff!! (Bomb Factory Records' PO Box 21/

Tenterden, KentTN30 7ZZUK)

CRIPPLE BASTARDS - MASSACRE CORE LIVE EP 7“ This Italian thrash

band has become quite popular lately - though their manic style of blazing

blast beat driven speed for the most part it doesn’t do it for me. Much of

this is tight ultra fast hardcore and the Italian vocals give it a classic

sound. But they take that and go over the edge - pushing the boundaries

for playing faster and crazier. In spite of some of the full on noise bands

- and full on blast-beat bands these days - this is actually not out of control

at all - but it’s definitely extreme. (Denied A Custom ot> Yoshiyuki

Takahash/3-5-1 2-106 Hashigada/Narita-Shi, Chiba 286^Japan)

CRIPPLED HEROES - DEMO TAPE The recording on this is really low but

otherwise decent. They’re a crust-punk band with a galloping style and

anguished dual screamed vocals. Not bad at all, but it’s been heard

before and therefore could use a better recording to make it stand out.

None the less - a band to keep your ears on. (Send 3 stamps/Mike Climei/

12760 Francisco #2/ Blue Island IL 64046)

DAMAD - CENTRIC 7" Damad has become my favorite band in the past

year or so - 1 mean - 1 LOVE this band and worship and praise them at

every opportunity I get From Victoria’s mezermerizingly amazing vocals

to the deep tonation sound throughout and of course the layering

complexities which all weave and spin webs around my very soul. Like

SlapA Ham Records
“Making Power Violence a cheesy catch phrase since 1989

"

FUCK ON THE BEACH
1 "Fastcore On The Beach”

14 song 7”
- A Music War”

73 band, 84 sona 7” compilation

OTHER STUFF: ,

Comas Alive” 29 band compilation LP/CD • NO LESS”Box.d In” 7** -S^^nowj
t Tk>«i> /vi /I /m\ «MELT BANANA n«w T-shirt (XL/L/M) • MELT BANANA Elsvsn Jk

^'HErLN«ION "At WarWIthTmo” 6” “CAPITALIST CASUALTIES "Dop. A War” 7^
THTBIft ad” 7” “MAW IS THE BASTARD "P.I.Y. CD^

. SPAZZ**Swatin* ToTh^OldUs^D

I
All prices postpaid / U^urrenc^nlJI

No-Amorica Surface Airmail
7”/ 5** = $3.50 4 6

I LP = $8 lo

i Slap A Ham

I said -
1 LOVE Damad and I will go to the ends of the earth to see them

again. So imagine my delight when I stumbled upon this new piece of

vinyl -
1 cherished it like gold. These two songs have a lot more technical

like details and heavy sampling. All of the elements that I love are present:

I get goose bumps and close my eyes in a mesmerized way as the

intensity builds up and Damad rock me to the bottom of my heart and soul

as always. Atlanta here I come (Damad is playing Junel 2th). (Clean

Plate Records/PO Box 070^ Hampshire College/Amherst MA 01002)

DEAD END CRUISERS/LOWER CLASS BRATS SPLIT
7"

The Dead End

Cruisers play a melodic style of the old Oi-Punk genre. The clean guitar

sound lends itself towards the Johnny Thunders side of rock and roll.

Doesn’t really do much for me. The Lower Class Brats have more of a

punky edge to them with a galloping drum beat and gruff vocals all of

which has a very working class heavy on the Oi! end of punk. ($4ppd/

Second To None/POB 4947/ Austin TX 78765)

DEEPREST - S/T 7" This caught my attention cause it’s good and

definitely a bit different. It’s kinda emo with a mello guitar that bursts into

a totally heavy hardcore outburst. Vocals are layered with singing and

screaming and even creating a soundscape background. I really like the

way it all intertwines and creates a feeling while also having a punchy

head banging beat. This band is from Copenhagen and they’re pretty

cool. (Error Records'Box 578/DK-2200 Copenhagen Bronx/Denmark)

DETESTATION - ST LP This is fantastically awesome and amazing!!

Detestation are without a doubt one of the best bands going these days!

I think that this LP is the best yet of their prolific releases. Their raging

Swedish hardcore styled sound is totally tight and kick-ass. And best of

all are Saira’s vocals which are perfect! With some likening to Nausea

(music, attitude, vocals) and a perfect blend of peace punk sensibilities

with energetic, high speed kick ass hardcore - the blend of energy,

attitude and overall style is utter perfection in my eyes. I can keep

listening to this LP endlessly without tiring of it and thankfully it lasts

a bit longer than the split 7"s. Fuck Yeah!!! (Another fine slab of vinyl

from Profane ExistenceSkuld Releases)

DETESTATION/POSITIVE NEGATIVE - Split 7" Detestation continue

to be one of the best and one of my absolute favorite bands! It seems

like every time I turn abound there is another release which is just

amazing. This is totally up to par with the LP as among the best. They

totally rock out with the Swedish style hardcore punk and Saira’s

vocals are the best! If you haven’t heard Detestation - then don’t miss

out!! Positive Negative are a great match. They’re from Finland and

play a classic style with a touch of the UK apocalyptic industrial punk

to give it flair: like a touch of Antisect and then a Conflict cover give you

an idea of where they’re coming from. Wow- good stuff! Awesome
split that is among the better! (Fight Records/Turtolanmaenkatu 6 D

31/33710 Tampere Finland)
***

F.I.O.M - THE WAY AHEAD IS VERY NARROW 7" This is Japanese

hardcore with a total thrash style. It’s got a fast kickin tempo with

punchy vocals as well. It’s manic high speed. It’s solid and likening

to old style hardcore thrash - but I doubt I’ll be listening to this a lot.

(Forest Records c/o Hideyuki Okahara/ Ceramica 2 #301/2-1-37

Minami Kokubunj/Tokyo 185 Japan)

FAKE HYPPI - START A NEW GAME CD I liked this from the start. It’s

emotional hardcore like the style outta DC once upon a time. It also

reminds me of the Cure a bit in the vocals, which in turn makes me think

of the Trans Magetti who also draw on the DC sound with a post-

hardcore style. Fake Hyppi are from France. (TablokF1 1 Rue Lejeune/

31000 Toulouse France)
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ABUSO S0N0R0" J0G0 S0J0" 7" 4$
ACTIVE MINDS "FREE TO BE CHAINED" LP . 9 $

AGATHOCLES/VOMIT FALL split 10" 9$
AMNESTY 7" (ex-NAMLAND) 3.50$
APARTMENT 213/BENUMB split 7".... 3. 50$
BAD ACID TRIP/LACERATION spl i t 7 " . 3 . 50

$

BIG BUBBA" JUST RELIABLE HOMI Cl DE"CD . 7$
COMRADES "DARK EDGE VIOLENCE" 7" 4$
CRIPPLE BASTARDS "YOUR LIES "CD 11$
DAHMER/I .R.F. split 7" 4$
DI SMACHI NE/NAI LED DOWN" split 7".... 4$
DI SRUPT"DEPRI VED" 7" 3.50$
DOOM"PISSED, ROBBED AND TWATTED" 7".. 4$
ENEMY SOIL/CORRUPTED split 7" 4$
EXCRETED ALIVE/OBLITERATE split 7".. 4$
GENERATION EXCREMENT 7" 3.50$
GLOBAL HOLOCAUST "NO MORE" 7" 3$
GLOBAL HOLO. /OBNOXIOUS RACE split7".3$
GRINDING MADNESS #2 comp. 7" 4$
HARSH "FROM MANIPULATION TO..." 7"

HELL ON EARTH comp .
7 "; CRUNCH , etc

.

INTESTINAL DISEASE/CORNUCOPIA 7".
INVASORES DE CEREBROS 7"
KAOS 6 4 "KAOS TOTAL" CD
MAN AFRAI D"THOSE DI SENCHANTED" 7 " . 3 . 50

$

MOB 4
7 "WAR VICTIM" 7" 3$

MUSHROOM ATTACK/FORGOT. P. split LP.9$
9 SHOCK TERROR"EARTH, WIND. .

. " 7". 3. 50$
NO FATE vol.4 comp, double CD 12$
OBNOXIOUS RACE 7" 3$
OLHO SECO"OS PRIMEIROS DIAS". 12" 9$
PROJECT: A/CONTROL split 7" 3.50$
REMI SSI ON "A FEW TRACES OF..." 7".... 4$
RI PCORD" HARDCORE" CD 11$
SARCASM/WOJCZECH split 7" 4$
SNIFTER "ACT I ON, REACT I ON" 7" 4$
TAKING LIBERTIES comp .

7
" ; SUFFER , etc . 4

$

10-96 "CATASTROPHEE" 7" 3 . 50$
TUMULT"THE HEROIC BLOODSHED" 7".. ...4$
UNHOLY GRAVE/KRUSH split 7" 3$
URBN DK"WILL E. SURVIVE?" 7" 3.50$
VIOLENT CORE ATTACK comp. 7" *...3$
WORLD CHAOS 7" 4$
YUPPIECRUSHER/INTERVENZIONE spl i t7" . 4$
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SanF^CA94142-®«
USA
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CD I’d never heard this band before, even though I should have. They

play punk ala East Bay 8 years ago which I like. They sound kinda like

Crimpshrines 7" but with a little more edge to them. (-Beau) (Hopeless

Records)

FLAG FALLEN - TAPE Honestly it makes me so happy to know that

the peace punk scene is alive and well and creating new bands. And

this is just that - anarcho peace punk drawing on all the roots. This is

totally punk with dual vocals (but nothing guttural or doom-like) with

a steady yet upbeat pogo beat. Comes with a nice booklet with lyrics

and artwork. Puts a smile on my face! (Crasshole/POB 73/Odenton

MD 21113 or Flag Fallen c/o Bob/ 281 2 Summit Ave/Baltimore MD
21234)

FOUR LETTER WORD - A NASTY PIECE OF WORK CD F.L.W. is one

of the “new breed” of hardcore punk bands. They go from melodic

harmony to fast hardcore songs. They’re a good band because they’re

hard to stereotype like “they sound like...". If you like the direction BYO

is going, you should like this too. (-Beau) (BYO)

FRODUS - CONGLOMERATE INTERNATIONAL CD This band has

changed a lot. They weren’t thatgood a couple of years ago butthey’re

really good now. If they were a little more chunka-chunka they would

fit in perfect with Am-Rep sorta like Jesus Lizard. I was pleasantly

surprised by this record. (-Beau) (Tooth & Nail Records/ PO Box

12698/Seattle WA 98111-4698)

GOD AWFUL - S/f 7" This is ABC NO RIO-core. All the photos are

taken in and around ABC and I’ve seen all these kids at ABC though I

don’t think I ever saw the band. They play basic hardcore-punk. The

vocals stand out a lot - kinda nasally and frog throated in a way that

reminds me of some DC band. It’s all fine and dandy yet nothing quite

earth-shattering either. (Town Hall Records'PO Box974/Harriman NY

10926-0974)

GOOD RIDDANCE - BALLADS FROM THE REVOLUTION CD Good

Riddance rules!!! I love this band. Good thoughtful lyrics and Sean’s

right foot on drums is insane. This is one, if not the best band on Fat.

All the things you like about Fat they’re everything you hate about Fat

they’re not. (-Beau) (Fat Wreckords)

GUY SMILEY - CAN’T TURN BACK CD Whao! Rock n Roll. This band

looks like a hardcore band but sound kinda rock. Kinda like the Straw

Dogs. So many bands sound like this, so they kinda get lost But you

can put this in and make rock and roll faces in the mirror, so that’s a

good thing. (-Beau) (Devil DolKPOB 30727/Long Beach CA 90353)

HELLNAT10N - S/T 12“ Okay so I listened to almost half of this -

thinking it was pretty good - definitely up there in the power-violence

world - with little bits of His Hero Is Gone in the evil layering. Then I

realized, woops, this is a 45 not 33. So I speed it up and it’s just ultra

fast mayhem. I know this about Hellnation - but it’s surprising none

the less. Hellnation are another band that I like to see live but rarely

listen to at home (the fast manic bluurrg speed just doesn’t do it for

me). There’s a lot of great stuff to say about Hellnation - they do their

thing well and they have an awesome guitars sound - and with ultra

tight blazing speed rip through more songs than you’d think possible.

I was kinda into the 33 speed version though. (Sound PollutiorvPO Box

17742/ Covington KY 41017)\

HIBERNATION -7" This band is from Greece and I think maybe the title

is “Xeimepia Vapkn", but I would have thought that was the name of

the band cause that is on the front - but I know the band is Hibernation.

From the very beginning I knew that this was a new favorite band unlike

I’ve heard in a long long time. It reminds me of Nausea and Antisect...

with a triumphant metal power and a totally anarcho-peace punk style.

The vocals are deep and gruff and doom-like. It's also got a wailing

Swedish hardcore style guitar. This is straight outta my favorite world

of early 90s style metallic peace punk and I fucking love it!!! (c4) Alex

Sismanidis/Orfanidou 6^1 1141 Ano Patisia/Athens Greece or Malarie

Records/ Gladiolowa 22/60-175 Poznan/ Poland)

HIS HERO IS GONE/URANUS - Split LP His Hero Is Gone are tops

of my list of amazing fucking bands that put me over the edge. When
I first heard about this record it was one I wanted to go out of my way
to find and since it was essentially only available at the time from the

band on tour - that is when I got it (and I ’ve forgotten to review it these

past 4 or so months). His Hero Is Gone totally mesmerize me with their

extremely powerful and complex laying of evil guitars sounds and

tonations that connect to my soul. Even though they humbly said this

recording sucks and they want to re-record it -
1 think this rules!! I’m

not sure exactly what the story is with the Uranus recordings cause

bands pretty well I wouldn’t have been able to tell them apart - let alone

get the speed right. This is one of the best and one of my favoritest

records. It’s got a simple, but as always beautiful artwork layout. (Great

American Steak Reli-

gion)

HOW LONG? / UN-

ARMED SPLIT7" Split

7"s as a format is re-

ally hard to deal with

sometimes, and so this

has sat. How Long?

gave me a kick in the

butt for letting this sit

cause they are awe-

some crust-punk right

up my alley. Listened

to them a few times in

a row just out of

adrenaline and happi-

ness. They’ve got dual

(malefemale) vocals

and total kick-ass rag-

ing Swedish styled

power. I love it! Un-

armed have a much

heavier vocaled sound

with deep grind-core

like voice and a bad

snare sound on the

drums which left me
less happy. (Insane

Society^ Barvak/PO

Box 6^501 01 Hradec

Kralov^Czech Repub-

lic)
**

INFECTIOUS GARAGE

DISEASE - DEMO 97 The cover for this is hideous, but I gave it a try

anyway and I was hooked instantly by a heavy metal assault which held

me as it turned into some raging hardcore thrash with speed like DRI

introduced all those eons ago. There’s a definite goofiness in here too and

I really don’t know what they’re singing about but it reminds me of old

“crossover” hardcore

in a good way and I like

it. ($4ppc^ PO Box

417687/ Sacramento

CA 95841-7687)

KNUCKLEHEAD - S/T

V This is total Oi-Punk

with catchy poppy

music and sing-a-long

chorus style vocals.

And there are the to-

ken Oi Oi Oi’s as well.

It’s got total skin-head

Oi style stuff and more

Rancid style punk parts

too. Not bad at all, but

nothing to make me go

nuts either. (Far Our

Records/ PO Box

14361/ Ft. Lauderdale

FL 33302)

LARM - EXTREME
NOISE CD Larm are

an old hardcore band

from Holland who got

really popular and split

up -yet still command

a ton of obsessive

fans. This is the per-

fect collection for ev-

eryone who either

loves Larm deeply or wants to get to hear them cause this is a collection

Coalition Records/Jeroen Vrijhoef/Visotterstraat 54/6532 CK Nijmegen/

The Netherlands)

LEGION OF DOOM -TAPE While somewhat generic, this is also a good

recording of grind-

core-punk. They’ve

got deep throated

dual vocals and a

basic tempo beat. I

go back and forth

from thinking it’s

pretty good to hear-

ing the simple struc-

ture of it. So I think

I’ll say it’s a good

start and it’s actually

kinda up my alley.

($3ppd/ Tyler

Bormanr/666 South

Washington St/

Medford Wl 54451)

LIES & DISTRUST -

TAPE I will forever

love this style of

crust-doom punk!

The one fault of the

style is that it has a

repetitive nature (that

‘dis’ heritage) but

still... the bass heavy

tones and catchy

guitar lines and deep

throated vocals -
I

love it and this is per-

fect!! (Pavel FrimK

Mrstilkova 393/664

82 Ricany u Brna/

Czech Republic)

LOGICAL NONSENSE - SOUL POLLUTION CD I didn’t realize that this,

their first full length on Tee Pee Records was hard to find - but none the

less - Logical Nonsense are one of my favorite bands and Alternative

Tentacles has re-released this first CD (maybe it’ll also be on vinyl

now!?). This band

rocks and the new

cover art is awesome

and makes a good pair

with “Expand the

Hive". Soul Pollution

has more of their var-

ied hardcore roots

with less of the lay-

ered (well they’re al-

ways layered) but less

of sampled complexi-

ties and more straight

up desert baked

hardcore. And these

days I think that Logi-

cal Nonsense are

about the only good

thing to come out of

the god-forsaken

desert. (Alternative

Tentacles)

LOSTWORLD- CAPI-

TALISM IS THE DIS-

EASE 2X7" Leave it

to Skuld to produce

yet another beautiful

record and upholding

my expectations this

is great! Lost Word

reminds me a lot of

Leatherface - both in vocals and with a melodic style. At the same time

like so many other things. (Profane Existences Box 8722/Mpls MN
55408 and Suspiria Records and Skuld Records both in Germany)

LOWER CLASS BRATS - RATHER BE HATED THAN IGNORED CD

UK-styled Oi-Punk is one of my favorite things and it’s where I have

my roots in punk. The Lower Class Brats have had a strong-hold on

the kids for a few years now. When I first heard their demo tape I

thought itwas pretty generic, but I also found that the catchy choruses

really grew on me. I’m not sure what the story is with this release

cause at least some of the songs I’ve heard before... While I seem to

tire of this after awhile— they have a totally tight sound and do a good

job delivering the goods. It’s skins & punks Oi straight outta the early

80s with a pogo beat and chorusing Whooah sing-a-longs. Reminds

me a lot of the Press. (GMM Records/ PO Box 15234/ Atlanta GA
30333)

MAN’S RUIN - WHO YOU CALLIN’ CRACKER CD This is probably the

only all girl Oi-Punk band from the deep south. A part of me loves this

band - justfor existing. They’re definitely pretty kick-ass with a strong

bouncing and galloping pogo beat. The vocals are in-your-face and

assertive with a raunchy rock sound with catchy sing-a-long parts.

And yet the whole “We Can Out Drink, Out Fight and Out Fuck All Y’AH”

attitude and the fact that all their songs are about just that - fucking,

drinking and being tough - is disappointing cause it’s the very same

thing that if boys were doing I’d hate. What’s the difference? I guess

I’m kinda undecided in the end: a few songs ata time rock, all of it gets

kinda mediocre and the attitude is just one I can’t get into. And a

thanks to “Screwdriver" for whatever meaning is treading a thin line:

even if there’s a joke to take. (?) (GMIVKPO Box 15234/ Atlanta GA

30333)

MRTVA BUDOUCNOST/COEXIST SPLIT 7" On this split I find Mrtva

Budoucnost to be much better. Their songs are less spastic and seem

to have a bit more structure but they still have a blazing manic quality

with piercing screaming vocals. Crust punk. I thought that Coexist

were from France, but this must another one from Czechoslovakia. It’s

a shame that these recordings have this hollow sound - it’s not bad

and Coexist are a good band and could really blow you away with a

more powerful sound. This is good crust punk with a steady upbeat

tempo style and a bit of funkiness and punch in the vocals. I’ll look for

more from this band. (Insane Society/ot) Barvak/PO Box 6/501 01

Hradec Kralove/Czech Republic)

MRTVA BUDOUCNOST/PANGS OF REMORSE SPLIT 7" 2 Czech

bands here. Mrtva have a noisy recording sound and play a manic fast

style of blazing hardcore with dual screaming vocals and short fast

songs. It’s a bit all over the place for me andtor maybe a bit too manic

and bluurrgg-esque. Pangs of Remorse are even worse: a noisier

sound, even more manic bluurrgg speed and a bad drum sound. Ugh

- 1 really hate this kind of thing. (Insane Society/ot) BarvakTO Box

6/501 01 Hradec Kralove/Czech Republic)

NAPALM DEATH - BREAD TO BREATHE CD Though this is perhaps

a bitgimmicky in that it’s boasting a CD-Rom video thing which I won’t

give the time of day; I love Napalm Death and this is a great follow up

to the Diatribes disk. It’s 5 songs of their industrial power metal and

one cover version of “Greed Killing” by a band that one a content. Like

I said, kinda gimmicky. But the 5 new songs rock as always.

(Earache)

NO LESS - BOXED IN 7" Is this for real? If it is it’s ridiculous and

horrible at the same time. It strikes me as a parody or a joke on the

whole grind-core thing - with insane blast beat manic parts, bad

samplings, exaggerated vocals and just plain noise. This sucks. (Slap

A Ham/PO Box 420843/SF CA 94142-0843)

NO SIDE - DEPRESSING DAY 7" This is a Japanese band drawing

their sound from American Hardcore. The recording is really raw with

lots of feedback and high end distortion. It’s tight and punchy in a

straight-forward old-school hardcore way. It’s okay, but really

doesn’t sound all that good and doesn’t stand out. (HG Fact)

NOISEGATE - THE TOWERS ARE BURNING LP Contrary to the

Hellnation record which has thousands of grooves on it - this one has

one big song. This is probably the most horrendously horrible thing

I've ever heard. They're not joking when they say noise. And this isn’t

the manic fast speed bluuurrrgg stuff which I usually deem to be noise.

This is like an industrial discordant wank of ambient atmospheric

experimentation. I am forced to skip through it hoping for something

better that just isn’t there. I don’t get it at all. ($7US/$9 world/ One

Hundred Years of Solitude/ PO Box 11 2392/ Campbell CA 95011- I
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the band cause that is on the front - but I know the band is Hibernation.

From the very beginning I knew thatthis was a new favorite band unlike

I’ve heard in a long long time. It reminds me of Nausea and Antisect...

with a triumphant metal power and a totally anarcho-peace punk style.

The vocals are deep and gruff and doom-like. It’s also got a wailing

Swedish hardcore style guitar. This is straight outta my favorite world

of early 90s style metallic peace punk and I fucking love it!!! (of) Alex

Sismanidis/Orfanidou 6^1 1 1 41 Ano Patisia^Athens Greece or Malarie

Records/Gladiolowa 22^60-175 Poznan/ Poland)

HIS HERO IS GONE/URANUS - Split LP His Hero Is Gone are tops

of my list of amazing fucking bands that put me over the edge. When
I first heard about this record it was one I wanted to go out of my way
to find and since it was essentially only available at the time from the

band on tour - that is when I got it (and I've forgotten to review it these

past 4 or so months). His Hero Is Gone totally mesmerize me with their

extremely powerful and complex laying of evil guitars sounds and
tonations that connect to my soul. Even though they humbly said this

recording sucks and they want to re-record it -
1 think this rules!! I’m

not sure exactly what the story is with the Uranus recordings cause
they’ve been split up for awhile now. But they’re as good as His Hero

and listening to the Uranus stuff now makes me realize just how linked

they are and how much Yannick’s style has added to both. The only

this is that this 12" has plain labels and both sides are on different

speed and it’s kinda destined to fuck with you. If I didn’t know both

Dead

Songs by long time Denver

I

iardcore DEAD SILENCE plus

Spoken Wordcore by Beckey

DEAD SILENCE"A benifit" $4 bucks-

Also Available:

-ZERO HOUR ‘'inconvenience" ep $3-

-RESIST AND EXIST ep SS-

I-STARVED AND DELIRlOUS*unoroud"ep S3-

t| Spiral Records
O 1916PikePlace#12
30 Seattle, WA 981 01

O
o

http://burn.ucsd.edu/-nickle/

also distributed by:

Profane Existence

Ebullition

Sound Idea

CRISIS CENTER RECORDS

it s got xoiai sKin-neaa

Oi style stuff and more

Rancid style punk parts

too. Not bad at all, but

nothing to make me go

nuts either. (Far Our

Records/ PO Box

14361/Ft. Lauderdale

FL 33302)

LARM - EXTREME
NOISE CD Larm are

an old hardcore band

from Holland who got

really popular and split

up -yet still command

a ton of obsessive

fans. This is the per-

fect collection for ev-

eryone who either

loves Larm deeply or wants to get to hear them cause this is a collection

of everything: 75 songs 76 minutes make the complete discography.

Pretty amazing isn’t it. It’s good to be reminded of our roots and of when
hardcore was raw and bond-drilling and fast and frantic outbursts in less

than a minute. This is the deal. (Red As Fuck Records^Paul & Olav vd

Berg/v Randwijcklaan 1 15C/3814 AH AmersfoorVThe Netherlands and

ties and more straight

up desert baked

hardcore. And these

days I think that Logi-

cal Nonsense are

about the only good

thing to come out of

the god-forsaken

desert. (Alternative

Tentacles)

LOSTWORLD- CAPI-

TALISM IS THE DIS-

EASE 2X7" Leave it

to Skuld to produce

yet another beautiful

record and upholding

my expectations this

is great! Lost Word

reminds me a lot of

Leatherface - both in vocals and with a melodic style. At the same time

they also have a more in-your-face aggression kinda like Disaffect - that

is far from being metal. There seems to be two singers - one more

Leatherface-like and the other more throaty and crust-punk like. Celtic

imagery and pro-vegan, anti-animal cruelty graphics abound this beau-

tifully printed record. This is awesome and quite refreshing to not sound

(Earache)

NO LESS - BOXED IN 7" Is this for real? If it is it’s ridiculous and

horrible at the same time. It strikes me as a parody or a joke on the

whole grind-core thing - with insane blast beat manic parts, bad

samplings, exaggerated vocals and justplain noise. This sucks. (Slap

A Ham/PO Box 420843/SF CA 94142-0843)

NO SIDE - DEPRESSING DAY 7" This is a Japanese band drawing

their sound from American Hardcore. The recording is really raw with

lots of feedback and high end distortion. It’s tight and punchy in a

straight-forward old-school hardcore way. It’s okay, but really

doesn’t sound all that good and doesn’t stand out. (HG Fact)

NOISEGATE - THE TOWERS ARE BURNING LP Contrary to the

Hellnation record which has thousands of grooves on it - this one has

one big song. This is probably the most horrendously horrible thing

I’ve ever heard. They’re not joking when they say noise. And this isn’t

the manic fast speed bluuurrrgg stuff which I usually deem to be noise.

This is like an industrial discordant wank of ambient atmospheric

experimentation. I am forced to skip through it hoping for something

better that just isn’t there. I don’t get it at all. ($7[}^$9 worW One
Hundred Years of Solitude/ PO Box 11 2392/ Campbell CA 95011-

2392)

OBNOXIOUS RACE - 7" This is awesome Canadian punk that is tight

and fast with a heavy kickin’ beat. I am so into this cause it’s just the

sort of thing I like. There’s dual male and female vocals and good

political lyrics. It’s got a straight-forward old styled punk sound (as
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opposed to any sort of grind, crust or metal style). This is awesome
- total kick ass punk - and man I can see the frenzy created by seeing

this band! Yeah!! ($3ppd US/Simon Par^827 Goldbourn&'Greenfield

Park, Quebec/J4V 3H4 Canada)
***

ONE YEAR L0ST-S/T7" This is quite a variation for anyone used to

the ‘sound’ from West Chester. This band seems to draw their

influence more from the French Canadian discordant sound. This is

awesome! They’ve got a heavy full sound with really deep vocals that

roll out over the music. A touch of Filth too keeping it in the punk

spectrum blended with a touch of mosh-it up metal hardcore. I like it!

(c4) John BerrodirV305 Shropshire Di/West Chester PA 19382)

PARIAPUNK- FINAL BLAST CD This is a good French punk band with

a classic pogo-beat style and theirown unique flair. Their French lyrics

from the male and female singer give the vocals a distinct sound

though the predominant sound comes from the manic kicking pogo

beat. Yann does a great job of putting together a nice package to go

with the CD (a cardboard cover and booklet with lyrics and ideas -

which are presented well) and that makes all the difference. I don’t

know how to describe the unique flair which is a bit of chorus back-

up vocals and acoustic guitar and some wind instruments which

combine for this traditional folk kind of sound added onto the total all-

out punk sound. Good stuff! (Y. Boiseleve'BP 7523^35075 Rennes

Cedex 3 France)

PESTILENCE - DEMO TAPE This 5 song demo tape goes by too

quickly. This is a crust-punk band from Connecticut. The recording

is okay - sounds like a diy home done job which gives it a lot of high-

end guitar. It’s dual vocaled male and female with the one voice being

higher pitched almost to the point on discomfort to the ears. A decent

introduction to this band that if I knew and saw I would probably like

quite a bit. ($3ppd/Room 101/Mitch/24 Three Rod Rd/Windsor CT

06095)

POLITICAL SUICIDE -TAPE Well basically this is pretty horrible, but

you know how I always try to look for the good in things. This is very

punk and very DIY, as in it’s recorded at home in the basement and is

pretty painful most of the time. And though the lyrics are pretty generic

and are pretty much like “fuck this and fuck that and fuck you” there’s

also some care and thought as well. This could be for those who like

their pogo punk rough and raw and if they stick it out they could get

pretty good, (no address)

PRICE OF SILENCE -ST10“ This is another one that I’ve had sitting

here waiting for way too long and considering that Greg hasn’t sentme
a bad record yet and this is his band - well sorry Greg I didn’t mean to

take so long. Price of Silence are a fucking awesome hardcore band!

They’ve got all the power packed intensity and chugga chugga and just

play it all straight and heavy (without getting metal). This is totally

awesome! And best of all they’ve got great lyrics and attitude which

is what makes all the difference these days. I’m totally into this cause

the attitude and music together rock! Fuck yeah! (Spiral Objective/PO

Box WOaklands Park South Australia 5046)

PROTEST - TAKE BACK YOUR LIFE TAPE This is a peace punk band

from Singapore. The vocals remind me a bit of Filth for the raw harsh

screaming style while the music is a catchy but somewhat slow pogo

style of punk. It’s not totally captivating and yet it’s totally listenable and

well done. It’s very Oi-Punk styled and yet the vocals are raw and harsh

and way more punk. ($3pp(/lrfaar/Blk 227, Tampines St. 23/#01 -11W
Singapore 520227)

PUNCH PEOPLE -TAPE This self titled "album” opens doors that have

remained purposely locked for many years. Is this punk rock at it’s finest

or heavy metal at it’s worst. I’m not sure, but I guarantee you that the

creative process was either the lack of behavior modifying drugs or the

handiwork of massive stupidity. (-Luke) Though it doesn’t sound like it,

Luke actually loved this and plays it at parties. (-Chris) (Noah Lyons/

67 Barclay Rd/Clintondale NY 12515)

RADICAL NOISE - 14 MORE REASONS TO BURN US DOWN CD This

is awesome! It’s totally powerful and heavy with deep vocals that have

a touch of Oi Polloi in them. This is an awesome mix of hardcore and

punk in the way that has become referred to as “old school” - though

all around this has a present day heavy hardcore sound. The recording

and all that is awesome and this rocks! I’ve listened to it twice in a row

- it’s got all the hooks and catches that are perfect to keep me going -

1

love it!! ($8pp(/SOA Records/Paolo Petralia'via Oderisi da/Gubbio 67/

69/00146 Roma Italy)

RAIN ON THE PARADE - BODY BAD EP CO This is old school straight

19040)

RANDOM CONFLICT - WHEN WE DO RIGHT. NO ONE REMEMBERS -

TAPE As I’m reviewing a bunch of demo tapes I keep being surprised

at how short they are. This is 4 songs of punk rock that is well-recorded

and sounds good. It’s straight-forward stuff: catchy and upbeat, clear

deep vocals and a pogo styled beat. (Random ConflictPO Box 1 2262/

Huntsville AL 35815-2262)

SAM THE BUTCHER - SHELTERED CD Let’s see... Florida has got a

sound either heavy andbr poppy with a little ska. This is the latter. This

is a really good poppy^ka band. I bet they’re really fun live but it doesn’t

carry over to recording. I’ll bet in a couple of years when they’re matured

as a bandthey’ll be really good. (-Beau) (FarOutRecords'PO Box 14361/

Ft Laud. FL 33302)

SCHLEPROCK - A LONG TIME AGO CD Unreleased and demo records

are great if you really like the band. This is a CD of not very well

recorded stuff which, if you’re never heard Schleprock will leave you

with the question “Why?” But if you’re a fan, it might be a different

story. (-Beau) (Cool Guy Records/1 01 40 Gard Ave/Santa Fe Springs

CA 90670)

SCREAM - LIVE AT THE BLACK CAT CD If you like Scream, you will

love this record. A must have for all you scream fans. The sound

quality is excellent and the atmosphere of the show (recorded 1 2-28-

96 at the Black Cat in Washington DC) comes through. All the hits by

original line-up. Dave Grohl even plays on one song. Get it now. (-

Erik) (Torque Records/PO Box 229^ Arlington VA 22210)

SOILENT GREEN - STRING OF LIES CD All I can say aboutthis release

is that this is the most amazing piece of musicianship I’ve ever heard.

Unlike some of Soilent Green’s previous work, this ep is song focused.

And all three of these songs are really really good. Outstanding band,

outstanding record. (-Erik) (Relapse)

SOULFLY - S/T CD Otherwise known as Max from Sepultura’s new

band. I was stoked when I found out that Roy was going to be playing

drums with Max: Roy’s a great friend and an excellent drummer and

the sentimental part of me remembers that Roy’s the one that took me
to see Sepultura and was excited to be recording something for them.

At any rate: This picks up where Sepultura’s Roots album left off with

a few songs that have the same sound quality and totally rock.

They’ve also taken the world beat music stuff even further and

interspersed it throughout. It’s all really good and it’s also all really

long. I’ve listened to it a lot - mostly while doing stuff around the house

and I find that each time there are these lull parts where I find myself

surprised that this is as long as it is. I kept telling myself that I needed

to really stay focused with it - but I think that forme this is one of those

things that will captivate me at times and still have parts that lull.

(Roadrunner)

SUBSANITY -HUMAN IS SHIT 7
M
This is heavy grind-core with deep

gruff growling vocals and a steady punchy beat. I don’t like the drum

sound which is either too loud or just too simple of a thud to go with

the rest of it. There’s something that I like a lot about this - and yet it

doesn’t quite make it into my permanent listening category either.

Then again extreme blasting death metal-esque grind core with blast

beats never does. (Sensual Underground Ministries/PO Box 8545/

Tulsa OK 74101-8545)

THE 4-SQUARES - SAVE THE CLOCK TOWER CD I love this band like

an old friend. When I got the package from Quincy Shanks, I was like

“oh please let it be the 4-Squares” and it was - so I was stoked! This

is a full length CD of energetic adrenaline punk rock - and I absolutely

love it; so much so that I keep listening to it repetitively!! I drink a lot

of coffee, but I don’t get a buzz from it at all: bands like this do to me
what coffee does to most people. Yippiee! The 4-Squares play a

super catchy sorta punk that is high speed and totally kick ass. I

wouldn’t dare call it pop-punk due to negative connotations: but

someone else might call it that. It’s only as pop-punk as Anti-Flag are,

which in my eyes is a category that defies the name and just delivers

pure passionate punk rock in the niftiest grittiest way. Fuck yeah!!!

(Quincy Shanks/PO Box 3035/ Saint Charles IL 60174)

THE BOLLOCKS - TAPE This Malaysian punk band is really damn

edge hardcore stylistically straight outta the 80s with fast punchy music

and clear sing-talk lyrics with a youth crew feeling. And they’ve got

enough style to

not sound re-

hashed which

makes this

good.
(Soulforce
Records/ MLP/

Apartado de

Correos no.

18.199/28080

Madrid Spain)

RALLY CAP -

TAPE Old-

styled hardcore

playedtightand

fast with a tinny

recording and

high-end guitar.

The half spoken

vocals and

overall style re-

mind me a bit of

really old Sui-

cidal Tenden-

cies and the era

when they did

“Institutional-

ized”. ($2 + 2
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good!! They play in a heavy style - dare I say “streetpunk” style that

lends itself towards Oi-Punk without any Oi’s in it. It’s got a chugga

guitar and a crunch but is straight-up punk as fuck. Really good

recording too! A 7" vinyl format of this will be out on DIY Records

soon. ($3pp(W\SAS Distrt/LKKL 64, 4th Gombak R(y53000 Kulala

Lumpur Malaysia)

THE GREAT DIVIDE -S/T7" This is really emo with a predominantly

melodic style that is mixed with discordant high pitched grating notes.

It’s got a kinda funky style, with mostly clean played instruments that

have pinch the nerve a bit. A bit of old DC sound. This is the kind of

emo stuff that I don’t get into. ($3pp(t/FiverRecords/784 Heath Cove/

Santa Cruz CA 95062)

THE PRICKS - SHOOT YOU IN THE HEAD EP 7" The predominant

thing from this Swedish hardcore-punk band are the vocals which

sound like they are screamed through a tube or more likely a really bad

microphone. It sounds bad and it sounds weird but it does give the

focus to the punchy raspy vocal style. All in all it’s an okay band - but

really it’s kinda generic
.

(Hard On Records' c4) Janne Elfsten'

Kjellingatan 1 0'692 38 Kumla Sweden)

THE YOUNG ONES -TAPE I like this tape of nitty gritty dirty punk rock.

It’s pretty damn good in fact and has a totally addictive quality. And

I love the Young Ones samples interspersed throughout. The record-

ing is raw, but totally does the job of conveying the energetic songs.

Too bad there is no address.

THINGS I HATE - 7" This falls in that in-between area of being kinda

horrible and kinda interesting in the same breath. It’s got this grating

errie non-distorted guitar sound and male and female dual vocals - if

you like X - then this might be up your alley cause that’s what it

reminds me of. It kinda grates on my nerves. (Severance Records'

2736 SE 27th Ave/Portiand OR 97202-1305)

THOUGHTS OF IONESCO - AND THEN THEREWAS MOTION CD The

power and ultra heaviness of this one kinda caught me by surprise

after the last melodic release I heard on this label. This one however

is a blast of ultra power and metal driven foundation. This reminds

me of a cross between Napalm Death and some of the early 90s

bands in England that stemmed away from punk and incorporated a

more metakindustrial sound that all grew out of punk and became

associated with grind. For the most part I like this, but sometimes the

extreme technical guitar styles turn me off. (Makato'PO box 50403/

Kalamazoo Ml 49005)

TOTUUS/APARAT SPLIT 7" Totuus are a Finnish hardcore band.

They’ve got a basic fast drum beat that backs the short clipped half

spoken vocals in Finnish. Aparat have a highly distorted sound and

a warbled high energy style of blazing Finnish hardcore. Both are

good and yet neither leave a really strong impression to last. The two

bands go well together and complement each other as well -
1
got

mixed up in listening to both sides thinking it was the same side and

band. (Yellow Dog'PO Box 55 02 08/10 372 Berlin Germany)

TOXIC BONKERS - IF THE DEAD COULD TALK CD This is a great

band with a stupid name! They are a cross between metallic blazing

crust punk and heavy hardcore. The vocals are deep and throaty and

guttural. The music is heavy, tight and gallop-

ing. Right up my alley! ($8ppd from SOA
Records' c/o Paolo Petralia/ Via Oderisi da

Gubbio 67/69/00146 Roma Italy)

TRAINING FOR UTOPIA - PLASTIC SOUL
IMPALEMENT CD There is a style that is

created by a spastic and layered complex

style: with discordant guitars and manic bleat-

ing passion that comes across in a frenzy of

intensity, i love this! it draws on some of the

hardcore, metal-hardcore, and even death

metal elements that I like and spins together a

powerful explosion of musical intensity with a

strong emotional quality with touches of

melody in a way that I can really get into.

Though Tooth & Nail are known as a Christian

hardcore label and I have no doubt that this

band follows that path, in the lyrics they don’t

really address religion, which makes me feel

a little bit better. The lyrics seem to be more

emotional and personal. They’ve worked with

I a bunch of bia names in heavv rock on this so

TWENTY THIRD CHAPTER - S/T 7" Though this has a nicely printed full-

color sleeve the picture is gore art and kind of a bad heavy metal looking

turn off. However, I like this band. They’re crusty and metal with a

definite hardcore foundation. They remind me of Man Is The Bastard a

bit when MITB play actual songs. It’s heavy with gruff layered multiple

vocals and metallic

loaded power. Yeah -

I like this one quite a

bit! (Moo Cow
Records/PO Box 61^
Madison Wl 53701)

U.S. BOMBS - WAR
BIRTH CD First off...

Duane Peters... that’s

what you need to

know. The kind of old

skate punks, this

record is great!! I lis-

ten to this all the time.

They sound like a Sex

Pistols with a bigger

attitude and a 90s

sound. They rock. (-

Beau) (Hellcat

Records)

UP AGAINST - S/T 7"

This rules! The French

Canadians can pound

outsome powerhouse

stuff! While I’ve come

to expect a certain dis-

cordant style - this is

much more in the crust

punk family -with blaz-

ing power and speed

and deep throated vo-

cals that all mesh into

a powerful assault.

And underlying it all is

a framework of dis-

cordant layered gui-

tars all of which hits you in the chestand knocks you back a few feet. This

is totally tight, totally powerful and totally awesome!! Fuck Yeah!!

($4ppd' Drunk Records' PO Box 4764^ Montreal Quebec/ H2H 2S8/

Canada)
***

v'a PARANOIZE - TAPE 60 min. comp outta New Orleans with 9 bands

from the South. Not a very good looking tape, but the music is quite well

done, well recorded, quality shit. Plus some Jerky Boys style crank calls

in between. A mix of fast and energetic punk with a lot of grinding metal

almost 13 style heaviness, some slower, some rockin’, but all heavy.

Abuse, Dulac Swade, 4 Hour Fogger, Lymph Vessel, Hard Panties &

more. (-Gabe) (PO Box 15554/New Orleans LA 70175)

y/a SANTA CRUZ STILL SUCKS! THE BAD MONKEY COMP. CD The label

Bad Monkey has been putting out some really good stuff lately, such as

the PAWNS CD and this compilation CD, though it has mostly bands I

haven’t heard of has quite a good selection of stuff. What I like best is that

this has the feeling that

some of my favorite old

classic punk comps

from the 80s had and

perhaps it’s just a big

dose of that California

punk-hardcore sound.

There is a range of clas-

sic hardcore to ska-

punk and a bit of every-

thing in between. What

makes this compilation

stand out above others

is that just about all of

the bands are really

good - and though

comps are always a

good way of sampling

bands it seems that not

always are they really

good. If you like ener-

getic upbeat California

styled punk-core then

you should check out

this comp and this la-

bel. To name a few:

PAWNS, Good Rid-

dance, Fury 66 and Lost

Cause. (Bad Monkey

Records' 47y North

Street/ Oakland CA

94609)

u/a THE AVAILABILITY

OFTHEPOWERTO DE-

STROY COMP TAPE

This tape is a benefit for

Slug & Lettuce put together by Russ in Ohio and a fella named Sean I’ve

not yet met. Not only was I thrilled that they wanted to do a benefit tape

for S&L - but the end result was really cool with a whole bunch of great

bands that made me proud to have as a benefit. We’ve got MassKontroll,

Warpath, Seth, Human Greed, Final Warning Fleas and Lice, Morbid

Vomit, Victims of Tradition, Rectify, Anarcrust, Counterblast, Black

Static, Praparation H, and Slavestate. I was stoked thatthis included a few

favorites as well as a few new bands— and all of them were right up my
alley of the heavy crusty punky sort. You can get a copy of this fine tape

from: ($4pp(^Russ Hemmelgam/822 E. Elm St/Lima OH 45804)

y/a THE CALIGULA EFFECT: A COMPILATION CD This is a great

collection of mostly new or unknown bands who are all within the

extreme hardcore slash emo world. There is The Encyclopedia of

American Traitors are a really good new band, Madison who have

a strong likening to Boy Sets Fire, Canephora, December, and

Enemy Soil are more extreme in the land of metal. Stillguard stick

to the straight up hardcore. There’s a great bunch of heavy mosh

hardcore, emo-hardcore, extreme brutality, discordant styles: essen-

tially all of the territory (of the emo and hardcore world) is covered and

I’m super into this. There’s 1 9 bands and I can’t break down each one

or the words will start to mean nothing but we’ve got Bear Witness,

Nit-Pic, Bessemer Process, Fuse 12, Carlisle, I bleed for this?,

Hand of God, Amalgamation, Built in Enemy, Reversal of Man, 12

Hour Turn, Manual 7 and Pigdestroyer. I totally recommend this -

it’s got great bands - and it’s an affordable $4 (though I’d send $5

through the mail to: Catechism Records' 3512 Carson Drive/

WoodbridgeVA 22913)

v'a THE GREAT AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT? COMP. 7" This is a

benefit for the Toronto Friends of the Lubicon legal defense fund -

which is fighting the paper industry Daishowa who are trying to take

thousands of acres of Lubicon Lake Cree Nation land in Northern

Alberta for clear-cutting. For more information on this - get this 7" -

it explains it pretty well and gives a lot of info and contacts. The bands

on this record are all crazy extreme noise bands with Drop Dead, a

couple cool songs from Noisome Faugh, and then in the middle of

Side A there is some all out industrial noise that makes the rest of the

songs hard to track cause I’m guessing the all-out noise is the art of

Synguya. Race Traitor is much noisier, harsher and extreme than I

realized. Reversal of Man create some heart-attack inducing noise

with painfully manic screams and urgent spastic high-end guitar as

if it’s on the wrong speed. Presidents Choice are a straight-forward

hardcore band that is probably the tamest and one of my favorites and

then Passafist end this with a punchy raw number with abrasive

Japanese hardcore styled vocals. All in all quite an assault. (A-Team

Records' PO Box 1745^ Greensboro NC 27402 and Hit the Ground

Running/PO Box 41 81/ Greensboro NC 27404)

VISION - THE KIDS STILL HAVE A LOT TO SAY CD This band has

been around forever. They’re good and tight and fun to listen to. (I

caught myself playing air guitar and banging my head in the mirror).

They’re very 80s SoCakNew York hardcore which is good cause they

were around then. Kinda melodic without sounding poppy. (-Beau)

(Cargo Music)

WAR CALLED PEACE - EVERY DAY WAR CD War Called Peace is

produced by Fletcher from Pennywise, so they sound like Pennywise

with a little bit of Sublime ska on a couple songs. I like Pennywise,

so I liked this. I’d go see them if they came here. (-Beau) (Theologian

Records/PO Box 1070/Hermosa Beach CA 90254)

WIND OF PAIN - WEALTHREVEL 7" They describe this as Discharge

meets Slayer— which sounds both delicious and dangerous. But in

this case it’s pretty awesome. This is total Finnish hardcore with all

of the Dis heritage and deep throated grunting vocals. The metal

guitar gives it kick and a powerful frenzy

but doesn’t getwanky at all. Awesome

kick-ass stuff! ($4ppdsurface'Scape-

goat Records' Takuunatie 55 B 44/

20720 Turku Finland)

YUPPIECRUSHER - SkT 7" This band

is from Sweden and they’ve got a fe-

male singer with dual male vocals as

well. I ’ve having a hard time finding the

words to describe them. It’s got a

really catchy style: far from melodic,

yet the vocals have a bounce along

pace. It’s a far cry from some of the

crust metal mayhem I’ve listened to

today - and yet doesn’t lack in kick ass

power at all. This is one that would

really hook on me and grow with those

repeated listens cause the overall style

has tons of hooks and catch. The

lyrics are really great with strong per-

sonakpolitical messages. This is defi-



mg. Higm up my alley! ($Bppa trom sua
Records' c/o Paolo Petralia/ Via Oderisi da

Gubbio 67W00146 Roma Italy)

TRAINING FOR UTOPIA - PLASTIC SOUL
IMPALEMENT CD There is a style that is

created by a spastic and layered complex

style: with discordant guitars and manic bleat-

ing passion that comes across in a frenzy of

intensity. I love this! It draws on some of the

hardcore, metal-hardcore, and even death

metal elements that I like and spins together a

powerful explosion of musical intensity with a

strong emotional quality with touches of

melody in a way that I can really get into.

Though Tooth & Nail are known as a Christian

hardcore label and I have no doubt that this

band follows that path, in the lyrics they don’t

really address religion, which makes me feel

a little bit better. The lyrics seem to be more

emotional and personal. They’ve worked with

a bunch of big names in heavy rock on this so

I kinda expect that they’re attempted to make
a break away from the underground scene

which is kinda disappointing cause this CD
totally rocks!! (Tooth & Nail - Solid State'PO

Box 1 2698/ Seattle WA 981 1 1 -4698)

but doesn’t get wanky at all. Awesome

kick-ass stuff! ($4ppdsurface/Scape-

goat Records' Takuunatie 55 B 44/

20720 Turku Finland)

YUPPIECRUSHER - SvT 7" This band

is from Sweden and they’ve got a fe-

male singer with dual male vocals as

well. I ’ve having a hard time finding the

words to describe them. It’s got a

really catchy style: far from melodic,

yet the vocals have a bounce along

pace. It’s a far cry from some of the

crust metal mayhem I’ve listened to

today - and yet doesn’t lack in kick ass

power at all. This is one that would

really hook on me and grow with those

repeated listens cause the overall style

has tons of hooks and catch. The

lyrics are really great with strong per-

sonakpolitical messages. This is defi-

nitely a band to check out.

(Dodouppsualld Records/ PO Box

1 721 O' 104 62 Stockholm Sweden)

Smile .

It's Spring!

MORE METAL THAN A FUCKING SCRAPYARD

Give Them Rope lp/cd Fight Ambition to Kill lp/cd
a*

To Seduce The Choir To

Just One Soloist lp/cd

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM EDISON;

005: OVERCAST Expectations! Dilation,,, cd/cs

000,5: COALESCE / CONVERGE split 7" ep

001: STARKWEATHER Into The WiT0,,,,,,,,,,,,,i2Vn>cs/mcd
004: COALESCE A Safe Place ,,,7- ep
003: OVERCAST Begging For Indifference••••7"/mcs/mcd 005 006.5 001 004 003

000 e dis°n recordingsv p.O. box 4258(5, pllilil pil 19101-2580

We also distribute over 500 other hardcore/ punk/ indie/
metal label's merchandise, Send f2 (US), fi3 (world) for
our huge 116 page catalog or visit us on the web at
www.edisonrecordings.com or www.verjdistro,com

[prices:

7* ep - $4, 12Vmcs - $8, mcd - $8, lp/cs - $8, cd - $11
US add $3 per order for fast priority shipping,

Canada add $2 per item, Europe add $4 per item.

Visa/Mastercard/Discover/American Express orders please

call VERY DISTRIBUTION at (215) 203-8379, 12-7 pm daily.

IRACY

Distributors, Zines... Get in touch !

For additional info send an IRC or
Try our E-mail

: paura@hipernet.com.br
^

Join This Chain I

tZUiftf;
REFLEX OF DIFFERENCE

US$ 12 PPD World

/ ONLY CASH in a \
\REGISTRED LETTER )

c /o Marcio Cotineli
c:x. Postal »7
Siio Paulo / SP
O I 059-070 Brazil

Raura's 2nd release is out

!

"Reflex of Difference" 9 TVacks CD
BRAZIL' 98 HARDCORE Era
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Sound Idea Distribution
NIEAIII.Y 3,000 PUNIC ANI>

Sound Idea Distribution

PO Box 3204

Brandon, FL 33509-3204

Phone (813) 653-2550

Fax (813)653-2658

vmw.ezbizware.com/sound
ORDERING INFORMATION.

MhOmni onfcrl»S10 or it wB bt returned.

PAYMENTB TO BOB SlIREN.

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE FOR THE U.S. ONLY.
In the US, add S3 for Unit cbw postage, ¥ yon want k.

Caw and Mci surface mail: add SI peritem

Can and Mei ainwai: S3 forfinit item, SI each additional

World surface wal S2 for first item, SI each additional

World airmail: $4 for first kern, SI each addkional

PLEASE LIST ALTERNATIVES or you may
get a crrdk sRp. Big anltr* get FREE STUFF!
CATALOGS: Send SI US, S2 world.

STORES: Get in touch for wholesale rates!

And be sure to visit the Sound Idea store in Brandon.

Open every day from 12-8 PM EST

Abate "Mordare" 7" S3

Abut* Sonaro "Prlaoes" 7” S5

Achebe r» '’Demon Love" 7" S5

Active Mlndt "Free T® Be Chained" LP S7.50

Active Mindt "Slaughterhouse" LP S7.50

Active Mlndt "The National Lotto F" 7" S5

Active Mlnd*/Y*cop«ae 7" S5

Adrenalin O.D. "Siftin' Pretty” CD III

Adverta "The Wondert” 2iLP SI3.50

Against "No Armo" CD SI I

Against All Authority "Ail Foil Down” LP $8.5

Agolnat All Authority "All Foil Down” CD SI 1

Agatbueles "Dm Your Auger fAg or chy" CD $12

Agathoclc* "Lite and Ruty” 2x7" $?

Agothorlet/Shllobaue 7" S5 (Wow, another Ag 7"!)

Agothoclet/Antorltar 7" S5

Agothoclet "Back to IM7" 7" S5

Agents of Saton/No Lett 7" S3.50

Agnostic Front "Raw Unleashed" CD SI 1

Agurapbohle NoteMeed ''Hookey Rednctloo" CD $8.50

Agoraphobic NoteMeed "S/T" 7" S3 (new on CPR)
Agoraphobic NoteMeed/l.aceratlnn 7" S3

AmeMx "Arise” CD SI

2

Amen "Somewhere In Europe" 7" S5

.Amen/Short Hate Temper 7” S3

Anarehnt "Quarreling” 7” S5 (Mexico)

Anorchnt/AK 47 7" S3

\nti "The Hardcore Veart CDll

Anti Dote "Thoa Shall Not Kill" 7" S3

Anti -FI og "Their System Doesn't Work" CD SI 1

Anti-Flag "Kill" 7" S3.50 (back In stock)

Anti -Flag/Against All Antkorlty 7" S3

Anti -Flag/Dread LP ptetnre disc S8.50

Anti Patti "Last Call" LP S8.50

AnH Paatl "No Government" CD SI 3.50

Antisect "In Darkness There la No Choice" CD S13

HARDCORE TITLES FROM AROUND Till: WORLD! FAST, RELIABLE MAILORDER

Here are afew things in stock now:

Corroded "Virtual Reality" 7" $3.50

Corrosive 7" S3 (powerlhl German IIC)

Crass "Feeding or the 500” CD Si 2

Crass "Station* ofthe Crass" Cl) S12

Crass "Penis Envy" Cl) SI

2

Crass "Christ: The Alham" CD SI?

Crass "Yes, Sir I Will" CD SI2

Cripple Bastsrds/Tatarenl 10" $9

Cripple Bastsrds/Preparatlon II 7" S3

Cripple Bastard* "Best Crimes" ('I) S 1

1

Crnclfli "Deham snlcatloa" Cl) SI 2 (official repro!)

Crucifix "Dehorn anintlea” LP S8.50 (official reproduction)

Crucifix "F.xhlMt A" IT S« 50

Crnclfli "ExklMt A" CD SI 2

Craelflx "1984" 7" S3

Crndltv "The Total End" 7” S3

Dam ad "Rise and Fall” CD SI I

Dam ad "Centric” 7" $3

Day do Abortions "Little Mon In The Canoe" CD SI 2

Day do Abortions "Corporate Wbores" Cl> S12

Day do Abortions "Feed Us A Fetns" CD $12

Dead and Gone "TV Baby" 1 2" S8

Dead and Gone "TV Btby" CD S10

Dead Patriot 7" S3

Deatbtbreat 7" S3.50 (NFW with ex-Cop Out dudes)

Death Sentence "Thanks For The Support" 7" S3 (Australia)

Defiance "No Time" 7” $3

Defiance 3" mlnl-CD SS (8 previously-released songs)

Deflunce "No Future No Hope" LP $8.50 (bock In stock)

Dcflclt/Clam Chowder 7" S3

Dekodent "Wocht Eodllrh Anfl" 7" S5 (German crust)

Dekodent/Pernntnns 7" S3

Dellamorte "Everything yon Hate" CD SI3.50 (Sweden)

Demise "Fad Of An Fra" CD SI 1 (CA grind 1987-1992)

Desecration "Broken Pence" 7" S3.50 (S. American)

Detestation "Inhuman Cnndltlon" 7" S3 (BACK INI)

Destroy "Necropolis" CD SI0 (lots ofextro tracks)

Destrov "Burn This Racist System Down" 7" S3

Devoid Of Faith "Discography" CD S8.50

DIsatreeA’nfovernmcatal 7" S3

Dlsfear "Soul Scars" CD SI 3.50

Disgruntled Nation 7" S3

Dlsgnat/Desperate Coemption 7” S5

Dlskoato "Destroy! Rebuild!" LP S8.50

Dlskonto/Abnse 10" S7.50

Dlskoato "Shattered Society" 7" S3.50 (Crusty thrash!)

Dtskoato/DistJeJ 7" S3

Disrupt "S/T" 7" S3

Dlsrapt/Warcot! *p*e 7" S3

Disrupt "Deprived" 7" S3.50

Distraught 7" S3 (Ynn’d love Dlt)

D! starWo Menor "Herldas" 7" S3

Doom "Police Bastard" 7" S3

Dropklek Murphys "Boy* On The Docks" CD S8.30

E-l 3 "Search For Gllllgan" 7" $3.50 (aareleased from ’84)

Ebola/Jcnlger 7" S5

EBS "Destroy Your Enemy" LP S7 (Not fbr the anally PC)

EcanochrUt "Trained to Serve" LP S6

Econochrlst "Skewed" 7" S3

Econockrlst "Another Victim" 7" S3

Econochrl*! "Dlocography” 2xCD S10

Effigies "Remains NonvicwaMr" CD S13.50 (great HC punk!)

El Dopa "1332" LP S8.30

El Dopa "1332" CDS11
El Dopa 7" S3.50

Fpajarjeftys "Segands Prentagem" 7" S3.50

Exhale 7" $3.50

Eihnmrd/No Comply 7" S3

Extreme Smoke "Who Sold The Scene?" 7" $5

Failure Face "AH Pain No Gain" 7" S3

Hamas Investment I.P S8 50 (Back In atock)

Immoral Majority 7" S3 (Italy)

Inferno "Death and Madneaa" CDSIl
lubumaa Condition* "Secrets" LP S7

Inhuman Conditions "Deserve No Respect" I P S*

Inhumanity "The History Behind the Mystery" I P S8 5«

Inward 7" S3 (German I1C attack!)

Inward "7-elt 7.um” 10" S8.50

Ire 7" S3

Ironside "Damn Vonr Blooded Fyes" 7" S5"

Jadas Iscariot "Skeptics" 7" S3

Junta 7" S3 5ft

Katastrofialnr 7" V 3 (mega hardmre from Finland)

Katastrof! alur "Yapao* On Vanklla" 7" S3

Katastroflalae/Freak Show 7" S3

Kathode 7" S3

Kiss It Goodbye "Preacher" 7" S3 50

Krlgshot "Terrorist Attack” 7" S3 (new Swede power gods)

Knolema "Noise, Not Music" CD SI .1.50

l ethal Aggression "Subliminal Erosion" 7" S3

l.lcklty Split "Volome Won" CD SIO

Llfr’s Blood "Defiance" CD S7

Abaddon "W aleto" 7" S5 (Polish HC)
Llmecell/Savage 3-D 7" S3.50

Llmeeell/Lager l.nds 7" S3.50

l lmecell "Just Plnln Plsacd" 7" S3.50

I.lmecell "Crock Hooker" 7" S3.50

Man Is The Bastard "Tboughtle**" CD SI I

Man Is The Bastard "Sum Of The Men" LP S8.50

Man la The Bastrard "Sum OfThe Men" CD SI I

Marginal Man "Identity" CD S5 (GREAT DC HC)
Maaskontroll "Warpath" 7" S3.50

Maaakontroll "Will Yon Ever Learn?" CD SI 2

MIX' "More Dead Copt" CD SI 2 (A most have)

MDC "I Don’t Wan* To Hart Yon Dude" 7" SJ.50

Meatfly "Live In Japan" 7" S5

Meatmen "Studpowercock" CD SI 3.50

Meatmen "War ofthe SapcrMkes II" CD SI 1

Meatmea "We're The Meatmen" LP $8.50 (CLASSIC!)

Melt Banana "Wedge" 7" S3.50 (NF.W on Slap Allam)«-

Meuace-GLC "Final Vinyl" I P $8.50

Mickey and the Big Manths/Proceaa 7" S3

Mike and tie Molestrra 7" S3.50

Misery "Next Tlme/MIdalght" 7" S3

Misery "Wko’a The Fool" LP $7.50

Misery "Who's The Fool" CD S7.50

Mob "Let The Tribe Inerruse" CD SI I (UK)

Mob 47/Protes Bengt CD SI 3.50

Money Drag/WInd Of Pain 7" SS

Monster X "Will To Die" 7" S3

Monster X "1993 Demos" 7" S5 (Raw and rough!)

Motards/Faekemos 7" S3.50

Moarnlng Noise "Death Trip Delivery" CD SI 1 (Mlsflty)

Mnlrsklnner CD SI 2 (on Sludge Records)

Murder Jnnkies "Feed My Sleaze" CD SIO

Murder Jaaklei "Feed My Sleaie" 10" S8.50

Mardrrert 7" S3

MVD 7" S5

Nulled Dowu/Dlsmaehlne 7" S5

Nasnm "World In Turmoil" 7" S3 (Sweden)

Notions On Fire "Death Of The Pro-Llfrr" I.P S8.50

Nausea "Cvher God" 7” $3.50

Needlestlck 7" S3

Negative Approach "Total Recall” CD $13.30

Neuthroae "A* The Gray Skies Opened" 7” S5

Neutbrouf/Virtual Reality 7" S3

No Fraud "Hard To The Core" I.P S« (Claaale Fla tkrash)

No Fraud "Babewatck" 7" $2.50

No Fraud "I Don't Know You" 7" S3.50

No Fraud CD (24 songs) SIO (Florida's long-running HC vets)

Nelseslangkter "Greed" LP S8.50

Radlmeatarv Penl "Death Ckorck" CD SI

3

Rudimentary Penl "Death Church" LP $8.50

Rudio De Odlo/DIE 7" S3 (Brazil and Japaa)

Rapture "llnte Make* The World fl# Round" 7" S3

Rupture "l.uat and Hate" CD $13.50

Scorched Forth Policy "Toctlca of The I le" I P 38.50

Jkrcom "Live at the Black Cat" CD $10

Scream "Thl* Side l'p+ Still Screaming" CD SI 1

Scream "Modi Gras" 7" S3

Scream "No More Censorship" CD S3

Scrotum Grinder 7" S3 (members of Assnck and Failure Face)

Scum Noise "Live" 7" S3 (Brazil)

SMtflt 7" S3 50 (Canada, eh?)

Siege "Drop Dead" CD SI2 (on Relapse)

SI neater 7" S3.50

Siren "Becoming Wheel*" LP S8.50 (dude, become a wheel. .)

Siren "Becoming Wheel*" CD S8.50 (...It would be cool!)

Siateema Nervioao "Where Tyranny Begins" 7" S3.50

Skropel "Nu Lie" 7" S3 (powervloleure to the max)

Slag "Feed" 7" S3

Mam Squad "Sonld" CD S6 (Euro -IIC)

Slight SI upper a/Sbort Hate Temper LP $7.50

Slight SI upper */Short Hate Temper CD $10

Slight Slappera "Over Come Pain" 7" S3

Somethlag Nice 7" S3 (Japanese attack)

Son Of Dog 7" $3.50

Spazz "Sweatia to The Oldies" CD SI 2 (64 songs)

Spaa "La Revancka" LP S7.50

Spaa "La Revancka" CD SIO

Spaa/Romantle Gorilla CD SIO

Spazz/Monster X 7" S3

Spaa "Taitla Spoon" 5" picture disc S5

Spite "Last Orders" 7" S3

Stack "Modonervaktlon" 7" S3

State of Fear "The Table* Will Turn" LP S7.50

State Of Fear "Wallow lo Squalor" 7” S3.50

State Of The Union "Rei-Erection" 7" S3

Stlkky "Spamthology" CD SIO

Stlkkv "Where's My Lnnckpoll" LP S7.50

Strychnine LP $8 30

Strychnine CD SI I

Sub DK "Flags of Dlsrontent" 7" S3.50

Sobhnmans "From The Cradle To The Grave" LP S8.50

Subhuman* "From The Cradle To The Grave" CD SI

2

Subhuman* "EP-LP" LP S8.50

Subhuman* "EP-LP" CD SI

2

Subhuman* "The Duy The Country Died" I.P S8.50

Subhuman* "The Day The Country Died" C D SI 2

Subhuman* "Worlds Apart” LP S8.50

Subhuman* "World* Apart" CD SI 2

Subhuman* "29:29 Spilt Vlalon" LP S8.50

Subhuman* "29:29 Spilt Vlalon" CD SI

2

Subhuman* "Time Flys + Rata" LP S8.50

Subhuman* "Time Fly* t Rata" CD SI

2

Submachine "Sex Deterrent” 7" S3

Subw ay Arts LP S7.50 (Greek HC)
Suffer "One Step Cloaer" 7” $3 (e« Health Hazard)

Suspect* "New Dawn" CD SIO

Suspects "Voice OfAmerica" CD SIO

Svart Par ad "Slat* Krlget" CD $13.50

Svart Sno "Smock N Roll" LP S8.50

Symbiote 7" S3 (German)

System Sblt/Rlalng Nation 7” S3

Systral "Fever" 10" S9

Tampere SS "Sotaa" 7" S3 (early Finnnlah HC)

Tampere SS "Knollat sad Knopatta" 7" S3

Tank 18 "Hog" 7" S3

Taste Of Fear CD SI 3.50

Terveet Kadrt "Doomed Alice Race" CD SI 3.50

Terveet Kadet "Horae" 7" S3.50

Terveet Kadet "Pahan Volma 87" 7" S3.50
-r a iz.j.1 n..t.in." r n ci i



Against All Aathority "All Fall Dowa" CD SI I

Agathocles "Use Yaar Anger t Agarchy" CD SI 2

Ajitkodfi "Llw and Rasy" 2iTM $5

Afathocles/Shlkahaae 7" SS (Waw, another Af 7
n
l)

Afathocles/Aatorltar 7" SS

Agathocles "Back to 1987" 7" SS

Agents of Sataa/No Lest 7" S3.50

Agaostic Front "Raw Unleashed" CD SI I

Agoraphobic Nosebleed "llookey Redaction" CD SR.50

Agoraphobic Nosebleed "S/T' 7" S3 (new on CPR)
AgoraphoMc Notebleed/I.aceratloa 7" S3

Amebli "Arise" CD SI

2

Amen "Somewhere la Earope" 7" SS

Aasea/Short Hate Teas per 7" S3

Aaarcbas "Qaarrellag" 7” SS (Mexico)

Anarcbat/AK 47 7" S5

\ntl "The Hardcore Years 1980-84" CDll

Anti -Dote "Tloa Shall Not KHI" 7" SS

Antl-FItf "Their System Doesn’t Work" CD SI 1

Aatl-Flag "KHI" 7" S3.50 (back la stock)

Aatl -FI ag/Agalast All Aatborlty 7" S3

AaH Flag/Dread LP plctare disc $8.50

Aatl -Patti "Last Call" LP S8.50

Anti Tastl "No Government" CD SI3.50

Aatl sect "la Darkness There Is No Choice" CD S13
Aatl -Seen "Eat More Potsaai" LP S10
Aatl Seen "Raw Shit" LP SIO
Aatl-Seea "Here To Rain Yoar Groove" CD SIO
Aatl -Seen "Hell" CD SIO
Aatl-Seea "Thanks a Lot" 7" S3.50

Mi -Seen "Masters of The Sky" 7" S3 SO

Aatl-V: v 'Seducer 7" S3.50

Araistroa/As Good As Dead 7" S3 (Screechy, aieaa HC)
Artoartared/Crlsls Rebirth 7" S3.50

Asocial "Total Asocial" CD S13.S0 (Swedish HC)
Asbestos "To The Meaiory of the War Vlctlai" CD SI I

Assfart "Srr 7" S3.50 (on Prank!)

Asprla Feast/Chickea 7" S3.50

Assrasb "Save For Yoar Doomed Fatare" 7" S3.500

Assack "Misery ladei" CD $8.50

Attack "Misery Index" LP S7.50

Assack "Aatlcapltal" CD SIO

Attak ’’Zombies’’ LP $8.50

Aas Rotten "Fack Nasi Sympathy" 7" $3

Aas Rotten "The System" LP $8

Aatorltar/Warsore 10" S8.50

Avengers "Two Black Eyes" LP SIO

Avskam "Re-Craclfled by the System" CD $13.50

Bad Postare "GDMFSOB" CD S1

1

Beaamb "Gear la The Machine" 7" S3.50

Black Kronstadt "A World To Win" 7" S3

Bllti " All Oat Attack" LP SR.50

Bonecratker "The Animal" 7" S3.50

Boaecrasher "No Escape" 7" $3.50

Bora Against "Battle Hymns" 10" $7.50

Bora Against "The Rebel Soaad" CD SI I

Brala Geaoclde/PPSH 7" S3

Brainstorm/Mad Batcher 7" S5 (JAPAN)
Bristle "System" 7" S3

Brother Inferior "Anthems For" LP S7.50

Brother Inferior "Blasphemy and Treason" 7" S3

Baraed Up Bled Dry "Kill The Body” 7" S3

Capitalist Casaaltles "Dope and War" 7" $3.50 (NEW)
Carcass Grinder/Violent Headache 7" S5 (grrrrrrrrlnd)

Casaaltles "For The Foni" LP $8

Casnsltles "For The Pons" CD SIO

Chltx "Break The Cycle" LP $7.50 (Canadian)

Cbrlstdrlver 7" S3.50 (Ex-Sabvert people)

Chrlstdrlver "Everything Barns" CD S7.50

Cbrlstdrlver "Everything Baras" LP $7.50

Circle One "Are Yoa Afraid" CD SI I

Civil Dissldeat "Meade s Crack" LP $8.50

Civil Disobedience "la A Few Honrs" 7" S3

Clasterbomb Unit 7" S5 (German crast/thrash)

Cobra "Greatest Hits" CD $12 (Classic Japanese Ol!)

C.O.B.W. 7" S3 (Crast with female vocals)

Cocke Bomba 10” S8.50

Cocksparer "The Best of CD SI I

Code 13 "A Part Of America" 7" S3 (Their newest)

Code 13 "Doomed Society" 7” SJ.50 (Their Art! record)

Code 13 "They Made A Wasteland" 7" S3

Colera "Pela Pat Em" LP SR.50

Dlskoato "Shattered Society" 7" S3.50 (Crasty thrash!)

Diskoato/DistjeJ 7" S3

Disrapt "S/T" 7" S3

Dlsrapt/Warrollspse 7" S3

Disrapt "Deprived" 7" S3.50

Dlstraagkt 7" S3 (Yoa’d love DIs)

Dtstarblo Meaor "Herldas" 7" S3

Doom "Police Bastard" 7" S3

Dropklek Marpbys "Boys On The Docks" CD $8.50

E l 3 "Search For Gllllgaa" 7" S3.50 (aareleased from ’84)

Ebola/Jealger 7" S5

EBS "Destroy Yoar Enemy" LP S7 (Not fer the aaally PC)
Ecoaocbrlst "Trained to Serve" LP $6

Ecoaochrlst "Skewed" 7" S3

Ecoaocbrlst "Another Victim" 7" S3

Ecoaochrlst "Discography" 2tCD SIO

Effigies "Remains Nonvlewablr” CD SI 3.50 (great HC paakl)

El Dopa "1332" LP SR 30

El Dopa "1332" CDSI1
El Dopa 7" S3.50

Epajsrjestys "Segaada Preasagem" 7" S3.50

Exhale 7" $3.50

Eihamed/No Comply 7" S3

Extreme Smoke "Who Sold The Scene?" 7" $5

Fallare Face "All Pala No Gala" 7" S3

Falling Sickness "Becaase The World" LP SR.50

Falling Sickness "Becaase The World" CD SI I

F alloat "Resist Control" 7" SS (Killer Aasssle HC)
Fardal 7" S5 (Germ an)

Fear OfGod "Paeamatlc Slaaghter" 7" S5
Fear OfGod 7" S5

Filth "Live The Chaos" 7" S3.S0

Flltb/BIsti LP S8.50

Fllth/Blatx 2xCD SI 3.50

Filthy Charlty/SRMP 7" S5

Final Conflict "Rebirth" LP S7.50

Fiaal Conflict "RrMrtk" CD S12
Final Conflict "Ashes To Ashes" LP $7.50

Final Conflict "Ashes To Ashes" CD SI 2

Fit For Abase 7" S3 (like Negative Approach!)

Fits "Too Many Rales" LP SR.50 (Canadllaa street panx)

Fits "Too Many Rales" CD S13.50

Flesh Revels "Stoned and Ont" CD SI 3.50

Flesh Revels "Extreme Meat Enter" CD SI 3.50

Flat Of Pink Indians "Not So Brave" CD $13 50

Flax Of Pink Indians "Not So Brave" LP SIO

Forca Macahra "The Traces" 7" S3 (NF.W on Crast Records)

Forced Eipresslon/Avnlsloa 7" S3.50

Forced F.ipresslon/Apartmrnt 213 7" $3.50

Foreheads ’Guilty" CD SI 3.50

Freexe "Token Bones” CD SI 1 (Old, rare tracks)

Fnckface "Jinx" 7" $3.50

Gala "777: 1991-1997" CD SIO

Gala "This One" LP $7.50 (Japanrore)

Gala "This One" CD SIO

Gsute "Live" 7" S3.50 (totally bratal!)

Gauzr "S/T* CD SI

2

GBII "Great Big Hairdos" 7" S5 (live 1983)

Generics "Social Hem

m

or h age” 7” $5

Glsm "S/T” CD SI 2

Go! "Extinction" CD SI 2

Gooas "Bad Excnse" 7" $3.50

Goons/Bolls 7" $3.50

Gory Meloaomla/F.metlc 7" S3.50

Grimple "Up Yoar Ass" LP SR.50

H I 00s "Texas Death Mstch" 7" $3

II - 1 00s "Dismantle" 7" S3 (Fnropean press)

Hall Mary "Glorious Morning" 7" S3.50

Hand To Month "Yoar Dcket To The..." LP $7.50

Hand To Month "Fco Girl" 7" S3

llellkrasher "Doomsday Hoar” LP $7.50

llrlst "Pain Is Canslng Life" 7” S3 (awesome Aussie attack)

llellnatloa "Yonr Chaos Days Arc Numbered" l,P $7 50

Hellnatloa "Yoar Chaos Days Are Numbered” CD SIO

Hellnatlon "At War With F.mo" 5" S3 50

Hiatus "Way of Doom" 7" $3

His Hero Is Gone 7" $3.50

His Hero Is Gone "IS Coasts" LP $8 50

His Hero Is Gone ”
1 5 ( oasts" CD S 1

1

His Hero Is Gone "Monuments To Thieves” LP $8.50

Ills Hero Is Gone "Monuments To Thieves” CD $8.50

Holst A Few "No Herloa* Shit" CD SI 3 50

Moh "Let The Tribe Increase" CD SI I (UK)

Mob 47/Protes Beagt CD $13.50

Moaey Drag/Wind Of Pala 7" $5

Monster X "Will To Die" 7" S3

Moaater X "1993 Demos" 7" SS (Raw and roagb!)

Motards/Fackemos 7" S3.50

Moaralag Noise "Death Trip Delivery" CD S1 1 (Mlsflty)

Malrsklaaer CD SI 2 (on Sludge Records)

Murder Junkies "Feed Mv Sleuie" CD $10

Murder Jaaklea "Feed My Sleaxe" 10" SR.50

Murderers 7" S3

MAT) 7" S5

Nailed Dowa/Dlsmachlae 7" S3

Nasam "World la TarmolT 7" S3 (Swedes)

Natlnas Oa Fire "Death Of The Pro-Lifer" LP SR.50

Nausea "Cvher God" 7" $3.50

Needlestlck 7" SS

Negative Approach "Total Recall" CD $13.50

Neatbroae "As The Gray Skies Opened" 7" S5

Neatkrone/VIrtaal Reality 7" S5

No Frasd "Hard To The Core" LP S« (Classic Fla thrash)

No Fraud "Bahewatrb" 7" $2.50

No Fraud "I Don’t Know Yon" 7" $3.50

No Fraud CD (24 soags) $10 (Florida's loag-raaalag HC vets)

Nolseslasgbter "Greed" LP $8.50

Nolseslaagbter "Greed” CD $12

No Less "Boxed la" 7" S3.50

No Less/Potato Justice 7" $3.50

No Lessons No Tateat 7” SI

No Motlv/Tke Choice 7" $2.50

Noacoafermlst "Open Yonr Eyes" 7" $5

No One's Victim "The Chase" 7" $3.50

No Oppression "What Destroys Yoa” 7" $5 (Brail!)

N.O.T.A "S/T* CS $8.30 (Their flrst LP from 1985!)

N O T.A "Give Em Enough Dope” CD $12 (GREAT!)
N.O.T.A/Brotber Inferior 7" S3

Nothing More 7" $5 (Fnro-HC)
Obliterated/Haywire 7" S3 (new on Coaseasas Reality)

Ojorojo "Can Yoa" LP $8.50

Ojorojo "Can Yoa" CDS11
Olho Seco "Os Prlmelros Dias" 12" $6.50 (fear songs)

Olho Seco/Fogo Craxado/Brlglda Do Odio CD $13.50 (Braxil)

One Common Voice "Freedom" 7" S3

Opstaad 7" S3

Oatcold "S/T* CD SR.50 (early ROs-style HC!)
Palndrlver " lhe Truth" 7" S3 (great grlad/powervioleace)

Pay Neater "Give Up The Ghosts" 7" S3.SOU
Penadas Por La Ley "Seio" CD $8.50 (Braxil)

Penetration " The early Years" LP $8.50 (UK)
PhoMa "Favlavrd" 7" $3 50

Pink Flamingos "Poppln Eye FfTert" 7” S3 (harsh!)

Pink Tards la Space/Sedltloa LP S8.50

Pretentions Assholes/Dangermouse 7" $2.50

Professor 7" S5 (Awesome grind)

Prostitutes "Can’t Teach Kids" LP $7.50

Protrstl 7" S3 (Finland)

Proyrcto Terror/Denak 7" $3

Pablir Nu'iaarr "Cheap Sei and Beer" 7" $3.50

Paruleace/Belxeba 7” $5 (Fast grinding noise!)

Radon 7" S3.30

Raise Cain "Bootleg" 7" $3 (From .lapaa!)

Randumbs "Seven Inch" 7" S3

Rattus "Here Comes Death" CD $1

1

Raw Power "Ruralag The Factory” CD SI I

Rebel Truth "F.vervbody Hates Everybody" CD $1

1

Red Scare "As Promised” CD $11

Refeve "Trail Of Destruction" 7" S3 (great crust attack)

Religious Facks/Eco -Stench 7" $3

Remlngtln 7" $3.50 (So emo, yoa will weep upon seeing It.)

Remission "95 98" I P $7.50

Resist "Ignorance Is Bliss" I P 57 50

Rrslst/Deprlvrd7 ”$3

Restarts "Frnstratlnn" 7" jx

RF? "Traditional Valors"CD $1

1

Righteous Pigs "Stress Related" < l> $7

Ringworm "7 Inches" 7" $3

Ringworm "Eject The F.nd All" 7” $3

Ripcord "Hardcore” CD $12
Romantic Gorilla "S/T” CD SIO

Rot "Intense Noise” CD $ 1 2 (Japanese band)

Rot "Fatality Live’’ 7" $5 (The hand from BRAZIL)
Rotten Sound "Losln face" 10" picture disc $9

You computer geeks should check

Sound

out Sound Idea on the lilorld Wide Web:

Idea E-mail: sndideaaix-netcom.com

Suhhamaus "The Day The Conntry Died” I.P $8.50

Suhhamana "The Day The Conntry Died" CD $1

2

Subham ans "Worlds Apart" LP $8.50

Sabhamans "Worlda Apart" CD $12

Subhuman* "29:29 Split Vision” LP $8.50

Snhhnmaaa "29:29 Spilt Vision" CD $12

Sabhamans "Time Fly* + Rats" LP SR.50

Sabhamans "Time Flys t Rats" CD $12
Submachine "Sex Deteereat” 7" $3
Subway Arts LP 17.50 (Greek HC)
Suffer "One Step Closer" 7" $3(es-Health Haxard)

Saspecta "New Dawn" CD $10

Suspects "Voice OfAmerica" CD $10

Svart Par ad "Slsta Krlget" CD $13.50

Svart Sao "Smock N Roll" I.P SR.50

SymMose 7" $5 (German)
System Shlt/RIslag Nation 7” $5

Systral "Fever" 10" 19

Tampere SS "Sotaa" 7" $3 (early Flanalsh HC)
Tampere SS "Kaollat aad Kaopatta” 7” S3

Tank 18 "Hog" 7" $3

Taste Of Fear CD $13.50

Terveet Kadet "Doomed Alien Race" CD $13.50

Terveet Kadet "Horse" 7" $3.50

Terveet Kadet "Pahaa Volma 87" 7" $3.50

Terveet Kadet "Hardcore Bratallty" CD SI I

Three Way Cam "Battle of Opinions" 7" $3

Time’s Up "Discernment” 7" $3.50

Toe To Toe "No Gods" 7” $5 (The hand’s latest)

Totsknrk ’’Pointless Stand” 3" CD $7 (on PF Far Fast)

Totalltar "Maltlnatlonella Mordare" 7" S3 (re-lsvne)

Trip 6 "Back With A Vengeance" CD $1

1

Tumor 10" $6

Tumult "Heroic Bloodshed” 7" $5 (greut tew powervioleace)

Tumnlt/Gomorrha 7" $%
Tunnel Rats "Oar War" CD $10

Tunnel Rats "Going To Marty’s" 7” $3.50

Taomlo 7” S3

Two Minnies Hate 7" $3.50

Hart Paak "Demo 81 aad Live 82" LP $8.50

Uaarmed/Haw Long 7" $5

Uncurbed "Paak Aad Anger" CD $13.50 (crast)

Uncarbcd "A Nightmare la Daylight" CD $13.50

Uncurhfd/Sodrtv Gang Rape 7" $5

Underclass "A Brief Moment" 7" $5

Underthreat "Bomb Scars" LP $8.50 (Braxil)

Unholy Grave "Hatred" CD $13.50 (NEW)
Unholy Grave "MorMd Reality” 7" $3

Unholy Grnve/Entralls Massacre 7" SS

Unholy Grave/Ingravescent Torture 7" $3.50

Universal Order Of Armageddoa "S/T" CD $1

1

Up Against "S/T 7" $3.50 (CANADA)
Up Against "War Will Never Fad" 7" $3.50

US Bomha "War Birth" CD $13.50

Uatans "Everything's Shit!" 7" $3.50 (Finland!)

Valvout akomlsslo "Systeemi Tappaa” CD $13.50

Melons Wankers "Msclous Wanks" CD $13.50 (Finland)

VKTMS "Discographv" CD SI I

Void "Condensed Flesh" 7" S3 50 (Raw HC!)

Volume Dealers/Older Than Dirt 7" $5 (Japan)

Yomltus/Flax of Disorder 7" $3.50

Voorhees "Smilin’ At Death" CD $1

1

Wardance Orange 7” S3 (ex Action Patrol)

Warsorr/Vnholy Grave 7" $5

Welfere/IIHIMHy BlltrkrHg 7" $3

Whipped/Inham aae 7" S3

Whipped "Agitator" LP S8.50

Wordsalad "Specimen" 7" $3 50

'Working Stlflk "Dog Tired" LP $8.50

Working Stiffr "Dog Tired" CD $1

1

Yuppitlde "l ive" LP $8.50

Vopplclde "Live" CD SI I

Yappiecrusher 7" $5

Zero Hoar " Inconvenience" 7" $3

ZJonlde "Newsflash" CD $12 (Political ernst)

Zooudv "the Curse of Zounds" CD $1

1

Zooo "The Fiaal Agony" 7" $5

Zvklome A "Noise and Distortion" CD $1

1

7 Seconds "Old School" LP SR.50

7 Seconds ’Old School" CD 112

9 Shocks Terror "Earth, Wind..." 7" S3.50

' I

i
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